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PREFACE
On September 4, 1992, following receipt of a request from the Senate
Committee on Finance (appendix A), the U.S. International Trade Commi ssion
inst i tuted investigation No. 332-333, Mackerel: Competitiveness of the U.S.
Industry in Domestic and Foreign Markets, under section 332(9) of the Tariff

Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1332(g)). The committee requested that in its
investigation the Commission develop, to the extent possible, information on
the following subjects:
(1)
U.$, &nd foreign industry profiles . --Profile the U . S. and foreign
mackerel harvesting and processing sectors, addressing the extent of
direct government involvement in the industry.
(2)

U.S. and foreign markets.· · Describe the U.S. market and important

foreign markets for mackerel products, particularly markets in the
Middle East, Europe, west Africa, and the Caribbean. In addition,
describe tariff and nontariff barriers encountered in these markets.
(3)
Competitiveness assessment.- -Analyze the pri ncipal factors bearing
on the competitiveness of U.S. mackerel products in both U.S. and
foreign markets, including trade barriers, government policies, and
other economic factors.
The committee requested the Commission to report the results of its

investigation by June 8, 1993.
Copies of the notice of the investigation and of the public heari ng were
posted at the Office of the Secretary, U.S . International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and the notice was published in the Federal Register of
September 16, 1992 (57 P.R. 42761, reproduced in appendix Bl. A public
hearing in connection with this investigation was held in the Commission

Hearing Room, 500 B Street SW., Washington, DC, 20436, beginning at 9:30 a.m.
on January 26, 1993. (A list of witnesses appearing at the hearing is
presented as appendix C.)
Information for this study was obtained from the following sources:

the

Commission's files; staff interviews with representatives of harvesters,
processors, traders, and industry associations in the United States, Europe,

the Caribbean, Japan, and elsewhere; the Departments of State and Commerce;
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization; the Commission of the
European Communities; U.S. embassies; foreign governments; trade publications;

and testimony submitted at the public hearing on this investigation. The time
period for the study is 1987-91. Data for 1992 are included when available.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This investigation was conducted at the request of the Senate Conunittee
on Finance. In a letter of August 4, 1992, the Committee stated that the
development of the U.S . Atlantic mackerel resource , one of the few remaining
underutilized species on the Atlantic coast, was of concern and interest to
the U.S. Congress. More specifically, because the U.S. demand for Atlantic
mackerel as human food is relatively low, due to consumer tastes and
preferences, the Committee requested that the Commission provide an analysis
of the for·e ign markets for Atlantic mackerel and the conditions of competition

between U.S. and foreign suppliers of mackerel in these markets. These
foreign competitors include the European Community and Norway. Accordingly,
the Committee requested the Commission to conduct an investigation under
section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C., 1332(g) ) covering the
period 1987 to 1991, with data for 1992 as available. The following
paragraphs sununari ze the findings of the investigation.

Profile of the U.S. Industry and Market
•

U.S. commercial fisherman caught almost 37,000 metric tons of all
species of mackerel in 1992, a decline of 29 percent from the 1991
harvest of 52,000 metric tons. The 1992 harvest generated
$15.0 million in gross revenues. Most was processed into fresh or
frozen mackerel products (fish for human consumption and bait) .

•

The U. S . harvest of Atlantic mackerel reached 16,600 metric tons
in 1991, up 33 percent from the 1987 harvest of 12,500 metric
tons. The u.s: harvest fell by 24 percent to an estimated 12,629
metric tons . in 1992. The total ex-vessel value of the harvest
rose to $5.5 million in 1991, up from the 1987 l evel by $2.l
million, but fell to $3.8 million i n 1992. Average prices
received by Atlantic mackerel harvesters reached $329 per metric
ton in 1991, nearly twice the 1987 level of $170, but fell to $304
per metric ton in 1992.

•

The U. S . harvest of other mackerel species (Spanish, king, Pac ific
and jack) declined from 59,803 metric tons, valued at
$15.5 million, in 1987 to 23,902 metric tons, valued at
$11.2 million, in 1992. Average unit values for most of these
species rose during 1987 - 92, from $259 per metric ton in 1987 to
$469 per metric ton in 1992, or by 81 percent.

•

U. S. imports of fresh or frozen mackerel remained relatively
steady at an annual average of 2,922 metric tons ($4.5 million)
during 1987-92. The two largest suppliers of U.S. imports are
Japan and Canada .

xi

•

U.S. exports of fresh or frozen mackerel {all species) rose from
658 metric tons, valued at $681,000, in 1987 to 15,631 metric

tons, valued at $14.9 million, in 1992. As a share of production
volume, exports grew from l percent in 1987 to 43 percent in 1992.
The largest export markets in recent years have been the Republic
of Korea (South Korea), Japan, Jamaica, and the former Soviet
Union . Although U.S . exports of frozen Atlantic mackerel to Japan

where higher in 1990 and 1991 than in earlier years, both Japan
and South Korea primarily import Pacific and jack mackerels from
the United States. Jamaica is the largest export market for
Atlantic mackerel.
•

Apparent U.S. consumption of fresh or frozen mackerel declined
from 74,600 metric tons, valued at $21.3 million, in 1987 to
23,750 metric tons, valued at $4 . 3 million, in 1992. This decline
is mainly the result of export opportunities that have diverted
production from domestic markets where prices are low to markets

such as Japan where prices are high. Additionally, the
seasonal nature of the mackerel harvest tends to limit the
availability of frozen mackerel in the short run to supply various
markets.
•

The U.S . mackerel industry consists of three vertically related
sectors: harvesting, processing, and distribution. Bach sector

consists of various types of firms that deal in a wide variety of
fish products in addition to mackerel and that differ in the type
of technology they use and the type of mackerel produced.
•

To reduce costs and improve product quality, the U.S. mackerel
industry has been actively investing in new technology for onboard
and shoreside processing. However, costs remain high largely
because of the small scale of U.S. enterprises, and high fuel and
labor costs. Additionally, to increase capital in the industry,
mackerel prices must be sufficiently high to attract harvesters

from alternative fisheries to the mackerel fishery.

•

The Federal Government {Commerce Department) oversees the
management of the U.S. mackerel fisheries through the
implementation of fishery management plans (FMPs) . The Atlantic
mackerel was designated as an underutilized species in its most
recent FMP.

The Commerce Department also controls foreign fleet

participation in the Atlantic mackerel fishery through its
allocation of the U.S. Atlantic mackerel resource to foreign
interests . In 1992, the U.S. Secretary of Commerce reduced to
zero the foreign-directed fishing allocation for Atlantic
mackerel. This action was not viewed favorably by U.S. · fishery
participants such as the Netherlands, which claimed that it
violates U.S. obligations with respect to the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) .
•

Mackerel is listed as an eligible commodity for export as food aid
under Public Law 480 and is eligible for export credit under the
xii

U.S. Department of Agriculture's Export Credit Guarantee Program
(GSM 102). However, no food aid program that includes mackerel
has been concluded nor have any mackerel sales been made under GSM
102. U.S. mackerel's cost in relation to other eligible
commodities, such as grain, and the availability of mackerel from
other lower-cost sources are the primary reasons cited for this
situation.

Profile of Foreign Industries and Markets
•

The world harvest of Atlantic mackerel in 1991 reached 693,300
metric tons, according to the United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization (FAO), slightly below the recent record of 708,700
metric tons set in 1988. The United Kingdom and Norway together
accounted for nearly half of the world harvest. The United States
ranked eighth, with 4 percent of the world harvest.

•

The principal foreign competitors of the U.S. Atlantic mackerel
industry are Norway, the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Netherlands,
and Germany. In addition, Russia, the Baltic nations, and Poland
are or in the recent past have been important producers, as well
as significant markets. world exports of fresh or frozen mackerel
(all species) jumped to a record 704,900 metric tons in 1991, up
from 588,400 metric tons in 1990. The principal contributor to
this increase was Norway, which has been actively targeting the
Japanese market. In 1991 the United States accounted for
2 percent of world exports of fresh or frozen mackerel. The
former Soviet union has declined in importance as economic
difficulties have forced reductions in the distant-water and
coastal fleets.

•

By far the largest import market for fresh or frozen mackerel is
Japan, with 15 percent of world imports in 1990. Overall mackerel
imports by Japan rose from slightly more than 1,000 metric tons in
1985 to 195,000 metric tons in 1991. This increase was prompted
mainly by a decline in domestic mackerel landings. Nor·way is the
principal supplier of Japanese mackerel imports, due to its
advantage in harvesting relatively fat-rich mackerel. In 1991,
Japan's reported imports of U.S. mackerel rose to 7,300 metric
tons , or about 4 percent of total Japanese imports .

•

Other relatively large import markets include Nigeria and Cote
d'Ivoire, which together accounted for 13 percent of world imports
in 1990. There is an established demand for mackerel in these and
other African markets, mainly because of the relatively low price
and high oil content of mackerel. However, although they present
possible export opportunities, west African mackerel markets are
volatile and have been characterized in recent years by
significant fluctuations in import levels and prices. This market
instability has been caused by a number of factors mainly related
xiii

to unfavorable macroeconomic conditions, such as stagnant income
levels, volatile global commodity prices, foreign exchange
shortages, and current account deficits. Competition from third·
country exporters has also contributed to uncertainty for U.S.
exporters in these markets. Moreover, current estimated
production costs for U.S. processed mackerel appear to be higher
than the prices quoted for sales to these markets by foreign
suppliers .
•

Egypt is among the most promising Middle Bast markets for U.S.
mackerel exports because of its large and growing population and a
ready demand for relatively low-cost protein sources such as
mackerel. In the past most mackerel imports (mainly from Burope)
were channeled through the state sector and were often subsidized.
Similar to the West African markets, U.S. exports to Bgypt are
constrained by unfavorable macroeconomic conditions, and thirdcountry competition, as well as government procurement policies
and procedures in Egypt.

•

Jamaica currently is the largest market for U.S. exports of
Atlantic mackerel and offers potential for future import growth.
It has longstanding ties with U.S. exporters of a wide variety of
products and, although it has been experiencing macroeconomic
constraints similar to those in West Africa, Jamaica continues to
be a re l atively large consumer of mackerel, mainly because of the
low price of mackerel as a protein source. In addition, the
Jamaican market prefers lower fat Atlantic mackerel offered
primarily by the Bast Coast U.S . mackerel fishery.

•

Mackerel is a widely consumed protein sourc·e in Eastern Europe,
owing mainly to its low price and ease of preservation, and the
countries of this area have traditionally been large importers of
mack erel products from the West . However, as a result of the
recent restructuring of these economies this trade pattern has
been upset as many importers face difficulties obtaining
sufficient hard currency to pay for their mackerel .

Conditions of Competition
•

U . S . mackerel exporters face a two-tiered world import market

typified at the high-price end by Japan and at the low-price end
by Nigeria , Bgypt, and other developing countries . Differences in
these types of markets require the U.S. industry to adopt
different marketing strategies and products to ensure the
competitiveness of their products in these respective markets. In
high-price markets, the quality of the U.S. product is a critical
factor determining U.S. competitiveness. In low-price markets ,
the success of U.S. exporters depends on the price of the U.S.
product relative to the price from competi ng suppliers and to the
price of alternative protein sources in these markets.
xiv

•

The most important factors identified in this investigation as
influencing the competitive position of the U.S. Atlantic mackerel
industry relative to its European competitors include production
and transportation costs, product quality, and marketing
practices. U.S. production costs are high relative to other

competing countries partly because the small size of U.S. fishing
vessels does not allow the industry to take advantage of economies
of scale that can reduce unit production costs. Transportation
cost differentials arise because of the U.S. location relative to
major markets in west Africa and the Middle East, and the
inability of the U.S. industry to benefit from large volume
discounts. These high costs tend to limit the ability of the U.S.
industry to compete in a number of developing country markets

where price is the most important demand factor.

•

The gap between U.S. and European product quality, while
narrowing, tends to put the U.S. product at a competitive
disadvantage in high value mackerel markets, such as Japan.

The

range of products offered and the marketing experience of European
competitors also tend to place U.S. exporters at a competitive
disadvantage in many mackerel markets, particularly those in

developing countries, where European competitors have already
established market contacts and stable trade relacionships.

•

Trade barriers in importing countries for mackerel products
include both tariff and nontariff trade barriers. With the
exception of Ghana, tariffs in major markets for fresh or frozen
mackerel tend to be at relative low or moderate levels. Nontariff

barriers include primarily the import quota in Japan. Although a
number of these barriers have been reduced or eliminated in recent
years, they contribute to higher prices of fish products in the
importing countries and they reduce both the price and volume of
shipments from exporters, including the U.S. industry.
•

Exchange rate depreciation relative to the U.S. dollar in a number
of developing-country importers has made the price of all imported
mackerel more expensive as mackerel trade is largely negotiated in

dollars. These exchange rate changes have also been symptomatic
of financial difficulties that have resulted in shortages of
foreign exchange. These shortages, combined with higher local
currency prices, tend to favor exports from lower-cost, non-u.s.
sources because they reinforce the importance of price as
determinant of export supply to such markets.

•

Fishery management programs in foreign exporting countries such as
the BC member states and Norway include harvest quotas and price

support policies . On balance, these programs tend to restrict
mackerel harvests, thus placing upward pressure on both world
prices and price levels i n these countries. The higher world
prices benefit the U.S. industry, as well as other exporters who
sell mackerel in international markets.
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Norwegian bait assistance

also provides indirect benefits to U.S. mackerel exporters who
receive higher prices for mackerel consumed as food.

•

In Western and Eastern Europe, as well as in the United States,

government assistance has been provided in a variety of forms for
the construction or acquisition of vessels and shoreside
facilities. In most countries (except for some privatization
efforts in Eastern Europe) these assistance programs appear to

have been eliminated because of budgetary constraints or
overcapitalization in fisheries. However, even in countries where
the programs no longer exist their benefits remain; past grants
for construction, for example, continue to reduce current mortgage
payments below what they would be had the owner paid for the
entire facility. These benefits in turn serve to reduce the
output prices required for the facility to break even or make a
profit.

•

In the United States, the U.S. Government policy of open access by
U.S. vessels to the Northeast Atlantic groundfish stocks, which
make up an alternative fishery for many would-be Atlantic mackerel
fishermen, has served to raise the price necessary to attract
fishermen to mackerel, thereby raising processing and export

costs . More recently, the reduction to zero in
directed allocation for Atlantic mackerel could
ex-vessel prices for U.S.-harvested mackerel in
it could also lead to higher prices in the long
U.S . industry expand its exports as a result of
supply.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Atlantic mackerel is one of the few remaining underutilized U. S . fishery

resources and one of the largest. 1 The resource has grown substantially in
the past decade, to a stock size believed capabl e of sustaining a long-term
annual harvest of at least 200,000 metric tons. However, the annual U.S.
commercial harvest averaged only 13,053 metric tons during 1987-92. Aside
from the bait market, there is little domestic or foreign demand for U.S.
Atlantic mackerel. As a result, its price , relative to that for groundfish
and other alternative fish species, has remained too low to attract much
interest among U.S. fishermen, and the resource has traditionally been

allocated (by the U.S . Government) to foreign fishing industries that supply
various European and developing-country markets, such as those in Western
Africa .
In recent years there has been considerabl e interest among industry
members and Government fishery managers alike in "Americanizing" U.S.

fisheries that are fished by foreign fleets, including mackerel. In the past
this Americanization effort has consisted of U. S. Government assistance for
construction of vessels and shoreside processing facilities, as well as other

incentives to build up capital in the fishing industry.

This assistance,

however, has also resulted in overcapitalization in traditional fisheries,

such as cod and flounder, with the result that such efforts have been reduced
in an attempt to protect these more va luable fisheries.

More recently, the

effort to Americanize the Atlantic mackerel fishery has consisted of reducing
or eliminating fishing quota allocations to foreign harvesting and processing

fleets.

The intent of this policy is to raise foreign demand for U. S .

mackerel by reducing foreign mackerel production in U. S . waters. This, in
turn, would put upward pressure on pric·e s so as to attract U.S. harvesters to
mackerel.
Americanization of Atlantic mackerel has been slow, however, and some

U.S. industry officials claim that foreign trade barriers are important
impediments to development of the U.S. industry. Such barr iers, it is
asserted, consist of artificially low costs of capital and other inputs among
foreign producers. Import barri ers in foreign markets are also cited by some
industry members. 2 According to the U.S. industry, these trade barriers
contribute to foreign price quotations that are typically well below U. S.
costs of production, even before transportation is taken into account .

1 Although there are three major U.S. commercial fisheries for mackerel
(Atlantic, Spanish/king, and Pacific/jack), this investigation primar ily
concentrates on the fishery for Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrusJ . When
other mackerel species and products are relevant to specific issues, such as

U.S. export, they are included i n the discussion.
2 Transcript of hearing, pp. 20 and 27.
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Within the context of these issues, the Senate Committee on Finance, in

a letter of August 4, 1992 , requested that the Commission assemble and present
information on the U.S. mackerel industry, its principal foreign competitors,
and important foreign markets for mackerel products and that it analyze the
principal factors having a significant bearing on the competitiveness of U.S.
mackerel products in both U.S. and foreign markets, including trade barriers,
government policies, and other economic factors. A discussion of these issues
is the primary concern of this report.

Scope of the Report
11ie Product
This investigation covers fresh, frozen, cured, or canned mackerel.

U.S. mackerel resources are harvested by U. S. and foreign wetfish and freezer
vessels, 3 and then processed into the various products covered by this study. 4
U.S. commercial fishermen caught almost 37,000 metric tons of mackerel
in 1992, generating $15.0 million in gross revenues at the e x- vessel or
dockside level . Most was processed into fresh or frozen mackerel products .

U.S. canned-mackerel production totaled $2 . 0 million in 1992 . U.S. exports of
mackerel (all forms) in 1992 totaled $15.3 million, of which 98 percent was
mackerel in fresh or frozen form. The Republic of Korea (South Korea), Japan,
and Jamaica were the largest markets for U.S. fresh and frozen mackerel
exports in 1992. U.S. imports of fresh or frozen mackerel, which enter mostly
during the U.S. mackerel "off season,• (summer and fall) , totaled $4. 2 million
in 1992. Canada was the largest U.S. supplier of fresh mackerel, and Japan
was the largest supplier of frozen mackerel.
Mackerel harvested and processed from all species by the U.S. industry
is marketed primarily as seafood for human consumption.

Significant amounts

of U. S.-harvested mackerel are also destined for the bait, pet food, and
fishmeal markets. As bait, mackerel is used in lobster and crab traps, and on
the lines of hooks used by longliners fishing for tuna, halibut, and other

fishes. It is also a common ingredient in seafood-based pet foods,
particularly canned cat food. The fishmeal market is a last resort for
mackerel because of its low unit value; fishmeal is a common ingredient in

animal feeds, such as those used to feed salmon and trout in aquaculture
facilities.

Figure l·l depicts the relationships among the various

harvesting, processing , and distribution subsectors and international trade
for mackerel.

3 Freezer vessels have the capability of freezing fish at sea, whereas wet

fish vessels do not have this capability.
4 Foreign participation is subject to foreign agreement with the U.S.
Government and U.S. allocation of the allowable mackerel harvest for foreign
directed fishery. In 1992, the allocation for foreign direct fishing for
Atlantic mackerel was reduced to zero.
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Figure 1·1
U.S. mackerel resources: Harvesting relationships and International trade
U.S. Mackerel Resources

Harvest by
U.S. Wetflsh Vessels

Harvesis by
U.S. Freezer Vessels
Harvesis by Foreign-Flagged Vessels
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Distribution
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Source: Derived by USITC staff.
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Biological Characteristics
Mackerel are pelagic (surface-feeding) fish, which are found in salt
water bodies around the world. Most species typically are found in temperate
waters, and not in the very warm equatorial and very cold polar waters;
however, some species (e.g., the sierras) are common in equatorial waters.

Mackerel are migratory fish and appear near coastal waters in large
concentrations only during a few months of the year. Mackerels include
several species of finfish belonging to the Scombridae family of fishes. The
following tabulation lists the commercially si?'ificant Scombridae species of
mackerel, with their scientific (Latin) names .
common name

Scientific name

At lantic mackerel
Pacific mackerel

Scomber scombrus

Spanish mackerel
King mackerel
Painted mackerel
Gulf sierra

Scomber japonicus
Scomberomorus maculatus
Scomberomorus cavalla

Pacific sierra

Scomberomorus regalis
Scomberomorus concolor
Scomberomorus sierra

Bullet mackerel

Auxis rochei

Frigate mackerel

Auxis thazard

Among the commercially most important mackerel species in North America

are the Atlantic, Pacific (also called chub), king, and Spanish mackerels.

Of

much l ess commercial importance in North America are the painted (or cero) ,
bullet, and frigate mackerels and the gulf and Pacific sierras.
Another important fish species examined in this investigation is called

the jack (or horse) mackerel (Trachurus symmetricus). This species is not a
true mackerel; it is a member of the jack, or Carangidae family. 6 However, it
typically is marketed alongside true mackerels because in the fish industry it
is considered commercially equivalent to Pacific mackerel and part of the

mackerel industry and market .

The Scoml:>ridae family also includes certain

commercially important related species, the most common being certain tunas

(e.g ., yellowfin, albacore, and skipjack) and bonito; however , these species
are outside the scope of this investigation.
Somewhat different species of mackerel occur in the eastern Atlantic,

but because they are difficult to distinguish in the marketplace they
Sc. Richard Robins, et al., A list of Common and Scientific Names of
Fishes Prom the United States and Canada (Bethesda, MD: American Fisheries
Society, 1980), pp. 56-57.
6 Ibid., p. 43 . Another Pacific fish species, known as Atka mackerel
(Pleurogrammus monopterygius), likewise is not a true mackerel but is a member
of the greenling or Hexagrammidae family. Atka mackerel are not e xamined
further in this investigation.
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sometimes share similar names with the western Atlantic species, particularly

in the European market (chapter 3) .

A commercially important example is

Scomber colias, which in the United Ki ngdom goes under the common names
Spanish mackerel or chub mackerel. Although rare in North American waters,
this species is common in the Mediterranean and off the French and Iberian

Atlantic coasts. However, throughout the North Atlantic the dominant species
is Scomber scombrus, known on both sides of the Atlantic simply as mackerel.
The Atlantic mackerel appears in greatest numbers off the Mid-Atlantic

States during the fall and earl y winter, migrating along the New England and
Canadian Maritime Provinces' coasts in late winter and early spring; the
largest quantities are harvested in the waters off the Mid-Atlantic and
southern New England States . The king mackerel ranges from the Mid-Atlantic
States to the Gulf of Mex ico and the Caribbean, and some stocks occur as far
south as the waters off Brazil. Spanish mackerel typically ranges from the
upper Mid-Atlantic States to the Gulf of Mexico. Both king and Spanish
mackerels appear in their greatest numbers off the Mid-Atlantic States in
summer and off South Florida in the winter, a pattern suspected to be related
to water temperature . 7 Pac ific and jack mackerels occur in the Pacific Ocea,n ,

along the coasts of Cent ral and North America as far north as Puget Sound.
Mackerel congregate in large schools (with a school holding as much as
several dozen tons) for purposes of feeding and for defense against predators.
Among their food sources are herrings and other small f inf ish, squid,
crustaceans and plankton, although when a school is on a •feeding frenzy• they
are known to eat almost anything resembling food .

Their predators include

tunas, sharks, and humans.
At maturity, mackerel are much smaller than their cousins, the tunas.

As its name implies, the king mackerel is the largest of the commercially
important mackerels, typically weighing in at up to 10 pounds and reaching 3
feet in length. Most of the other mackerel species grow to l to 2 feet in
length and 2 to 5 pounds in weight. They typically have a blue or blue-green
back, with si l ver sides and belly, and their scales are so small as to be
almost unnoticeable. All mackerels are streamlined in shape and therefore are
fast swimmers. Some mackerels (especially the king mackerel) are popular game
fish and support a significant U.S. recreational fishery.

U. S. Industry Segments
The U.S . mackerel industry consists of three vertical ly rel ated sectors:
harvesting, processing, and distribution.

The harvesting sector consists of

firms and individuals that fish for mackerel using a variety of fishing
techniques that are described in detail in chapter 2 of this report .
Processors consist of firms that can, cure, or otherwise handl e and process

7

Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils, "Amendment
l to the Fishery Management Plan for the Coastal Migratory Pelagic Resources
(Mackerels) • Apr. 1985, sec. 5 .
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fresh or frozen fish for the wholesale market. Some harvesting vessels,
particularly freezer trawlers, can also be considered part of the processing

sector.

Dis tributors consist of firms that sell processed fish for domestic

consumption or for export.

There are also three major geographic segments of the U.S. mackerel
industry:
l.

The Atlantic mackerel fishery, which extends from the waters off New

England to the Mid-Atlantic States. In 1992 the U.S. harvest of Atlantic
mackerel totaled 12,629 metric tons, valued at $3.8 mill ion . This industry
consists of hundreds of commercial fishing vessels (which harvest other
species in addition to mackerel), and dozens of onshore processing plants,

although most production is concentrated in about one hundred freezer and
wetf ish trawlers and fewer than a dozen processing plants that are based in
New Jersey and New England.
In U.S. waters there is a large surplus of
Atlantic mackerel, which has traditionally been allocated to foreign fleets,
often in joint ventures with U.S. harvesters. The main products are mackerel

for bait and whole frozen mackerel for human consumption. This segment of the
industry is heavily export -oriented and competes most strongly with Atlantic
mackerel producers in western Europe.
2. The fisheries for king and Spanish mackerel, ranging from the Midand South Atlantic States to the Gulf of Mexico . In 1992 the U.S. commercial
harvest of these species totaled 3,716 metric tons, valued at $6 . 8 million.
Recreational fishermen account for a much greater portion of the U.S . harvest
of these species than that of Atlantic mackerel. The commercial fishery is
concentrated in the waters off South Florida and is almost e xclusively
oriented to the domestic market for fresh or frozen whole fish.

3 . The fisheries for jack and Pacific mackerels are found along the
Pacific Coast States. In 1992 the U.S. commercial harvest of these species
totaled 20,186 metric tons, valued at $4 .4 million. This segment consists of
numerous small vessels and processors scattered along the coast. Much of the
catch is destined for canneries; in addition, a significant portion of the
harvest is exported to Pacific rim markets, including Japan and South Korea.
At their southern end, these mackerel fisheries are shared with harvesters

from Mexico, whose rising harvest rates reportedly are interfering with U.S.
fishery management efforts. 8
Although this report generally discusses the entire U.S. mackerel
industry, it focuses on the east coast segment of the industry that produces
frozen Atlantic mackerel (Scocnber scombrus) . This is the industry segment
most concerned with the deve lopment of export markets and--because there is a
large surplus of unharvested Atlantic mackerel--it is the primary industry
segment for which there is a significant chance of future growth in production

and exports .
8 NMFS, Qur Living Oceans: Report on the Status of U.S. Living Marine
Resources. 1992 (U.S . Dept. of Commerce, Dec. 1992).
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Foreign Producers and Markets
The principal foreign rivals to U.S. mackerel exporters that are
analyzed in this study include the un ited Kingdom, Norway, the Netherlands,
and other European coastal nations. These countries are all competitors of
the U.S. Atlantic mackerel industry. In addition to the mackerel resources in
European waters, the fishing fleets of a number of these countries
traditionally have depended on surplus mackerel resources in U.S. waters for a
significant part of their supply .
The foreign markets examined in this investigation are limited to a

select group of developing nations in West Africa, the Middle Bast, Eastern
Europe and the Caribbean, as well as Japan. These regions are considered of
particular interest because they represent potential growth markets for
Atlantic mackerel. Most are developing economies with limited potential for
domestic protein production and therefore with a potentially large demand for
fish imports. Additionally, many are in temperate or tropical regions, whe re
food is commonly preserved by smoking or other curing methods, which is

typically how mackerel is preserved.

Equally important, most of these

economies currently are significant markets for important foreign rivals of
the U.S. mackerel industry, and such rivals' presence in these markets has

made it more difficul t for U.S. exporters to establish footholds.

Study Time Period and Data Sources
The data sources for this report include the Commission files; staff
interviews with representatives of harvesters, processors, traders, and

industry associations; U.S. embassies; foreign governments; and trade
publications . In addition Commission staff trave led to the United Nat ions
Food and Agriculture Organization in Rome, Italy; the Commission of the
European Communities in Brussels; Jamaica; and the United Kingdom to interview
government and industry officials.

Information was also obtained from the

Commission's hearing, held on January 26, 1993, in Washington, D. C.
The time period for the study is 1987-91. Data for 1992 are included
when available. All of the statistical tables are included in Appendix D of
this report.

Organization
Chapter 2 describes the U . S . mackerel industry, including its structure,

recent trends in production and other measures of economic performance and the

important role that the Federal Government plays in managing fisheries.
primary foreign competitors of the U.S. Atlan~ic mackerel industry are

The

d iscussed in chapter 3 . Thi s discussion includes the general economic
structure of the major foreign industries, their principal markets, and for

some foreign fleets their interaction with the U.S. industry in U.S. waters
off t he Atlantic coast . Chapter 4 describes the major foreign markets, both
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current and potential, that are of interest to U.S. exporters of Atlantic
mackerel.
Finally, chapter 5 examines t he effects of the factors affecting the
competitiveness of U.S. mackerel products in both U.S. and foreign markets.
In foreign exporting countries, the major factors affecting competitiveness
include economies of scale and scope, which concern the size of operation and
the variety of products produced or marketed, as well as transportation costs
and marketing experience.

The extent to which tariffs and nontariff barriers

in importing countries affect U.S. exports and the export prices received by
exporters is also discussed in this chapter. Also important are government
policies toward fishery management, which are seen to directly affect the
price and quantity of mackerel harvested, processed, and exported by foreign
competitors thus influencing the prices received by third-country exporters
such as the United States .
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CHAPTER 2. THE U.S. INDUSTRY AND MARKET
Trends m U.S. Production, T rade, Consumption and Prices
Production
The U.S. harvest (production) of all mackerel species totaled 36,531
metric tons in 1992, SO percent below the peak harvest of 72,526 metric tons
in 1989 (table D-1). An increase in prices of 9 percent sustained the total
value at about $19 . 5 million annually through 1991, but in 1992 the value
declined by 23 percent to $15 million. With the e xception of 1989, mackerel
production, especially for spec ies other than Atlantic mackerel (Spanish,
king, Pacific, and jack), generally declined during 1987 to 1992 from 59,803
metric tons, valued at $15.5 million, i n 1987 to 23,902 metric tons, valued at

$11.2 million in 1992 .
The quantity of U.S. production of fresh or frozen Atlantic mackerel
approximates (at least by quantity) the data on the domestic catch of Atlantic
mackerel, for virtually all such mackerel is marketed in whole, frozen form.
The following tabulation summarizes the recent trend in the domestic catch of
Atlantic mackerel (data from the Commerce Department; includes fish de l ivered
to foreign processing vessels) :
Year
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Q;iantity of catch
(metric tons)

Value of catch

12,517
12,377
14, 638
10, 415
16,647
12,629

2,123
2,722
4,261
·3, 794
5,476
3,836

($1, 000)

Although variable, t he domestic catch of At lant ic mackerel generally rose
during 1987 to 1991, but fell by 30 percent in 1992 .

Canned mackerel is the only other mackerel product for which production
data are available. Mackerel canners use jack and Pacific mackerels as raw
material. Generally, production of canned mackerel is variable, and the
mackerel processed by canners accounts for less than 10 percent of the total
mackerel harvest. The following tabulation summarizes recent trends i n
canned-mackerel production (dat a from the Commerce Department) :
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1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Qy£lntitv
(l, 000 metric
tons)

~
($1, 000)

6,630
8,201
7,993
10,626
3,988
2,223

5, 777
8, 777
6,983
10,500
3,421
l,981

Trade
Fresh and frozen mackerel are both imported and exported by U.S. firms.
Imports of fresh and frozen mackerel remained fairly steady during 1987 to
1992 at about 2,600 to 3,500 metric tons annually (table D-1). Such imports
enter mainly from Canada and Japan and are used by U.S. processors largely to
supplement domestic landings in both the bait market and the consumer food

market. In 1992, imports were equivalent to about 12 percent (by quantity) of
U.S. consumption. Canadian mackerel enters mainly through New England;
Japanese mackerel enters mainly through Los Angeles.
Exports of fresh and frozen mackerel have risen significantly in recent
years, mainly in response to market opportunities in Japan, the former Soviet

union, and the Republic of Korea (South Korea)

(table D-2).

were equivalent to about 43 percent of U.S. production.

In 1992, exports

In some instances

increased export opportunities have reflected special situations--for example,
Japan reportedly turned to U.S. exporters when Japanese domestic landings
dropped temporarily (primarily a result of poor harvests) in 1990 and 1991-and do not necessarily represent sustainable export market growth. Growth in
overall mackerel exports is remarkable, nevertheless, as the following
tabulation of Commerce Department data suggests:
Year

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Quantity
(metric tons)

Value

658
l,624
4,217
16,340
15,941
15,631

681
1,328
3, 795
18,023
13,696
14,950

($1,000)

In the Atlantic mackerel industry, exports accounted for an estimated

30 percent of production in 1992, a sharp decline from the record 1991 level
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of 50 percent. Such estimated exports are shown in the following tabulation
of official Ca<ranerce Department data: 1
Year

Quantity

(metr.ic tons)
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

683
987
3, 776
8, 301
3,492

value
($l, 000)

453
1,057

3,433
6,604
3,441

Between 1988 and 1991, estimated U.S. Atlantic mackerel exports
increased in quantity by 12 times and in value by 15 times, to a record 8,301
metric tons valued at $6.6 million. However, exports (chiefly those to the
former Soviet Union and Japan) fell in 1992 , to 3,492 metric tons valued at
$3.4 million, declines of 58 percent and 48 percent by quantity and value,
respectively . Jamaica, Japan, Canada, and the former Soviet Union were the
top four markets for U.S. Atlantic mackerel exports in 1991 and 1992 as shown
in the following tabulation of U.S. Department of Conunerce data (metric tons):

!.2.il

Jamaica
Japan .
Canada
Former Soviet Union
Spain
Other

1, 738

2,933
743
1,855
816
216

1992
1,823
62
893
422
22
270

Consumption
In the United States fresh and frozen mackerel are consumed mainly by
certain ethnic groups for human food, and in the bait, pet food, and other
industrial-use (e.g . , fish meal and oil} market channels . In the c.a se of

U.S.·harvested Atlantic mackerel, an estimated 76 percent of domestic apparent
consumption was sold to the bait market in 1992 -93 with the remainder sold for
human food in fresh or frozen form . 2 King and Spanish mackerels are primarily
1

U.S. exports of Atlantic mackerel, which are not distinguished in U.S.

export data from other mackerel species, are estimated by Commission staff
using the assumption that all mackerel exports from U.S . customs districts

along the Atlantic, Caribbean, and Gulf of Mexico coasts consist only of
Atlantic mackerel. They exclude Atlantic mackerel delivered by U.S.
harvesters •over the side" to foreign vessels outside the 12-mile U.S .
territorial sea.
2 Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council, "1993-1994 Allowable Biological
Catch, Optimum Yield, Domestic Annual Harvest, Domestic Annual Processing,
(continued ... )
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destined for human consumption in fresh or frozen form, although some Spanish
mackerel is also sold as marine marrunal food to commercial aquariums and as
bait elsewhere in the fishing industry. 3 Both Pacific and jack mackerels are
harvested commercially for the markets for petfood and canned seafood for
human consumption, and recreationally for bait and for human conswnption. 4
Apparent consumption of fresh or frozen mackerel (all species) has

generally declined in recent years, as the following tabulation of Commerce
Department data indicates:
~

Quantity

(metric tons)
1987
1988
1989
19905
1991
1992

74,

563

73, 907
71, 148
43,270
39,206
23,756

Value
($1, 000)

21,263
23,207
19,829
2,626
10,155
9,267

The decline in apparent consumption l argely reflects the growth in exports
through 1992 , which drew frozen mackerel from relatively low-valued domestic
uses, such as bait, to higher value human - food markets in Japan and other
countries.

Prices
Prices received by mackerel fishermen are determined in a variety of
ways .
Some fishermen receive what might be considered a • market " price in
arms-length transactions with mackerel processors or bait dealers . Others are

employed by or under contract to processors, thus their revenues are more or
less equivalent to a salary from the processor. Still others belong to
cooperatives , which process and sell the fish on behalf of the fishermen,
giving fishermen the selling price of the processed product after deductions
for the cooperatives' expenses.
2 ( ... continued)
Joint Venture Processing, and Total Allowable Level of Foreign Fishing
Recommendations for Atlantic Mackerel, Loliqo, Illex, and Butterfish, 11 Aug.
1992.

3 Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils, "Final
Amendment 1, Fishery Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for

Coastal Migratory Pelagic Resources (Mackerels) , • Apr. 1985.
4 Pacific Fishery Management Council, "Draft Fishery Management Plan for
the West Coast Pelagic Fishery,• Apr. 6, 1992.
5 The sharp decline in the value of U.S. apparent consumption particularly
in 1990 primarily reflects the rise in value of U.S exports to Japan in that
year.
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A general approximation of the annual trend in prices received by
mackerel harvesters is obtained by simple division of the total value of the

catch by the quantity of the annual catch. Although this process masks weekly
or monthly variations in prices, as well as differences between ports and the
above-noted differences in the types of fishing enterprises, it roughly
approximates the long-run direction in prices received by mackerel fishermen.
Table 0-3 shows data on average annual unit values for the U.S. cat ch of
Atlantic mackerel (including foreign joint ventures), other mackerel, and all
mackerel species combined. The average annual unit value o~O Atlantic
mackerel more than doubled during 1987-90, t o $364 per metric ton, then
declined to about $304 in 1992, representing a net increase over the period of
79 percent . The decline in the U.S. price for Atlantic mackerel in 1991 most

likely refl ects the lower valued sales made to the former U.S.S.R. in that
year. A lower average unit value for 1992 likely refl ects lower valued sales
to Russia and South Korea. Average annual unit values for all other species
have risen in recent years, from $259 per metric ton in 1987 to $469 in 1992,
or by 81 percent.

Industry Structure
Industry Sectors
The U.S. mackerel industry consists of three vertically related sectors:
harvesting, processing, and distribution. Each sector consists of various
types of firms that deal in a wide variety of fish products in addition to
mackerel and that differ mainly in the type of technology used and the
mackerel product produced.
The harvesting and processing sectors of the U.S. mackerel industry have
become less distinct in recent years. In the past harvesters only caught and
transported fish and did not physically transform or prepare the fish for
commercial use or consumption. Rather, all of the filleting, box ing, and
other marketing preparations were undertaken by onshore processors. In recent
years , many of the freezer-trawlers used by harvesters (discussed below) also
carry out onboard filleting and boxing for shipment to wholesale markets. 6
This practice is generally the case whether or not the mackerel is destined
for human consumption.

Geographic distribution, as well as economic factors, has contributed to
the industry structure associated with the different mackerel species . For
example, the Atlantic mackerel resource is abundant enough to support both a

6 Such filleting in some cases is done with automatic filleting machines.
There are also automatic machines for cutting mackerel into pieces for bait,
but it is unclear to what e xtent such machines are used on U.S. harvesting
vessels.
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domestic harvesting and onshore processing industry and a significant foreign
fleet of fishing and processing vessels; therefore, foreign joint ventures and

other foreign-domestic interaction have traditionally played an important role
in the structure and international competitiveness of the mackerel industry in

New England and the mid-Atlantic States. In contrast, the Spanish and king
mackerel resources off the South Atlantic and Gulf States are heavily fished,
particularly by a large recreational sector, so there is little room for
commercial industry growth and no room for direct foreign industry
participation. On the Pacific coast the jack and Pacific mackerel resources
are highly abundant, but competition in the frozen-mackerel export market and
low prices for canned mackerel limit the attractiveness of these fisheries for
West Coast fishermen and processors.

Harvesring
Harvesting techniques
In the commercial fishery for Atlantic mackerel, the vast majority of
the harvest is taken by trawlers. 7 Some of the larger trawlers have a hold
capacity of as much as 300 metric tons (660,000 pounds), although actual
capacity utilization is usually less than 100 percent. Several of the larger
trawlers are equipped with onboard freezers; these vessels, which are few in
number but account for much of t he total commercial harvest, freeze their
catch onboard. Most smaller trawlers do not have onboard freezing capability
and chill the catch on ice in the hold.
Prior to the early 1980s, the only freezer-trawlers in the Atlantic
mackerel fishery were foreign-owned vessels . However, in recent years,
Federal fishery management policies to "Americanizew the Atlantic mackerel

fishery have shifted annual harvest allocations from the foreign to the
domestic fleets . The U.S. industry also increased its investment in U.S.·
owned freezer trawlers at the same time.

A less commonly used mackerel harvesting technique is purse seining . 8
Using this technique, a vessel (purse seiner) releases a smaller vessel from
its stern, which holds one end of the seine fixed as the purse seiner takes
off, releasing the seine as it encircles the school of fish. When the two

vessels meet up again, the bottom of the seine is pulled together with a
drawcord , trapping the school inside. The seine is then drawn to the s i de of
the seiner with pulleys and blocks, and the fish are unloaded onto the deck .

7 A trawl is a large, bag-shaped net that is towed behind the vessel,
called a trawler. When full, the trawl is drawn up to the stern of the
trawler and the catch is unloaded onto the deck. A single tow of a trawl can
capture several tons of fish. Several tows are made each day, and a single

fishing trip lasts several days, until the hold is filled.
8 A purse seine is a very long net (several hundred meters long) that is
rectangular in shape. As described in chapter 3, this technique is much more
common in the Western European mackerel industry.
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As with trawling,

a catch of several tons is possible.
catch may be kept chilled with ice or frozen in brine.

Once in the hold, the

Gillnets have traditionally been the primary commercial harvesting
technique for Spanish mackerel. Gillnets may be suspended from poles or other
fixtures or left to f l oat freely, hung with weights from buoys. They are made
of translucent material, with a mesh just large enough for the fish to put its
head through up to the gills, which are then caught in the net when the fish
tries to back out.
Smaller scale fishing for all species of mackerels, both commercial and
recreational, is usually undertaken with poles and lines, usually from private
boats and charterboats but sometimes from onshore sites such as bridges. Very
small-scale (or artisanal) fishing techniques do not account for much of the
mainland U.S. mackerel catch but are employed in some U.S. insular
possessions, where the mackerel fishery is of minor importance.

Number and location of pro<lucers
There are hundreds of commercial mackerel harvesters scattered all along
the Atlantic, Caribbean, Gulf, and Pacific coasts. 9 However, virtually all
such harvesters fish for mackerel as a part-time or seasonal business, both
because of the relatively low value of the fish and because mackerel appear in
the waters of a particular State for only a few weeks or months each year.
Concentration in mackerel harvesting is much higher than the large
number of harvesters might suggest. Much of the Atlantic mackerel harvest is
undertaken by about a dozen freezer -trawlers, most of which are owned by or
contracted out to a few onshore mackerel freezers and distributors, based in

New Jersey and New England . These vessels concentrate more heavily on
mackerel than other vessels do; thus, their share of the overall mackerel
catch is greater than their numbers indicate. In past years a greater number
of independent trawlers harvested mackerel, mainly for foreign joint-venture
buyers; however, since 1992 , U.S. Government policy changes have discouraged
such joint ventures.

Processing
Processing

techniq~

The onshore processing sector consists of three main types of firms:
fresh· or frozen-fish processors, canners, and cured-fish processors. As
noted earlier, some freezer trawlers also process and box mackerel for

shipment to wholesale markets.

9 In addition to the commercial fishery, there is a large sports fishery
for mackerel, which contributes to the overall U.S. mackerel supply.
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Processed fresh or frozen mackerel is the most important product in
terms of volume and value of output. This processing is the simplest in terms
of technology . Fresh mackerel requires little or no processing, because it is
usually marketed in whole form. However, fresh mackerel is sometimes cut into
fillets or (especially for king mackerel) steaks, in which case the fish must
be gutted first. Such processing is also used for frozen mackerel, which is
sometimes marketed as fillets (although most is marketed whole) . Gutting and
cutting are very labor -intensive .

Some firms use automatic filleting

machines, which are useful because mackerel is of relatively uniform size
compared with many other fish species. However, these machines require a
steady input of product to be efficient, and mackerel harvests are too
unpredictable in many locations to make them economical.
The second type of processing--canning--entails cooking whole mackerel
in large batches, after which the meat is separated from the body in large
chunks and the bodies are discarded or reduced to fishmeal or other
byproducts. The meat is put into cans, which are filled with brine or other
medium and sealed. The cans are then cooked again, mainly to eliminate
bacteria.

The third type of mackerel processing is curing. A common form of
curing is smoking, in which the fish is filleted and hung in smoke-filled
sheds or soaked in a smoke-flavored liquid. Another form of curing is
salting , in which the fillets are stored in salt or a salty liquid. Smoking
or salting is more effective than drying as a means of preserving oily fish
such as mackerel, because the oils would prevent the fish from drying out

before the meat spoils. Nonoily fish, such as cod, on the other hand, are
more often cured by drying. Pickling mackerel is also a popular form of
curing, but pickling is usually done abroad, after the frozen whole product is
exported to the consuming market.

Number and location of oro<lucers
About a dozen mackerel-processing firms make up the bulk of the U.S.
industry; most are located in the larger fishing ports along the mid-Atlantic
and New England States. Mackerel canners are only on the west coast. Most
canners produce mackerel only as a side line, with tuna production as their
main line of business. However, all mackerel processors process other fishes,
particularly during the warmer months, when mackerel is less abundant and

other species are available .

Distrib11tio11
AS noted in chapter 1, there are three main markets for u.s.-produced
mackerel : (1) the domestic seafood market, and (2) the domestic bait and pet
food market, and (3) the export market. Each market has a distinct
distribution channel; however, the export market is of primary concern in this

study. Some U.S . producers of export-destined mackerel products, particularly
the larger firms, ship their product directly to buyers in foreign markets .
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Such buyers in many cases can be located through published trade leads. 10
Other producers , especially the smaller firms, ship their products through
export brokers or other indirect means, such as through a larger mackerel
processor who, i n turn, handles the export activities.

Costs of Production
The determination of production costs in the U.S. mackerel industry is
complicated because both harvesters and processors (whether or not land based)
handle a variety of fish species besides mackerel. Therefore, there may be
economies of scope, whereby some costs are shared by different products and so
the cost of producing any one product is lower than if the products were each
produced in separate establishments. To some extent the multiple -product
nature of mackerel harvesting and processing is due to the seasonal character
of the fishery, although even during the mackerel season multiple products
(e.g., mackerel and squid) are handled, the choice largely depending on
relative selling prices for the species.
A number of studies, however, discuss production costs in the U.S.
mackerel fishery, and one industry member supplied the Commission with public
data on its freezer-trawler costs . 11 The different cost estimates are
discussed below.

Harvesting
The fishing vessel (F/V) Relentless, owned by Seafreeze, Ltd., is a
representative freezer-trawler built in 1988 at a cost of $3 .5 million
(entirely from private investment and commercial bank loans). With a crew of

10, the F/V Relentless has a daily freezing capacity of about 80,000 pounds of
fish (36 metric tons) and a hold capacity of 350,000 pounds (159 metric
tons) . 12 The following tabulation details the operational expenses of the F/V
Relentless for the years 1991 and 1992: 13

10

Such market leads are frequently published in the Commerce Department's

NMFS Fisheries Market News Report (three times weekly), the American Seafood
Inst:itute Report (monthl y), and other trade public.a tions.

n Seafreeze, Ltd., of Rhode Island, prehearing brief, and Brian Sweeney,
general manager of Seafreeze, Ltd., transcript of the hearing.
12 Given the role of F/V Relentless as a freezer-trawler, its maximum
physical freezing capacity is i ts practical production constraint, although
its maximum physical harvesting capacity--60,000 pounds in a 25-minute tow
under ideal fishing conditions--is well in excess of its freezing capacity.
Seafreeze prehearing brief, p. 2.
13 These data cover the vessel's entire yearly operation and therefore
include expenses for harvesting other species in addition to mackerel.
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Nets, supplies, and
misc. equipment
Repair and maintenance

Fuel
Packaging
Offloading
Insurance

Food
Gross payroll
FICA
Unemployment
Loan payment
Other
Total

$215,713
41,369
202,236
248,002
96, 118
120,000
41,479
771, 527
55,053
6,061
329,268
1.145

$2,127,971

$24 4 ,557
57,886
248,762
191,594
70,422
120,000
55,887
1,000,645
68,648
9,233
278, 847
l 698
$2,348,179

The average annual total cost of operating the F/V Relentless during
1991·92 was $2,238,075, or $7,993 per day, for an annual average of 280 days
at sea. On a per · unit · of · output basis, the cost can be determined as follows.
It takes about 5 days of fishing to fill the vessel's hold, not including l
day steaming to the fishing grounds and l day returning to port, a total trip
length of 7 days, or $55,951. 14 Assuming the hold is filled to capacity, the
cost per unit of output is $0.16 per pound ($352 per metric ton). Thus, to
break even at full caracity, the vessel would need to receive about $0 . 16 per

pound for its catch. 1

How typical these results are for the U.S. industry depends on a number
of factors.
For example, labor costs in fishing typically are determined on a
"lay" basis, in which the crew receives a predetermined share of the revenue

from the catch, less certain expenses such as the crew's food. The crew share
and the expenses to be deducted differ from one vessel to the next, because
they are determined by contract between the crew and the owner. The type of
equipment used also affects costs: plate freezers, such as those used on the
F/V Relentless, are less costly than blast freezers, such as those used on
some Burofean mackerel vessels, but they can result in a lower quality

product. 1

Yet another factor is geographic location, which determines not

only what time of year the mackerel resource is harvested but also what
alternative species are available should relative prices make mackerel less
economical. Unfortunately, the small number of vessels on which the

Commission obtained cost data precludes further analysis of these factors.
14 Sweeney testimony, transcript, pp . 26-27.
15 The average ex-vessel price as reported by the National Marine Fisheries

Service for Atlantic mackerel in 1991 was 15 cents per pound.
16 The relative cost of different freezer systems largely depends on the
unit cost of electricity .
In countries such as Norway, where fuel is cheaper
than in the United States, blast freezers can be more economical than plate
freezers. This issue is discussed in more detail in chapter 5 .
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Another way of analyzing the costs of U.S. mackerel harvesting is by
examining the costs of operating otter trawlers in the northeast U.S. fishery

for groundfish (cod, flounder, etc.) .

Although mackerel is not a groundfish,

the otter trawler is the same vessel type as that most commonly used to
harvest and deliver fresh or chilled (not frozen) mackerel to onshore
processors.
Bstimated cost data for otter trawlers that operated in the
mackerel fishery are summarized in tabl e 0·4 (annual costs averaged over the
1989 • 91 period in constant 1987 dollars) . 17

The data in table D· 4 indicate that the cost of operating otter trawlers
varies by the size of the vessel, with the estimated costs ranging from
$39,695 for vessel with a hull capacity between 5 and 50 gross register tons
(GRT) and $93,233 for a vessel with a hull capacity of between 51 and 150 GRT
to $171,692 for a vessel with a hull capacity of over 150 GRT. Assuming
actual vessel hull capacities of 25, 100, and 200 GRT, the average annual
operating costs for otter trawlers would be $1,588 per GRT, $932 per GRT, and
$850 per GRT, respectively. These data thus suggest that there are certain
economies of scale to be gained by harvesting with a l arger vessel .

Processing
The cost of offshore processing is significantly higher than that of
onshore processing, although the former is generally believed to produce a
fresher (and therefore more valuable) product. 18 Table D·S details the
various cost items for the two types of processing for hypothetical
facilities, assuming that each operates at 85 percent of physical capacity.

As shown in this table, the NMFS's estimated cost of processed mackerel ranges
from $489 per metric ton for an onshore processor to $641 per metric ton for a
freezer trawler .
These results also depend on various factors. For example, whether the
onshore processor obtains fresh mackerel for an assumed 8 c·e nts per pound
depends on market conditions; an increase in price to 15 cents per pound (the
average 1991 e x -vessel price) would raise costs by $154.28 (32 percent of the
total), to a total of $643.57, about the same as the freezer-trawler.

Reducing the time the finished product spends in cold storage would not only
reduce costs, but would also raise product value, because product quality
would be higher. As discussed in more detail in chapter 4, in either case the

total cost (which does not include transportation to overseas export markets)
is well above the prices for frozen mackerel quoted for other suppliers to
certain foreign markets, such as West Africa.

17 U.S. Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
Northeast Fisheries Science Center, "A Brief Description of the Harvest Sector
for Atlantic Mackerel in the United States," by John B. Walden, unpublished
manuscript, 1993, tables 8·10 .
18 U.S . Department of Corranerce, National Marine Fisheries Service,

Northeast Region, "Cost Analysis of Harvesting and Processing Atlantic
Mackerel," unpublished manuscript, 1991.
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Trends in Costs
Harvesting
one of the most significant variable cost items in mackerel harvesting
is fuel. A significant fixed cost is the capital invested in the vessel, the
cost of which can be represented by interest rates. Figure 2-1 shows the

trends in the cost of fuel and in interest rates in recent years, as
represented by the consumer price index for fuel, and indexed changes in the
prime and mortgage yield rates . 19 As these cost indicators suggest, the major
variable and fixed costs associated with mackerel harvesting generally rose
during the latter 1980s, after declining significantly during the early part
of the decade. 20 The price of fuel in 1991, indexed at 94.6, was 22 percent
above the low point of 77.6 in 1986 but nearly 10 percent below the peak price
index of 104.6 exactly 10 years earlier. The prime rate and mortgage yield
indexes followed similar trends, generally declining between 1981 and 1987,
then rising again during the latter part of the 1980s. However, in 1990 the
trends in fuel prices and interest rates reversed themselves and began to
decline, reflecting general economic conditions more than conditions in the
fishing industry .

Processing
Aside from the cost of the unprocessed mackerel input, the principal
costs of mackerel processing are capital, labor, and energy. The cost of
capital, the interest rate, was discussed above. The cost of labor for
processing depends on two factors: wages and productivity. wages in mackerel
processing are closely tied to the minimum wage, wh ich has remained stable in
recent years. Labor productivity has increased in recent years with the
addition of improved machinery and equipment . This new equipment, however,
raises the cost of capital in a mackerel-processing plant.
Energy is an important cost component because of the vast energy
requirements of freezers, which constitute much of the fixed capital of a
mackerel-processing facility. Except for a dip during 1986-88, the cost of
energy (electricity and piped gas) has been generally rising, as illustrated

19

Fishing vessels are durable goods, with a physical life of 30 years or
more, and thus mortgage rates are probably a good guide for the cost of the
fixed capital invested in the vessel. The prime rate, which is a short-term
interest rate, can be used as a guide for trends in variable costs such as
vessel repair and maintenance.
20 Labor might normally be thought of as a harvesting cost, but as noted
earlier, labor in mackerel harvesting is compensated on the basis of a share
or "lay• system. That is, the crew of a vessel receives a share of the
vessel's gross revenues from a trip, i.e., the value of the vessel's catch; as
such, labor "cost• depends not on the actual amount of labor employed, but on
the revenues received by the vessel.
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Figure 2·1
Trend In cost Indicators for U.S. mackerel harvests (Index Is average for 1982·84)
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by the trend in the energy price index shown in figure 2 ·1 . Between 1980 and
1991 , the cost of energy rose by 58 percent, or at an average annual rate of
about 4 percent during the ll·year period.

Foreign Fishing in U.S. Waters
A traditionally important part of the U.S. mackerel industry and market
has consisted of foreign fishing and processing vessels operating in the U.S.
exclusive economic zone (EEZ), commonly known as the 200-mile limit . The
nations with the greatest mackerel-fishing activity in U.S . waters in the past
have included the German Democratic Republic, the Netherlands, Poland, and the
U.S.S.R. This aspect of the U.S. industry and market also is significantly
affected by Federal and State fishery management policies, which are discussed
in detail in the next section of this chapter.
Under procedures described in more detail below, a foreign government
whose nationals wish to participate in the U.S. mackerel fishery must apply
for access to the fishery. Typically, past practice has authorized a threepart participation, consisting of "directed" fishing by foreign vessels, 21
purchases of fish "over the side" from U.S. fishing vessels, and purchases of
u.S.-harvested fish from shoreside processors. In a typical arrangement, for
every 9 metric tons of directed foreign harvest by a foreign nation's fleet,
the fleet must also purchase 3 metric tons "over the side" and 1 metric ton
from U.S. shoreside processors. This is designed to ensure that the
harvesting and processing segments of the U.S. industry also benefit from
foreign participation in the U.S. fishery.
In a highly controversial reversal of policy, the Conunerce Department in
1992 eliminated the directed fishing part of the foreign allocations due to a
recommendation by t he Mid-Atlantic Regional Fishery Management Council . The
Federal Register notice is reproduced herein as appendix E. This action
significantly reduced the attractiveness of foreign participation in the
fishery because, according to European industry sources , directed fishing is
usually more profitable for foreign fleets than purchases from U.S. harvesters
or processors. 22 The Council , whose responsibility it is to develop the
Atlantic mackerel management plan, recommended that in order to make more
mackerel resources available for the U.S . industry, no total allowable level
of foreign fishing be authorized. 23

21

Directed fishing regulations allow the foreign vessel to harvest the
fish itself. U.S. Depart,m ent of Commerce, NMFS, Fisheries of the United
States. 1991, May 1992, pp. 81·82.
22 U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), "Final Initial Specifications for the 1992 Atlantic
Mackerel Fishery," 57 F.R. 54189-54190 (Nov. 17, 1992). see especially the
"Comments and Responses" section .
23 Ibid.
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U.S. Government Involvement m the Mackerel Industry
Fishery Management Plans
The principal types of Government involvement in the U.S. mackerel
industry relate to fisheries management and foreign-fishery access.

Both stem

from provisions of the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act of

1976 (MFCMA) (Public Law 94 · 265, as amended), 24 which provides for the

conservation and management of a ll fishery resources wi thin the U.S . BEZ.

The

U.S. ESZ extends from the States' coastal boundaries (in most cases 3 nautical
miles from shore) 25 to 200 nautical miles from shore .

The MFCMA established e;,ght regional fishery management councils,
consisting of representatives of the fishing industry and of Federal and State
Government agencies.

Bach council is charged with developing fishery

management plans (FMPs) for the fisheries needing management within its
jurisdiction .

The FMPs are intended to protect the fisheries from e x cessive

depletion. They are submitted to the Secretary of Commerce for approval and
implementation and are enforced jointly by the Department of Commerce and t h e
U.S. Coast Guard. Table D- 6 summarizes the status of the utilization of the
principal mackerel resources of the Atlantic , Gulf , and Pacific coasts as
reported by the National Marine Fisheries Service. As shown in this table ,
two mackerel species -· the Atlantic and jack mackerels- -are designated as
underutilized. The Spanish mackerel and king mackerel (Gulf of Mex ico) are
designated as overutilized, the Pacific mackerel, as fully utilized.
In the case of fisheries that are heavily fished, an FMP restricts or,
if necessary , reduces fishing effort, to enable the fishery resource to
recover. For fisheries that are lightly fished, such as the Atlantic
mackerel, an FMP typically allows for an allocation of the surplus resource
(i . e . , over and above the domestic industry's needs) t o foreign industry

interests . This foreign allocation is known as the total allowabl e l evel of
foreign fishing , or TALFF.

Domestic fishery management
A1/a111ic mackerel

Since 1977, Atlantic mackerel has been managed under the Atlantic
Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish Fishery Management Plan, administered chiefly
by the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (MAFMC) in cooperation wi th its

a 16 u.s.c. 1801.
25

Exceptions include Texas, Puerto Rico, and the Gulf coast of Florida,
whose seaward boundaries are 3 marine leagues (9 nautical miles). U.S.
Department of Commerce, NMFS, Fisheries of the Uni ted States. 1991

(Washington, DC: NMFS, May 1992), p. 81.
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New England counterpart, because of the vast range of the Atlantic mackerel
resource. Like most FMPs, the FMP for Atlantic mackerel provides annual
specifications relating to the allowable biological catch (ABC), which is that
quantity of mackerel that could be caught in U.S. and Canadian waters minus
the estimated catch in Canadian waters and stil l maintain an adequate spawning
stock size. For mackerel, that spawning stock size is 600,000 metric tons. 26
In addition, the PMP provides an annual specification relating to the initial
optimum yield (IOY) , which is a modification of the ABC taking into account
economic factors (e.g., world export potential, world import demand, U.S .
export potential, etc.) . 27 The IOY is divided into the domestic annual
harvest (DAH), domestic annual processing (OAP), joint venture processing
(JVP), and total allowable level of foreign fishing (TALFF). The DAH , OAP,
a~Od JVP all relate to domestic industry activities.
(The JVP also involves
foreign factory ships that take U.S.·harvested fish . ) The TALFF exclusively
concerns foreign fishing activity within the U.S. BEZ, and is essentially,
the difference between the IOY and the expected domestic and joint venture
catches.
In November 1992 the Commerce Depart.m ent published the following
specifications for the 1992 ABC, OAH, and other aspects of the management of
the Atlantic mackerel fishery (in metric tons) : 28

Allowable biological catch
Initial optimum yield . . .
Domestic annual harvest 1
Domestic annual processing
Joint venture processing
Total allowable level of
foreign fishing

850,000
95,000
95,000
55,000
26,000
0

1

Includes 14,000 metric tons as projected
recreational catch.

In addition, the Mid-Atlantic Council has recommended to the Secretary
of Commerce the following specifications for calendar years 1993 and 1994 (in
metric tons) : 29
26 Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Counci l, Amendment 4 to the Fishery
Management Plan for the Atlantic Mackerel. Squid. and Butterfish Fisheries

Nov. 1991).
7 Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council, Amendment 2 to the Fishery

(ap~roved

Management Plan for the Atlantic Mackerel. Squid. and Butterfish Fisheries

(approved Mar. 1986), p . 4.
28 U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, "Final Initial Specifications for the
1992 Atlantic Mackerel Fishery," (reproduced here as app. B).
29 Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council, 1993-1994 Allowable Biological
Catch. Optimum Yield. Domestic Annual Harvest. Domestic Annual Processing.
Joint Venture Processing . and Total Al lowable Level of Foreign Fishing

(continued ... )
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Allowable biological catch
Initial optimum yield .
Domestic annual harvest
Projected recreational catch
Domestic annual processing

Joint venture processing
Total allowable level of
foreign fishing

850,000
100,000
100,000
15,000
50,000
35,000
0

Orher Ar/antic, Gulf. and Pacific mackerels
Spanish and king mackerels since 1983 have been managed under the FMP
for Coastal Migratory Pelagics, administered by the Gulf of Mexico Regional
Fishery Management Council.

On the Pacific coast, the management of jack

mackerel is being transferred from the FMP for Groundfish '(where it had been
placed because it was harvested by foreign groundfish trawlers in the 1970s)
to a new Coastal Pelagics FMP. The new FMP would also cover Pacific mackerel,
which currently is not managed by a Federal FMP. 30
Both Spanish and king mackerel stocks in the Gulf of Mexico are judged

to be overfished; 31 that is, their stock sizes have been reduced below those

levels that would maximize their sustainable yield . The stocks of these
species in the South Atlantic, however, are judged to be not overfished but
instead at or near their respective maximum sustainable yield (MSY) levels. 32
In all of these cases, the implications of these judgments include (1) that
there can be no significant increase in sustained production from these
fisheries and (2) that commercial and recreational fishing effort is to be
closely monitored and, where necessary, restricted to avoid further reduction
of the stock sizes and sustainable yields.
Among the restrictions on Spanish and king mackerels are a ban on the
use of purse seines on overfished stocks and a ban on driftnets on all stocks;
a specification that Gulf king mackerel may be taken only by hook-and-line or
runaround gillnets; and a minimum size of 14 inches total length (12 inches
fork length) for king mackerel.
29 {... continued)
Recommendations for Atlantic Mackerel. Loligo lsguidl. Illex lsqµid). and

Butterfish, Aug. 1992, pp. 24-25.
3 Currently Pacific mackerel is managed by the State of California. Under
the State FMP, if the fish biomass exceeds 135,000 metric tons, the harvest is

°

unregulated.

If the biomass is between 18,000 and 135,000 metric tons, a

quota of 30 percent of the biomass in excess of 18,000 metric tons is imposed.
If the biomass falls below 18 , 000 metric tons, then commercial fishing is
stofped. NMFS, Our Living Oceans (1992), p. 83.
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council, Amendment 6 to the Fishery
Manaaement Plan for Coastal Migratory Pelaqics in the Gulf of Mexico and South

June 1992, app. IV.
2 NMFS, Our Living Oceans (1992).

Atl~ntic,
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Foreign fishery management

Foreign fleet participation in the U.S . fishery for Atlantic mackerel
traditionally has been important in terms of both the foreign directed harvest
and the foreign purchase of U.S.-harvested mackerel delivered "over the side"
to foreign processing ships. A foreign nation that seeks an allocation of
surplus U .S. mackerel resources must obtain a Governing International Fishery

Agreement (GIFA) from the U.S. State Department. 33 An example of a GIFA (for
the EC) is reproduced herein as appendix F. GIFAs are negotiated between the
foreign nation and the State Department and are transmitted by the President
to Congress for review. Once a GIFA is obtained, vessels of that foreign
nation must apply to the State Department for an allocation of the desired
species and a valid foreign fishing permit. The application and the

recommendations of the State Department are reviewed by Congress, the Coast
Guard, the appropriate Regional Fishe;ry Management Council, and at the
Commerce Department by the Assistant Administrator of the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) . NMFS may approve the application in whole or in
part, with or without special conditions and restrictions.

The approved

application is forwarded to the applying nation by the State Department, and
the applying nation must accept the conditions and restrictions on the
application before a permit is issued.
For mackerel, the most common conditions and restrictions on foreign
fishing permits concern fees paid to the U.S. Government and requirements
concerning the purchase of mackerel from U.S. fishing vessels or shoreside
processing plants. The fees include a poundage fee, an observer fee (to
finance a U.S . Government observer stationed on the vessel while it is in U.S.
waters), and a permit fee. As noted earlier concerning purchases of U.S.
fish, foreign fishing companies in recent years have been subject to a "9:3:1"
requirement; that is, for every 9 tons of mackerel directly harvested by the
foreign fishing company, 3 additional tons must be purchased over the side
from U.S . harvesters and 1 ton must be purchased from shoreside processors.
This 9:3:1 ratio applies to every foreign nation whose vessels are authorized

to fish for mackerel in U.S. waters, although the exact ratio may change
slightly from year to year.
Prior to 1990, surplus U.S. fishery resources were required to be made

available to foreign fleets. 34

A 1990 amendment to the MFCMA weakens this

provision; such surplus now "may" be made available to foreign fleets. 35

Since 1992, however, this amendment has had the effect, intended or not, of
completely eliminating the presence of foreign mackerel fleets in U.S. waters.
Despite repeated requests from the Netherlands and other nations for foreign
fishery allocations, the Department of Commerce authorized a zero Atlantic
mackerel TALFF for the 1992 calendar year. As of May 1993, Commerce had not

33 The following discussion is drawn from NMFS, Fisheries of the United
Scates. 1991, pp. 81-82.
34 16 u.s.c. 1801.
35 See app . B .
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announced its policy for the 1993 mackerel season, the bulk of which runs from
January through spring.

Other GovemmenJ Programs
Insoection standards and procedures
Like all seafoods, mackerel is subject to voluntary Federal inspection
rather than the mandatory Federal inspection to which meats are subject.

The

U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce) conducts the voluntary inspection
program for fishing vessels, seafood processors, and marketers on a fee-forservice basis. Services include vessel and plant sanitation inspection and

product inspection and grading, among others. Products that pass Commerce
safety and wholesomeness tests are qualified to bear Commerce inspection
marks, ranging from "U.S. Grade A" (the highest standard), to "Packed Under
Federal Inspect i on," to •Officially Sampled,• the lowest acceptable Commerce
grade.

Financial assistance
The NMFS operates two types of programs of financial assistance to the

U.S. fishing industry. The Fishing Vessel Obligation Guarantee Program
guarantees loans for the construction, reconstruction, or reconditioning of
fishing vessels and, as of 1982, shoreside processing plants. Typically, 20
percent of the construction cost is provided by the borrower and the rest is
borrowed from a private lender, usually at 1 to 2 percentage points below the

prime rate, for maturities of 15 to 25 years.
The Fishing vessel Capital Construction Fund provides assistance for
vessel acquisition only. Fishermen may defer payment of Federal income tax on
the portion of their income that is set aside in the Fund. The funds must be
used for payment toward the cost of vessel construction or reconstruction.

Thus the program effectively creates an int erest-free loan from the U.S.
Treasury equal to the taxes that would otherwise have to be paid on current
income. The depreciable value of the vessel is reduced by the amount of the
investment from the fund; thus depreciation charges are reduced and taxable

net income from the vessel's operation is higher.
Under the Fi shermen's Protective Act of 1967, 36 the Fishing Vessel and
Gear Damage Compensation Fund provides for the compensation to fishermen for
gear damage resulting from manmade acts, such as damage from other vessels.

Prior to 1980, damages from so-called •acts of God" were also covered. The
financing of this program is provided by revenues received from fees assessed
to owners of seized foreign fishing vessels, such as those caught operating
illegally in U.S. waters.

36 22 U.S.C. 1971 and following, Pub. L. 90-482.
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Other Federal agencies that financially assist the fishing industry as
well as other industries, include the Small Business Administration, the
Farmers' Home Administration, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
The Jones Act (46 u.s.c . 883) requires that any u.S.·flag vessel engaged
in conunercial fishing in the United States must have a U.S.-built hull and,
therefore, forbids U.S. fishermen from acquiring foreign-built vessels for use

in U.S. fisheries. The Nicholson Act (46 U.S.C . 251) forbids foreign
harvesting vessels from landing fish directly in U.S. ports, thereby
protecting U.S. fishermen from direct competition from foreign harvesters but
restricting the supply of fish to U.S. processors.

Food aid
Mackerel has been listed as an eligible commodity for export as food aid
under Public Law 480 (P.L. 480) since fiscal year 1992. 37 To be eligible for
export under P.L. 480, the Secretary of Commerce must determine that an
"exportable surplus• of a seafood item exists, thereby allowing the commodity
to be included on the list of eligible commodities. Title I of P.L. 480
provides for U.S. Government support to designated recipient countries through
long-term (30-year), low-interest credit for purchases of eligible U.S. food
commodities. Title II provides for U.S. Government purchases by tender of
U.S. food commodities for donation to eligible countries through private
voluntary agencies, international organizations, and in the case of

emergencies, recipient governments.

Under Title III of P.L. 480, the U.S.

Government can forgive a Title I commodity loan provided that the local
currency generated by the commodity sales is used for specific development
purposes. 38

However, as noted elsewhere in this report, no food aid program that
includes mackerel has yet been concluded. The reasons include, among others,
that U.S. mackerel costs more than grains and other eligible commodities and

more than mackerel from other sources. 39

Analysts also cite as disincentives

37 The Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954 (Food for

Peace) (Pub . L. 83-480) (7 U.S.C. 1701 and following, 68 Stat. 455).
38 Title III of P.L. 480 is known as the Food for Development Program.
Mark E. Smith, •united States Plays a Major Role in Food Aid Abroad," U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Food Review, July-Sept. 1992, pp. 25-27.

39 In 1992, continuing a long-standing program, the Canadian International

Development Agency purchased $3.5 million worth of Canadian-produced canned
mackerel for export under its food aid program. The intent of the purchase,
according to the Ministries of Fisheries and of External Affairs, was to
promote development and self-reliance in countries experiencing food

shortages, to continue to supply traditional mackerel markets, and to provide
significant employment to the Canadian industry.
(continued ... )
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for P.L. 480 mackerel sales the need for Title I sales to be repaid in dollars
and the relatively high cargo rates between the U.S. east coast and West
Africa . 4o

Commercial credit programs
U.S. mackerel exports have been eligible for export credit under the
U.S. Department of A?riculture's (USDA'sl Bxport Credit Guarantee Program,
GSM-102, since 1984. 1 The purpose of this program, administered by USDA's
Foreign Agriculture Service, is to facilitate U.S. agricultural commodity
exports (including seafood) by guaranteeing exporters or their assignees that
they will be repaid for export credit sales made to eligible countries. 42
USDA officials report that no U.S. mackerel sales have been made under this
program and cite the same sales disincentives that affect mackerel food aid.

39 ( ... continued)
The former Soviet Union established joint ventures and/or provided

significant food aid (including fish) and other economic assistance to a
variety of developing countries, includ ing Jamaica and nwnerous coastal
nations of west Africa and the Middle Bast.
40 NMFS official, conversation with USITC staff, Apr . 23, 1993 .
41 [Pub. L . 98-623, 98 Stat. 3409, amending 15 U.S.C. 714c (£). Another
commercial credit program, the Intermed iate Bxport Credit Guarantee Program,
GSM-103, provides credit guarantees for up to 10 years but largely applies to
COIMl.odities with a capital value, such as livestock and genetic material.
42 General Accounting Office, Status Report on GA.O 's Reviews of the
Taraeted Export Assistance Proaram. the Export Enhancement Program. and the

GSM-102/103 Bxport Credit Guarantee Programs, Feb. 21, 1990, app. III.
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CHAPTER 3. FOREIGN INDUSTRIES
The principal foreign competitors of the U.S. Atlantic mackerel industry
are found among the northern European nat ions, particularly those adjacent to
the North Sea, such as Norway, the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Netherlands,

and Germany (figure 3-1) . 1

In addition, Russia, the Baltic nations, and

Poland are or in the recent past have been important producers as well as
significant markets. The North Sea, and the northeast Atlantic generally,
contain rich mackerel resources whose abundance, with proper management , tends

to keep harvesting costs down. Much of those resources are concentrated
inside the exclusive economic zones (BBZsl of the Buropean Community (EC) and
nearby countries and so are available only to those nations' fleets. Major
mackerel (all species) exporters include Norway, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands and Ireland (figure 3-2). Figure 3-3 and table 0-7 shows the
global mackerel catch by major harvesters for all mackerel species .

European Community
Industry and Market Stroclllre

Mackerel resources
The two larges t mackerel resources harvested by EC fishermen are in the

North Sea and in a stretch of the North Atlantic extending from the waters off

France, around the Atlantic coast of Ireland, to the waters off Norway. These
mackerel resources constitute two distinct stocks , usually referred to as the
North Sea and western mackerel stocks, respectively.
Both mackerel stocks are among the potentially most productive in the

world, but they are also heavily fished, to the extent that biol ogists believe
their current productive capability falls short of their long-term potential.

Princioal fishing nations
The BC's principal mackerel-harvesting nations are the United Kingdom,

Ireland, and the Netherlands, which together account for about 80 percent of
the SC's total allowable c atch.

An indication of the relative importance of

the fishing sectors of these and other EC nations is given by their proportion
1

On the west coast, U.S . exporters of jack and Pacific mackerels face

competition in Japanese and other Asian markets from the mackerel industries

of Japan , Thailand, Chile, and other Pacific rim nations, as well as Norway.
However, this chapter focuses on the foreign competitors of the Atlantic
mackerel industry.
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Figure 3·3
Mackerel: Global catch, by major countries, 1990 (1,000 metric tons)
China
197

U.S.S.R

240

Japan
273

Kor11a
159

Norway
151

Ecuador

74

Source: Food and Agricuhure Organization of the Unhed Nations.
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of the 1992 allowable mackerel harvest, as shown in the following tabulation
(data supplied by the Commission of the European Communities) (in percent):
Proportion of
the 1992 BC total
allowable catch

Nation

United Kingdom
Ireland
Netherlands
Spain
Germany

52

19
9
6
4
4
___§.

France

Other EC
Total

100

Industcy stnicn1re
The EC mackerel industry includes both harvesters and processors, who
also distribute mackerel to the export market. However, unlike U.S.
harvesting vessels, BC harvesting vessels also do much of the processing,
particularly among the Dutch fleet of large freezer-trawlers. The small size
of the BC market for mackerel has tended to restrict the growth of the onshore
processing sector.

There are significant differences in the techniques used by EC
harvesters.
In the United Kingdom, for example, most mackerel is harvested by
purse seiners.
In the Netherlands most mackerel is harvested by freezertrawlers that are much larger than either the British purse seiners or the

freezer-trawlers used in thP. U.S. industry.
In the United Kingdom, mackerel harvesters typically deliver their catch
directly to Eastern European processing vessels in a process known as
"klondyking. "2 Most such fish is then delivered to the home markets of the
processing vessels.
In recent years, British harvesters have experienced
difficulties in obtaining payment from Bastern European klondyke partners who

are short of hard currencies. As a result, BC prices for mackerel have
fallen. Barter arrangements have also become increasingly common as a means
to maintain klondyking. Some barter arrangements are quite complex. For
example, Scottish harvesters have recently been participating in a three-way
arrangement in which Scottish-harvested mackerel is delivered to Russian
klondykers, other Russian harvesters catch and deliver cod to a Danish trading

2 Klondyking is an industry term that refers to the practice of a
harvesting vessel from a particular country delivering its catc.h to a vessel

from another country.
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concern, and the Scottish harvesters obtain payment for the mackerel from the

Dutch firm (which has sold the cod) . 3

The Dutch mackerel industry and trade is controlled by an industry
association called the Dutch Seafrozen Fish Foundation, known in the world
fish trade as ftThe Group." Formed in 1976, this IJmuiden·based organization
consists of five firms engaged in harvesting, processing, and exporting
mackerel and other small pelagics. 4 The Group operates 12 to 15 stern

trawlers, each with a storage capacity of 2,000 to 4,000 metric tons and a
daily freezing capacity of 250 metric tons. 5 The onshore facilities of the
Group have a combined cold · storage capacity in excess of 300,000 metric tons.
The Group's mackerel harvest comes from EC waters and from distant·water
fisheries, including the U.S. Atlantic mackerel fishery until 1992. The

Group's exports are destined primarily to Africa, the Middle East, other BC
markets, and Japan, as indicated by the Netherlands export data in table D· 8.
There are a number of factors explaining the Group's success in mackerel
exporting, according to European industry officials interviewed by Commission

staff.

These factors include··
•

The ability to offer importers a range of fish products in
addition to mackerel;

•

Extensive market contacts and trading skills developed by the
Dutch business sector generally over many years as one of the
worl d's preeminent commodity-trading nations;

•

Apparent economies of scale in mackerel harvesting; and

•

Careful coordination in marketing among its members.

The effects of these factors on the competitiveness of the Dutch mackerel
industry in relation to its U.S. rivals are discussed further in chapter S.

3 Other low·valued fish, such as capelin, are also bartered for by Russian

harvesters and traders. Recent reported barter arrangements have put the
barter price of a ton of cod at 20 tons of capelin (Eurofish, Mar. 26, 1992 ),

which is probably not much different than the "cod value" of a ton of
mackerel.

4 The five vessel owners involved are Jaczon Rederij en Haringhandel (based
in Scheveningen); N.V. Visserij Maatschappij Kennemerland (IJmuiden); W.
Kwakkelstein (Vlaardingen) ; Cornelius Vrolijk (IJmuiden) ; and Van der Zwan
(Scheveningen) .
S Fishing News International, Mar. 1991.
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The United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Ireland account for the bulk of
both intra-BC trade and EC exports of mackerel.

Recent export trends for

these three countries are presented in table D-8.
During 1987 - 91, exports of mackerel from these three BC exporters ranged
from 440,900 metric tons in 1987 to 357,700 metric tons in 1990. Of total
1991 mackerel exports of 401,500 metric tons, roughly 345,000 (86 percent)
were shipped outside the EC.

The remaining exports were shipped to other EC

member states, although these shipments may have subsequently been exported
out of the BC by the EC importer.
The United Kingdom's largest EC market during 1990-92 was the
Netherlands, which reexports most of its imports from the United Kingdom. The
l argest non - BC market for the United Kingdom was the former Soviet Union in

1990-91 and Russia in 1992, which imports through klondyke arrangements. As
is evident from the January -September 1992 data in table D-8 (which cover the
British mackerel-fishing season), British exports to Russia appear to have
declined dramatically from 1991, reflecting the volatile market situation in
Russia and much of Eastern Burope. 6 Despite the diversion of exports to the
Netherlands shown by the threefold increase in the United Kingdom's JanuarySeptember 1992 exports to the Netherlands, industry sources report that
reduced demand in the Eastern European market was not fully compensated by
increased exports elsewhere.
For the Netherlands, African, and Middle Eastern markets have accounted
for the majority (63 percent during 1987-91) of exports in recent years.
Except for small amounts exported to Japan, these developing economies account

for most Dutch exports outside of the BC market.
For Ireland, much like the Netherlands, the largest non-BC markets for
mackerel are the developing economies of Western and Northern Africa . The
Egyptian market has been of importance in recent years, reportedly as a result
of Government -to-Government contracts negotiated between the Irish Ministry of

Fisheries and the Egyptian General Authority for Supply Commodities (known
generally as ESTRAM) and supervised by the Irish Sea Fisheries Board (known by
its Gaelic acronym BIM) . 7 During 1988 -91 Irish exports to non -BC markets
dropped by 26,000 metric tons. Thirty-seven percent of this drop can be
attributed to declining exports to the former Soviet Union. However, during
this time period many Irish vessels are reported to have landed their catch at
Norwegian ports, which require shorter steaming times {and lower fue l costs)
than Irish ports. The landings were reportedly then shipped to markets in the
former Soviet Union. 8

The German market has reportedly attracted Irish

seafood exporters, who with the help of a promotional campaign by BIM, sought

6 Fishing News, Jan. 16, 1992 .
1

Abidjan 91, June 1991.
8 The Irish Skipper, Dec. 1990.
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out German retail chains in anticipation of a growing market following German
reunification . 9

Market characteristics
Most of the mackerel harvested by EC fishermen is exported to non-EC
markets, because of limited demand within the EC. However, BC domestic
consumption of mackerel, particularly in canned and fresh whole form, 10

appears to be greater than U.S. consumption. It is likely that the wider
variety of canned mackerel products available in some European markets
explains part of this EC demand. Mackerel at the retail level is often canned
in sauces and other media, including curry, gravad, white wine marinade,
horseradish, green peppercorn, and pizza sauces. 11 Mackerel canned in sauces
reportedly accounts for 12.8 percent of the total British mackerel fillets

market. 12

In Italy, in contrast, Commission staff located only oil-packed

mackerel fillets among canned products, the same product form as that
typically found in U.S. supermarkets.
The structural changes in European economies, according to industry
sources, have altered the structure of demand for fish products, including
mackerel. With rising incomes in Eastern European regions, such as the former
German Democratic Republic, demand for whole smoked mackerel is said to be
declining, whereas that for mackerel fillets and fish in sauces is on the
rise. 13
The available evidence suggests that price, rather than income changes,
is the most important economic factor affecting EC mackerel demand, although
few, if any, studies have specifically analyzed mackerel. One study examined
the nature of consumer demand for •wet fish" (fresh, chilled, or smoked fish)
in the United Kingdom, including the effects of changes in prices and income

9 The Irish Skipper, Oct. 1991.
10
In the United Kingdom, for example, mackerel and other "oily" fish
(including kippers and herring) accounted for an estimated 24 percent of
overall British consumption of fresh fish in 1991. Super Marketing, Sept. 20,
1991.
11
"John West Foods Offers Fish Recipe Dishes," Gorman' s New Product. News,
Aug. 12, 1991.
1 2 The Grocer, May 11, 1991.
13
Infofish International, May 1991. This source also reported the adverse
effects on whole·fish consumption caused by a 1987 nematode "crisis" in west
Germany. Demand for whole or semiprocessed fish declined, and industry
marketing campaigns have since succeeded mainly in restoring demand for fish
products that are fully processed (and therefore perceived as safer) . The
associated effects on the mackerel industry probably included a shift in
consumer demand from whole fish to fillets canned in sauces and other
processed products.
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on fish demand. 14 This study estimated own- and cross-price and income
elasticities of demand15 for four groups of seafoods16 using various

statistical estimation techniques, only one of which is summarized here. 17
The following tabulation presents the estimated elasticities for the "fat"

group, which includes fresh and smoked mackerel:
Elasticity with
respect to- -

Additive direct translog
~

Compensated

0.06

Income
Price of:

White fish
Smoked white fish . .
Fat (including mackerel)
Other fish . . . .
1

1.19

1.23

0 . 05

0 . 06

- 2 .4 7
1.16

-2 . 47
1.18

Not applicable.

The own-price elasticities of demand for the • fat• group are, as
expected, negative; that is, the quantity demanded declines as the price rises
and vice versa. The price elasticity of demand of - 2.47 indicates that the
demand for mackerel and other • fat • fish is quite elastic; that is , a 1percent increase (decrease) in price will cause the quantity demanded to
decline {rise) by 2 . 47 percent.

The cross -price elasticities indicate that

the quantity demanded of mackerel would be expected to decline in response to
a decline in the price of cod or other white fish substitute bec.a use consumers

shift to the relatively less expensive product.
14 M.P. Burton,

For e xample, in response to a

"The Demand for Wet Fish in Great Britain,• Marine Resource

Economics, vol. 7 (1992), pp. 57-66.
is The own -price elasticity of demand for a product is a measure of the
percentage change in the quantity demanded of the product that results from a
1-perc·e nt change in its price; the cross-pri ce elasticity of demand is a

measure of the percentage change in the quantity demanded of the product that
results from a 1 -percent change in the price of a substitute product; the
income elasticity of demand for a product is a measure of the percentage
change i n the quantity demanded of the product that results from a 1 -percent
chanpe in consumer income.
1
The categories were "white" (cod, pollack, haddock, and hake), "smoked

white" (smoked cod and haddock), • fat • (herrings, kippers , mackerel, and
smoked mackerel), and "other• (flounder, skate, sole, whiting, and rock
salmon) .
17
The methods employed three different functional forms for the equations:
direct translog, indirect translog, and additive direct translog.

The last

yielded the most statistically and theoretical ly defensible results, which are
summarized in the tabulation. General information on translog (transcendental
logarithmic) models is contained in most econometrics texts.

See, for

example, J . Johnston, Econometric Meth9ds, 3d ed . (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1984) , pp. 335 -3 37.
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1-percent drop in the price of fresh white fish, the estimated decline in
quantity demanded is 1.19 to 1.23 percent. The cross-price elastici t y i s much
smaller for smoked white fish, perhaps reflec ting the greater differences in
the product characteristics .

The income elasticity of 0.06 is l ow, suggesting

that income growth does not encourage increased consumption of mackerel and
other "fat" fish; in response to an increase in income of l percent, the
quantity demanded of "fat• fish rises by only 0.06 percent .

Govemment Involvement in the Industry
As in the U.S . mackerel indus try, government plays important supportive
and regulatory roles in the mackere l industries of EC member states. With t he
growing economic and legal integration of the member states, most of the
responsibility for the support and management of the fishing industries in
those countries has shifted to the EC Commission in Brussels, which

administers the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) . The CFP provides for fishery
management, price support, third-country agreements, and other policies and
programs for fishing industry support and management.

F ishery management

Adopted in 1983, the CFP established the EC's EEZ (commonl y known as the
200-mile limit), within which fishing vessels flying the flags of the BC
member states.can travel and fish freely. Fishing vessels from non-BC nations
are excluded from most BC fisheries, with the e xception of underutilized
fisheries that can be made availabl e to other nations by agreement with the BC
Council. In this regard, BC law is consistent with both U.S . law and BC
obligations under the united Nations Conference on the Law of the sea
(UNCLOS) . 18
Mackerel is considered a fully utilized resource in the EC, thus there
is no surpl us to allocate to non-EC fleets. However, both the western and
North Sea mackerel stocks e xtend beyond the BC BEZ, where non -BC harvesters
are active. Therefore, to ensure the long-term viability of these mackerel
resources, the EC and non - EC nations, particularly the Faroe Islands 19 ,
Norway, and Sweden, joint l y manage these resources. Such joint management

chiefly takes the form of an annual division of the total allowable catch
(TAC) of the entire mackerel resource between the BC and non-BC nations.
The annual allocation to the EC of the mackerel TAC is in turn further
subdivided by both geographic region and member state . The member-state
allocations for 1993 are presented in table D-9.
18

UNCLOS provides a guide fo r the national fisheries policies of its

signatory nations in much the same way the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT) guides national policy on trade law .
19
Although under the jurisdiction of Denmark, an BC me mber stat e, the
Faroe Islands are not part of the BC.
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As with any heavily utilized fishery, the determination of the annual
TACs in the EC mackerel fishery involves conflicting interests. On one side
are the biologists and others involved in fishery management, who seek to
conserve the present resource to enable it to grow and yield greater future
harvests.

On the other side is the fishing and fish-processing industry,

whose members would suffer from a significant cutback in current harvests even

though future harvests would improve.

In fact , one study has concluded that

current harvest rates are two to three times the "optimal" level (i.e. , the

level that would maximize the long- term yield from the fishery) . 20

According

to this source. past BC poli cy emphasized protection of • short·term employment

in the industry" ; however, the study speculates that future EC policy will aim
at increasing the fishery's long -term productive potential, thus enabling the
EC industry to boost annual production and exports.

Price Support
The price support regime of the CFP contains three key elements: the
guide price, the withdrawal price, and the reference price. 21 All are
species-specific and are set by the BC Council or EC Commission. The guide
price is set on the basis of a 3-year moving average of market prices
{adjusted for expected market conditions) and is intended to provide an
equitable return to the fishermen . The withdrawal price, which is usually 70
to 90 percent of the guide price, is the price the BC pays to remove fish from

the market. Withdrawn fish may not be resold for human consumption; they
typically are channeled to fishmeal, oil, and other industrial uses. The
reference price is applied to EC imports of fish that compete with domestic
landings.

The reference price supports domestic prices with a l evy that is

applied to imported fish after market prices fall below the reference price
level for three consecutive days.
The price - support payments are administered through private Producer's
Organizations (POs) that operate on a regional or national level and are

organized according to inshore, offshore, high-seas and deep-sea fishing
operations. The EC Council sets the guide and withdrawal prices at the start
of each fishing season . If the price received by a PO on the open market
falls below t he withdrawal price, the PO may remove a certain proport ion of
the supply from the market and channel it to industrial uses. However, the
price - support payment to the PO declines as the proportion of total supply
withdrawn increases.

20 John O.S. Kennedy, "Optimal Annual Changes in Harvests Prom Multicohort
Fish Stocks: The Case of Western Mackerel,"

Marine Resource Economics, vol . 7

(1992)' pp. 95-114.
21 This description draws from U.S. Department of Commerce, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), The Prod,ucer Subsidy Equivalent for Fisheries: The Cases of
Canada. the European Conununity . apd Japan, by Bogle and Gates Inc.,

Saltonstall-Kennedy Grant NA-88-ABH -0 0013, Sept. 1990.
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As discussed in more detail in chapter 5, the impact of the EC's pricesupport program for mackerel on EC mackerel prices is uncertain because market

conditions outside the EC (chiefly in Eastern Europe) have depressed export
prices. EC harvesters and exporters often prefer to sell at prices below the
reference price rather than have fish withdrawn for the much less valuable
industrial-use markets.

Other EC fishery supoort provisions
There are Community wide ad valorem tariffs on imports of mackerel
products. For fresh or frozen whole mackerel, the tariff depends on the time
of year: between February 15 and June 15 (when BC harvests are generally at a
peak) the tariff rate is 20 percent; at other times the tariff rate is zero.
For mackerel fillets the tariff rate is 15 percent. For most species of
mackerel in airtight containers the tariff rate is 25 percent (20 percent for
Scornber australasicus) .

The EC also negotiates international fishing agreements on behalf of the
vessels of its member states.

These agreements include reciprocal agreements

(such as with Norway over the North Sea mackerel fishery), preferential trade
agreements (such as with various African nations that receive preferential

tariff treatment in the EC market in exchange for BC access to their
fisheries), and financial agreements in which the BC pays compensation for BC
vessel access to third-country waters. Most such agreements involve fisheries
other than mackerel, but some do include mackerel; their economic effects are
discussed further in chapter 5.

Norway
ITldustry a1id Market Stmcture

Mackerel resources
Norwegian mackerel harvesters rely on all of the main mackerel fisheries
of the Northeast Atlantic:
the North Sea-Skagerrak waters; the Norwegian Sea -

Faroe Is l ands region; and the waters west of the British Isles. In figure 3-4
these three regions correspond to zones IV-IIIa, Ila -Vb, and VI-VII-VIIIabde,
respectively.

Of these r egions, the first two dominate.

The third region has

declined in importance in recent years; in fact in 1990 (the latest available
year) no Norwegian harvest was recorded in that region. 22
The location of the Norwegian mackerel fishery is important in
evaluating industry competitiveness.
In particular, industry and trade

22 Data from International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES)
Working Group; supplied to USITC staff at an interview with the Fisheries
Counselor, Royal Norwegian Embassy, Washington, DC, Oct. 13, 1992.
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Figure 3-4
International Council for the Exploration of the Seas zones in the
Northeast At l antic Ocean
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sources report that Norwegian mackerel has a reputation for high quality
incertain markets because of the naturally high fat content of the fish. 23
This fat content is due to the coldness of the waters in which the fish are
found, a competitive advantage that nature, rather than technology or

economics , has provided to the Norwegian industry.
A high fat content, however, reportedly is preferred only in some
markets, such as Japan (where European mackerel often is consumed in raw form)
and actually is a disadvantage in other markets, such as the Caribbean and

other markets with warmer climates. 24

However, the much higher unit value

prevailing for mackerel in the Japanese versus developing-country markets
makes fat content a potentially important factor in international
competitiveness.

Industi:y structure
Three types of harvesting vessels are used in the Norwegian mackerel

industry: purse-seine trawlers, and a "coastal" fleet consisting of small
vessel that use drifnets, trolling lines and small scale seines. The 110-

vessel purse-seine fleet is the most important , accounting for 88 percent of
the total Norwegian mackerel catch of 180,000 metric tons in 1991. The
trawler fleet, numbering 25 vessels, accounted for 2 percent of the total
harvest. The coastal fleet (estimated to be in the hundreds by Norwegian
industry sources), harvested 17,700 metric tons, or 10 percent of the total
mackerel harvest. 25

The heavy reliance on the purse -seine fleet to supply raw mackerel is an
important reason why Norwegian mackerel has a worldwide reputation for high
quality . Unlike trawlers, which crush the fish while they are towing the
trawls for upwards of an hour, purse seiners keep the fish alive and swimming

right up to t he point when the net is hauled to the ship's side . The fish are
bruised less and do not d ie before transfer from the net; thus, product
deterioration is minimized.

This aspect of Norway's competitive advantage is

discussed in more detail in chapter 5.
A sales union, Norges Sildesalgslag, organizes the sales of the mackerel
harvests . In 1991 Norges Sildesalgslag sold mackerel to 91 buyers, most of

whom were processors . 26 These firms typically process many species of fish in
addition to mackerel, and this diversification probably enables firms to

operate plants of larger sizes than if they depended on the seasonal mackerel
fishery.

In attempting to investigate this issue , however, Commission staff

were unable to locate information on the financial aspects of either the
23 William C . Quinby, Mayflower International, transcript of the hearing ,
p. 14 , Jan. 26, 1993.
24 Ib"d
i .,

pp. 5 0 -51.
25 USITC staff interview with Fisheries Counselor, Royal Norwegian Embassy,
Washington, DC, Oct . 13, 1992 .
26 Ibid.
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harvesting fleets or the processing sector.

Table D-10 presents data on the

quantity and value of the annual Norwegian mackerel harvest, its disposition

by product form, and the level of exports during 1987-91.

The most important markets for Norwegian exports of frozen mackerel

during 1991-92 are indicated in table D-11. Of more than 260,000 metric tons
exported in 1992, nearly 138,000 tons, or 53 percent (61 percent by value)
were shipped to Japan, at an average unit value of $622 per metric ton.

The

Japanese mackerel market has been Norway's most important for several years,

and exports to Japan have grown rapidly.

The 1991 export level of 140,000

metric tons was 130 percent higher than the previous year's level of 60,800
metri c tons, and more than four times the 1988 level of 32,700 metric tons.

In 1992 the Japanese mackerel market was the target of a $2.3 million
marketing campaign by the Norwegian Trade Council, a Government-sponsored
export promotion board. The campaign was intended to counter the lingering
adverse effects of some 1991 shipments of inferior-quality mackerel. Also
noted in chapter 4, Norwegian exports in 1991-92 benefited from the late-1991
relaxation of Japan's import quota for frozen mackerel.
The developing countries of Africa and the Middle East also are
important markets for Norwegian mackerel.
In 1992 African and Middle Bastern

markets (including countries aggregated in the "Other" category of table

D-11) accounted for 77,500 metric tons of Norwegian exports, or 30 percent of
the total quantity (22 percent of total value) . Of the total quantity
exported to Africa and the Middle Bast, Nigeria and Turkey were the main
markets in their respective regions.
Eastern Europe is likely to be of growing importance as a market for

Norwegian mackerel, particularly in view of recent declines in the Polish
mackerel harvest. Eastern Europe and the countries of the former Soviet union
together accounted for 13,500 tons of 1992 Norwegian exports, or s percent of
the total quantity (4 percent of total value), with Poland accounting for most
of the shipments.

Market characteristics
Norwegian per capita conswnption of seafood, at 44 kilograms per year,

is the second-highest in Europe (behind Iceland) and more than twice the U.S.
level of 21 kilograms .Z 7 The popularity of seafood for human consumption in

ZT U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, NMFS, Fisheries of the un ited States.
1991, May 1992, p. 72. Data are the average for 1987-89.
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Norway extends to mackerel, for which, according to European market sources,

there is a higher per capita demand than in most other western nations. 28

The fresh- or frozen-fish market is the destination for most of Norway's

mackerel production (table D-10), accounting for 96 percent of the total
volume of mackerel harvested in 1991 and an average of 73 percent during the
period 1987-91. Most of it ultimately is exported in frozen form, mainly to
Japan, where the high fat content and other quality attributes of the fish
command a premium price in the sushi trade.
Mackerel that does not meet acceptable quality standards for human
consumption is channeled into industrial uses, such as animal feed and
fishmeal and oil . Norway's large aquaculture sector is a major user of such
products; salmon and trout farms, for exampl e, are important consumers of meal

for fish food. During 1987-91 the markets for animal food and fish meal and
oil accounted for approximately 23 percent of the total quantity of mackerel
landed in Norway.

Table D-12 presents data on average unit values of various mackerel
products in Norway, including fresh or frozen fish, during the years 1987-91.
Prices generally increased during the 1987-88 period, declined in 1989, peaked

in 1990, and declined again in 1991.

Govemmelll lllvolveme11t i11 the llldustry
Fishery management
Norway coordinates its mackerel fishery management with the other
countries that share its most important mackerel stocks.

At the national

level, Norwegian fishery management consists mainly of catch limits , in the
forms of annual quotas to individual vessels and fishing organizations,
allocated with annual licenses. Such licenses are required of a vessel before
it can fish; the refusal to renew licenses (such as when a vessel needs
replacement) is one way the Norwegian Government has sought to reduce
overcapacity in some fisheries. Quotas are allocated on a per-vessel basis

(and in some cases a per-trip basis) for the large-boat fleets and on a
fleetwide basis for the coastal fleet of small craft.
The overall quotas are based on annual estimates of the maximum total
allowable catch from each stock; such estimates are developed from

28 Unfortunately, calculation of apparent consumption of mackerel in Norway
is hampered by unreliable import statistics regarding mackerel imported in
recent years from Denmark for export to Japan.

Some Norwegian industry

officials believe that some of these reexports were accurately recorded and
others were not.
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reconunendations from the International Council for the Bxploration of the Seas
(ICES), an international scientific organization with expertise in fisheries
research and management. The Norwegian Government considers these TAC

reconunendations in developing its national fishery management policy, which
underlies its strategy in negotiating multilateral fishery access agreements,
which are described below.

Since 1966 Norway has had on its books a law forbidding the landing of
foreign-harvested fish directly from the foreign harvesting vessel; the fish

must be landed in a foreign port first. 29 However, according to the
Organization for Bconomic Cooperation and Development (OBCD), exceptions to
this law are granted "liberally," especially when domestic supplies are short
and Norwegian fish·processing capacity is underutilized. Exceptions are also

granted regarding a quantitative restriction imposed on Norwegian imports of
fresh or chilled mackerel. Although Norway is a large net exporter of
mackerel, occasional shortages do develop in some years (such as in 1991), and
import licenses are granted to provide raw material to help keep processing
plants operating efficiently. 30

Marine mammal and fishery issues
Norway faces a number of complex issues in effectively managing its
mackere l and other fish resources. One is the interaction between marine
manunal and fish ( including mackerel) populations. Recently renewed interest
in the hunting of whales and seals affects Norwegian mackerel management,

because these marine manunals consume large quantities of mackerel and other
fish, and they destroy nets and other fishing gear. Norway has announced its
plans to resume whaling in 1993 , and recently industry pressure has increased
to broaden the scope of the legal harvest of seals from adults lcurrently

legal ) to babies (currently illegal) . 31

As in Iceland and Atlantic Canada, at

least some of the pressure from the Norwegian fishing industry to remove the
bans on hunting whales and baby seals arises because increased marine manunal

populations depleted important fishery stocks following the moratoria on the
harvest of these mammals in the 1980s. Thus, Norwegian management of mackerel
and other fisheries must deal with the economic problems in Norway's rural

conununities caused by reduced income from whaling and baby seal hunting, as

29 As noted in chapter 2, the United States has a similar restriction in

the Nicholson Act .
30 In 1991 the mackerel fishery suffered a significant decline in resource
availability, and to maintain its market share in the important Japanese

market Norway imported large quantities of mackerel from the BC ·(mainly
Denmark) for reexport to Japan. However, according to industry and trade
sources, these fish were of inferior quality.

The Norwegian attempt to

supplement its supply from the BC was considered a marketing blunder, for
which Japanese importers reportedly penalized Norwegian exporters in 1992.
31
U.S. Department of State, message reference No. 00930, prepared by U.S.
Embassy, Oslo, Feb. 19, 1993.
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well as the income lost from reduced harvests from depleted mackerel and other
fish stocks.

Harvesting agreement issues
Another complexity is the transboundary nature of mackerel stocks. None
of the mackerel stocks on which the Norwegian fishing industry is dependent
lie entirely within the Norwegian EEZ ; most are shared with the BC and other

countries, and the so-called western mackerel stock (west of the British
Isles) is completely outside Norwegian waters. Therefore, annual bilateral
and multilateral agreements most importantly with the EC, are necessary to
allocate shares of the TAC.iz The negotiations leading to these agreements
involve annual consultations among all of the Scandinavian countries, the BC,
the Baltic nations, Poland, and Russia. Trade and government sources report
that for mackerel, the result of these negotiations is usually an arrangement

by which non-Norwegian vessels can take a certain share of the TAC in
Norwegian waters and vice versa.
In recent years Norway has negotiated arrangements with the BC, the
Faroe Islands, and Sweden that allocate to Norway fishing quotas in various
geographic regions, which are then suballoc.a ted to vessels. In the Norwegian

Sea, for example, Norway is allocated most of the mackerel TAC above 62°N,
except for an allocation for the Faroe Islands, which the 62nd parallel
intersects. Between 62°N and 59°N (just above the northern tip of Scotland),
the North Sea mackerel TAC is shared between Norway and the EC. Below 59°N
the North Sea mackerel TAC is divided between Norway, the EC, and Sweden
(which has an allocation in the Skagerrat among Norway, Sweden, and Denmark) .
Norway is also allocated a share of the western mackerel TAC in the area west
of 4°W within the EC EEZ.

Financial supoort
Norwegian mackerel harvesters and processors benefit from the same
Government programs that are available to other elements of the Norwegian fish
industry. These programs have a number of objectives, including income
support, industrial restructuring, and rural development in the northern
regions.

Each year the Norwegian Fishermen's Association and the Norwegian
Government negotiate a financial support package consisting of four main
elements:

price support for first-level sales of fish; financial support to

32 Joint management with Russia of the Barents Sea cod stock is another

problematic necessity, particularly in light of recent Norwegian industry
charges of Russian overfishing. Ibid. As discussed elsewhere in this report,
this fishery concerns the mackerel industries of Norway, the EC, and the
United States because of the impacts on mackerel prices allegedly caused by
Russian "dumping• of cod on European markets.
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reduce or offset operational costs; social schemes; and structural programs.

The annual budget for the financial package (for all fisheries) for recent
years, as reported in OSCO, Review of Fisheries in OSCO Member Countries

(annual), is shown below (in millions of dollars):
Item

llli

.lla1

llll

Price support
Operational cost support

86
31
29
29
-5.
180

12
13
18
28

19
18
29
16

...2

...l.

Social schemes
Structural programs

Other
Total

77

84

As seen in the tabulation, in 1987 policy emphasis shifted from reliance
on simple price and cost intervention to a more important role for structural
programs.

According to the OSCO, the increased reliance on structural

programs and social schemes (primarily unemployment benefits) has been
necessary to improve the industry's efficiency and thereby reduce the need for
continued financial assistance in future years.
Structural programs have

included efforts to reduce fish-harvesting capacity in the large -boat and
coastal fleets by offering financial incentives (grants) to scrap old vessels.
Similar financial incentives have been offered to onshore processors to close
underutilized plants (except in isolated areas that depend on those plants) .
Additional financial assistance is provided to harvesters, processors, and

sales and marketing associations to improve production and marketing
efficiency. Although price support is provided for · other fisheries, this
assistance is reportedly inef~ective for mackerel because market forces, which
include the influence of the Japanese market, maintain market prices at
relatively high levels.
In addition to the above, the State Fishery Bank, which assists with
vessel construction in the less heavily capitalized fisheries, provides loans
at or below market rates to eligible fisheries. In the mackerel fishery,

according to industry sources, only the coastal fleet is considered eligible
for such loans. In the large-boat fleets, in fact, the emphasis has been
placed on reducing capacity, for example, by not renewing licenses when boats
need replacing.
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Eastern Europe33
Industry structure
The mackerel industry in Eastern Europe, like most of the region's
industries, has undergone dramatic structural changes in recent years because

of the transformation of the region's economies and the dissolution of the
Soviet Union. These changes, primarily manifested in the privatization of
previously state·owned fishing and processing enterprises, not only have

caused turmoil within the Eastern European industry, but have also contributed
to economic d i sruption in industries and markets in Western Europe, the United

States, and elsewhere.
Similar to their Western European counterparts, the harvesting fleets of
Eastern Europe depend on the mackerel and other small pelagic resour ces of t he
Northeast Atlantic, including limited resources in the Baltic and Barents

seas. I n past years, significant supplies also were taken by Soviet and
Pol ish vessels from U.S. waters (in both the Atlantic and Pacific); however,
as discussed earlier, such foreign participation in the U.S. mackerel fishery
has recently been halted . Russian and Polish harvesting effort in other
distant · wat er fisheries has declined as well, mainly because of hard · currency

shortages, wh i ch hinder these countries ' ability to pay for fuel , supplies,
and other expenses. 34
The Barents Sea is becoming increasingly important to the Russian
harvesting fleet for cod, which is then used to barter for mackerel, capelin,
and other lower value species. The reported barter value for l ton of
Russian -harvested cod is 20 tons of capelin, 35 which probably is not far from
the barter price of mackerel. In the Barents seaport of Murmansk, mackerel
and other small pe l agics accounted for over so percent of fish landings in
1990 (before the distant-water fleet cutback) . Most of this fish (a report ed
2,000 to 3,000 tons a day) was distributed for domestic consumption within
Russia.

The mackerel i ndustry in Eastern Europe consists of harvesting vessels
(chiefly freezer-trawlers) , factoryships, and onshore processors. These
vessels and plants formerly were under state ownership and control, but with
the above-noted market and political transformations, most of those

enterprises that have not closed down altogether have been privatized.
vessels reportedly are now individually owned.

Most

33 Except where noted otherwise, in this section "Eastern Europe • generally
includes only Russia, Poland, Bulgaria, and the Baltic nations. However, the
former Bast Germany, prior to Germany's reunification, held one of the largest
mackerel fleets in Eastern Europe. No other Eastern European nation has a

significant mackerel industry.
34 World Fishing, Dec. 1992.
35 Eurofish, Mar. 26, 1992.
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An accurate accounting of the fleet size and tonnage capacity in the
Eastern European mackerel industry is not available, because the data

collected from the individual nations have not kept up with the recent rapid
changes in the industry and market, particularly the emergence of small,
private firms . Many harvesting vessels have been scrapped or otherwise taken
out of service in the mackerel fishery because, according to European industry
sources, they are too old and inefficient to be economically operated by
profit ~seeking firms.
Another factor for the fleet reduction is poor resource
availability; in Poland, for example, the annual harvest fell by over

90 percent between 1989 and 1990, reportedly because of "low productivity of

accessible fishing grounds. 1136

Eastern European factory-processing vessels, particularly those of
Russia, continue to participate in foreign joint ventures, most importantly
the "klondyking" arrangements with British and Irish harvesters. However,
these arrangements have become increasingly unattractive to British harvesters
for two related reasons:
(1) the economic turmoil in Eastern Europe,
particularly the low supplies of hard currency, have made many of the region's
enterprises uncreditworthy, although barter arrangements have helped alleviate

this problem and (2) in 1991 the United Kingdom privatized i ts export
guarantee program, thus raising the cost to British exporters of obtaining
insurance against the risk of nonpayment by Eastern European buyers. 37
Trends in mackerel production by certain Eastern European nations, as

reported by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), are
shown in table D-13 . Most of the chub mackerel harvested by the former Soviet
Union since 1986 (and, after 1991, presumably also by Russia, the Baltic
nations, or both) was taken in the South Atlantic waters off western Africa.

Additional supplies have been harvested by Soviet (now Russian) trawlers in
the North Pacific off the eastern coast of Siberia. Virtually all of the
former Soviet Union's Atlantic mackerel was taken in the northeast Atlantic
off the coast of western Europe, and the Indian mackerels were taken in the
western Indian Ocean. Polish fishermen harvested virtually a ll of their
Atlantic mackerel in the western North Atlantic off the U.S. coast.
U.S. Department of C011111erce data indicate that until 1991 the U.S.
mackerel resource supplied considerable quantities of fish to the fleets from
the former German Democratic Republic (GDR), Poland, and the former u . s . s.R.
The largest recipient of these U.S . quantities was the GDR, as shown in tabl e
D-14.

36 U.S. Department of State, message reference No. 02790, prepared by U.S.
Embassy, Warsaw, Feb. 23, 1993 .
37 According to industry sources, this program is now run by a Dutch
concern.
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Government lllvol veme111 ill the lndllstry
F ishery management
Since most mackerel harvested by Eastern European harvesters is taken
from foreign waters or on the high seas, there is no need for fishery
management by the Eastern European nations themselves.

To the extent that

such nations participate in foreign nations' fisheries (such as the U.S.

mackerel fishery before 1991) , the responsibility for management of these
fisheries belongs to such foreign nations.

Fi nancial support
Prior to the transformation of the economies of Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union, the mackerel industries of these nations operated under the
ownership and control of the respective governments. Vessel and plant
construction and repair, crewmembers' and plant workers' wages, energy costs,

fees for vessel access to foreign nations' waters, and other expenses of

mackerel harvesting all were the responsibility of those governments. To the
e x tent that the processed product was destined for home consumption (or for
export to other Eastern bloc markets), even "prices" for the products did not

e xist, at least in the free market sense of the term.

Rather, prices

frequently were set to subsidize consumers, to provide a working wage for
workers, to balance trade accounts of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA}, or for other purposes.

The transformation of these markets towards free market economies has
generally removed financial support to both consumers and producers. Mackerel
prices in the home markets are being freed, and such prices reportedly are
rising along with those for most consumer goods . On the industry side, vessel
construction support, crewmember wages, and other costs are no longer the

responsibility of the state but of the private enterprises that own and
operate the vessels and processing plants.
However, the assistance once provided to the industry continues to show
significant effects. For example, the fixed cost of a vessel with a 30-year
economic life, built 10 years ago with construction assistance, will continue

to fall below the cost of an unsupported vessel for the remaining 20 years,
even if no monies currently are being paid. The privatizat ion of Russian
enterprises, for example, typically involves Government vouchers (denominated
in rubles) that serve as shares in the newly privatized enterprise. At least
two factors may distort the capitalized value of such enterprises : first, the

fixed capital {the vesse l or the processing pl ant) may be overvalued or
undervalued, depending on the accounting system used to depreciate the capital
equipment; second , the rapid depreciation of the Russian ruble may distort the
current value of the shareholders' assets . In general, these factors will
serve to undervalue the fixed capital in a privatized enterprise, to reduce

its fixed costs, and to enable the enterprise to sell its output at a lower
price than otherwise .
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The effects on the harvesting sector a r e greater still if, as has been
alleged by U.S. and European industry members, some Eastern European
harvesting vessels are "missing" from the records. These vessels apparently
are being operated by "cowboys 1138 (in the words of a Western European rival),

whose only costs are fuel and crew compensation and who therefore seek to
cover only those expenses when selling their catches. All information made
available to the Commission39 indicates that these vessels are dealing in
"whitefish" (cod and other groundfishl, rather than mackerel, but there are
direct effects on the mackerel trade as well. These effects enter through
barter arrangements, such as the British-Russian-Danish deals described

earlier.
In Poland, as in Russia, privatization of the fishing industry is not

yet complete. Currently in Poland there are an estimated 180 small, private
fish-processing enterprises and an undetermined number of private importers of
fish and fishery products. 40 The private processors are characterized by the
Ministry of Transport and Maritime Economy as "basement operations," employing
one to three persons each, but data on their output are unavailable. 41 In

addition, there are three state - owned fish -processing and fish-trading
companies, in Gdansk, Gizycko, and Chojnice, employing a total of l,194

workers. 42 As in the Western European and U.S. industries, these firms
process and trade a variety of fish products in addition to mackerel. The
slow progress being made in privatizing the fish industry and the general
economic difficulties in the industry are cited as reasons for the recent

lobbying effort by the industry to reintroduce Government financial assistance
programs that were •all but eliminated" in 1990. 43

36 western European industry term for capt ain and crew of certain Eastern
European fishing vessels. Reportedly the operators of these vessels sell
their catch to only cover short term expenses (fuel, wages, etc.).
Consequently, they are usually willing to accept lower prices than other
harvesters for their catch.

39 See, for example, Seafreeze, posthearing brief, with attachments.
40 U.S. Department of State, message reference No. 02790, prepared by U.S.
Embassy, Warsaw, Feb. 26, 1993. Estimate by the Sea Fisheries Institute,
Gdynia.
41 Ibid.
4z Ibid.
43 Ibid.
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CHAPTER 4. FOREIGN MARKETS
This chapter focuses on the prospects for expansion of U.S. mackerel
sales to Jamaica and to countries in West Africa, the Middle East (Egypt), and
Eastern Europe 1, markets which are largely supplied by other exporters.
According to industry sources, these markets are considered to have the most
potential for U.S. export growth.
Jamaica has been the largest market for U.S. exports of Atlantic
mackerel since 1990, whereas exports to West Africa and Egypt are negligible.
Although the former Soviet Union also imported U.S. Atlantic mackerel in both
1991 and 1992 (see chapter 2), U.S. exports to this market have been variable,
due to its economic restructuring.

As noted in chapter 3, however, this

market is also a major supplier of mackerel products . The Japanese market
presented limited opportunities to U.S. mackerel exports in the past, but
domestic supply difficulties in 1990 and 1991 boosted Japan's mackerel imports
from the United States as well as from other suppliers in these years . U.S.
mackerel exports to Japan fell in 1992, however, the market is still
considered to have potential for U.S. exports due to its size and the variety
of mackerel products consumed.
This chapter discusses market conditions, channels of distribution,
supply and demand, trade, prices, tariffs and other trade barriers, and other
governmental practices and programs that affect U.S. and other countries'

exports of mackerel to Japan, West Africa, Egypt, Jamaica, and Eastern Europe .
Global imports of all mackerel species by major markets for 1990 are shown in
figure 4 -1.

Japan
The Japanese market holds the greatest potential for U.S . exports of
macker·e l.

The most salient indicators of this potential include a large and

affluent population, and the traditional prominence of fish in the Japanese
diet. Japan has long been known as one of the world's leading markets for
fish and fish products, and it is also the world's premier market for
mackerel . Japan leads in global mackerel production, imports, and consumption
(tables D-7 and D-15 and figures 3-3 and 4-1), but a steady, long-term decline

in domestic mackerel catches has led to a concomitant rise in imports in
recent years. U.S. mackerel exporters, aided by a sharp fall in Japanese
landings in 1990 and 1991, as wel l as a favorable exchange rate, substantially
increased their shipments of frozen mackerel to Japan in 1991. 2 The United
States became the fifth leading foreign supplier, in terms of quantity, to the

1

Includes the former Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries.
2 Sunee C. Sonu, Jaoan's Mackerel Market, NOAA Technical Memorandum,
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Southwest Region, Sept. 1992, p. iv.
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Figure 4-1
Mackerel: Global lmpons, by major marl<ets, 1990 (1,000 metric tons)
Nigeria

36.7

Netherlands

57.7

France

33.6

Japan
72. 9

Papua New Guinea

26.4
Cote d "lvoire

25.7

Germany

19.4
ha/y

16.4

Source: Food and Agricuhure Organization of the Un~ed Nations, 1990.
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Japanese market in that year after having supplied virtually none in prior
years . 3

S11pply a11d Demand
The supply4 of mackerel in the Japanese market, while largely determined
by domestic production, is increasingly provided by imports. The Japanese
mackerel catch declined by nearly three-fourths during 1986-91, 5 during which
period imports showed a nearly seventeenfold increase (tables 0-16 and 0-17).
While the overall supply of mackerel in the Japanese market declined by
slightly more than one half during 1986-91, the share accounted for by imports
rose from l percent in 1986 to 39 percent in 1991 (table 0-18) .
With a population of nearly 125 million6 and one of the world's highest
income levels, 7 Japan is one of the most attractive consumer markets in the
world. Mackerel is relatively inexpensive compared with competing protein
sources in Japan. However, the Japanese market demands high quality mackerel
products, and generally is willing to reward such quality with premium prices.
The Japanese consume mackerel in a variety of forms, including fresh, frozen,
smoked, dried, pickled, and canned. Japanese consumers generally prepare
mackerel by broiling and, as such, prefer a relatively large sized fish with a
high fat content. 8 This demand characteristic is a constraint on U . S.
mackerel exports, which are of a lower fat content than that normally
preferred. However, the large size of the Japanese market and t he large

variety of mackerel products in demand tend to mitigate this constraint. 9
Japanese annual household consumption of mackerel has experienced a

long-term decline, falling 56 percent, from 1.8 kilograms in 1986 to
0.8 k ilograms in 1991 (table 0-19). This decline mirrored the trend in
domestic catches, as imports have not increased enough to fill the gap in
production, and prices have risen since 1986. Mackerel is reportedly the
ninth most popular seafood item consumed in Japan. 10 On a per capita basis,
3 Based on Japanese import data. These data appear to conflict with U.S .
export data, which show U.S. exports of all mackerel products higher in both
1990 and 1991 relative to 1989 levels.
4 Supply is defined as inventories plus the domestic catch and imports of
mackerel.
5 Because of an apparent decline in Northeast Pacific mackerel stocks.
Ibid , p. iv.
6 Central Intelligence Ageney, The World Factb9ok 1992, p. 173.
7 Japan's per capita GNP was an estimated $25,890 in 1990. World Bank,
World Tables 1992, Baltimore, 1992.
8 Sonu, Japan's Mackerel Market, p. 11 .

9 For instance, Lund's Fisheries, Inc. stated it has been successful in

penetrating the Japanese frozen mackerel market. Jonathan o. Rubins, Lund's
Fisheries, Inc., testimony before the U.S. International Trade Commission,
Jan. 26, 1993.
lO Ibid.
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Japan trails only Iceland as a seafood ·consumer. Japanese consumption of
fishery products totaled about 8.8 million metric tons in 1990 and averaged
72 kilograms per capita annually during 1987-89 . 11

Imports
In 1990, Japan imported 10.7 million metric tons of fish products,

representing 27 percent of the world total . 12

Japanese mackerel imports

totaled almost 73,000 metric tons in 1990, and were equivalent to
approximately 15 percent of the world total {table D-15, figure 4-.1). This
amount rose to 195,000 metric tons in 1991 {table D-20). Frozen mackerel is,
by far, the primary Japanese mackerel import {table D-20). The major sources
of Japanese imports of frozen mackerel include Norway (nearly three - quarters

of the total in 1991), Ireland (5 percent), Denmark (5 percent), the United
Kingdom (4 percent), and the United States (4 percent) {table D-21).
Japanese imports of frozen mackerel dropped in 1992 to about 137,000
metric tons, mainly the result of a market adjustment to excessive inventory
levels that developed during the previous year. 13 Japanese imports from most
major suppliers,

including the United States, fell .

Japanese imports from Norway and the EC countries are mainly from the

Northeast Atlantic and are preferred for their relatively high fat content.
Imports from the United States consist of Atlantic and Pacific mackerel of
generally lower fat content. 14

Prices
Japanese ex-vessel mackerel prices are relatively high owing to the
domestic market demand for quality and the relatively large share of mackerel
marketed in fresh form. These ex -vessel prices15 rose sharply from $356 per
metric ton in 1986 to $1,188 per metric ton in 1991 {table D-22, figure 4-2) .
A substantial decline in domestic landings was the primary factor in the price
increase during the period.

Wholesale prices of mackerel in Japan vary by product form.

Fresh

mackerel currently commands a premium compared with frozen mackerel, and this

premium has increased substantially in recent years {table D-23, figure 4-2) .

11

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization {FAO), Yearbook.

Fishery Statistics. Commodities , 1990.

lZ Ibid.
13

Sunee C. Sonu, NMFS, telephone conversation with USITC staff, Apr. 6,

1993.
14

According to U.S. export data, an estimated 4 5 percent of total U.S.
mackerel exports to Japan in 1991 consisted of Atlantic mackerel.
15 Received by fishermen.
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Figure 4-2
Mackerel: Japanese prices, by mart<et level, 1986-91
Pric9 (Thousands of dollars P9f m&tric ton)
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Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and Japan Ministry of Agricutture, Forestry, and Fisheries.
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Following the rise in ex- vessel prices, the wholesale price for fresh,
domestically produced mackerel increased from $2,012 per metric ton in 1986 to
$4,194 per metric ton in 1991, or by 108 percent (table D-23 ). The price for
domestit:.a lly produced, frozen mackerel rose by a smaller amount during t his
period, increasing from $2,018 per metric ton in 1986 to $2,851 per metric ton
in 1991, or by 41 percent. Imported mackerel generally trades at lower prices

and is directed to lower-valued processed products. 16

Recent retai l prices in the Tokyo region for fresh mackerel products are
shown in the following tabulation according to the U.S. Department of State
(in dollars per kilogram, 111. 5 yen per dollar): 17
Mackerel

Fresh, headed and gutted
Fresh, fillets

17 .04
26.91

Market Barners
Japanese imports of mackerel are included under an import quota system
that applies to 98 countries and 12 fishery commodity groups. The quota is
administered by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, which

allocates the quota among individual importers, trading companies, and

processors. The quota is set annually in terms of U.S. dollars and has
increased in recent years, as shown in the following tabulation of data from
Sonu, Japan's Mackerel Market,

(1,000 U.S. dollars) : 18

~

Quota

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

85,000
203,000
243,900
255,400
344,560

Mackerel import categories covered under the quota include fresh or chilled,
frozen, and prepared or preserved. Mackerel quota allocations are subject to

a fee, which varies according to prevailing market prices for mackerel
products. Recent fee levels have ranged between approx imately 8 and 12 cents
per kilogram. 19

16
17

Sonu conversation.
U.S. Department of State facsimile transmission to USITC staff, May 13,

1993.
18

The data in the cited report are adjusted in this tabulation.
conversation, Apr. 6, 1993.
19 Sonu, Japan's Mackerel Market, p. 9.
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Sonu

Japanese tariff rates applicable to imports of mackerel products allowed
by the quota are given in the following tabul ation of data from the International Customs Tariffs Bureau, Bulletin International des Douanes. Japan:

Product form
Whole :
Fresh or chilled
Frozen
Smoked
Prepared or preserved

Tariff rate
General
Preferential
Temporary
------ - -(Percent ad valorem)------10
10
( 1)

20

1 No separate rate.
2 Free to least developed developing countries.
3 Rate may be multiplied by 5/4 under certain conditions.

The rate applicable to Japanese mackerel imports from the United States varies
by product form.
Whole mackerel is dutiabl e at 5 percent ad valorem, smoked
mackerel at 10 percent, and prepared or preserved mackerel at 7 . 2 percent . 20

Exchange RaJes
Exchange rates have affected Japanese mackerel trade in recent years .

A

persistentl y strong yen, particul arl y measured against the dol l ar, has been
cited as a key factor affecting the potential of U.S. exports of mackerel to
Japan. 21 The yen has experienced a substantial appreciation against the
dollar since 1985, as shown in figure 4-3 and the following tabulation of data
from the International Monetary Fund's International Financial Statistics (in
yen per U.S. dollar):
Ex change rate

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

144 .64
128.15
137 . 96
1 4 4 . 79
134 . 71
1 26.65

Between 1990 and 1992 , the yen/dollar e xchange rate declined by 14 percent,
from about 145 yen to 127 yen per U.S. dollar. More recently, the yen reached
20 The Temporary rate is applied before the General rate (under conditions
set forth in article 8-2 of the Temporary Tariff Measures Law). For other
products, a GATT rate may apply, but no such rate is specified for mackerel.
21 Sonu, Japan's Mackerel Market, p. iv.
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Figure 4-3
Exchange rate between the Japanese yen and U.S. dollar, 1985-92
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Source: International Monetaty Fund, lntemational Financial Statistics, various issues.
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record highs between 112 and 114 yen per dollar during late March -early April
1993. 22 Since mackerel contracts are largely negotiated in dollars, the
appreciation of the yen in terms of the dollar reduces the yen price of
imported mackerel in the Japanese market. The yen appreciation also improves
the competitiveness of U.S. and other mackerel exporters vis -a -vis Japanese
suppliers.

West Africa
West Africa comprises a diverse mix of countries running roughly

parallel to and slightly north of the equator along the Gulf of Guinea from
Nigeria to Senegal (figure 4·4) . 23 The region includes many of Africa's major
Communaut~ Financi8re
The countries share a common colonial past with

oil - producing countries and all countries in the

Africaine (CFA) franc zone. 24

ties primarily to countries of the European Community, from which they gained
their independence in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Through vestiges of
historic colonial ties, trading patterns, shared language, and adopted legal
systems, the countries of west Africa retain these ties to Europe.

Market Si11tatio11"
Fish is a traditional and important element of the West African diet.

Per capita consumption of fishery products varies greatly among West African
markets. During 1987 · 89, such consumption averaged 10.0 kilograms throughout
the West African region, ranging from 7.6 kilograms in Nigeria to
26.4 kilograms in Ghana (table D-24) . 26 Moreover, the region's 3-percent
average annual population growth has also contributed to the region's growing

importance as a market for fishery products. Fish as a percent of total
animal intake in various west African markets has been estimated to range
between 22 and almost 70 percent in 1986.27
Imports of fishery products into the entire African continent totaled
$886 million in 1990, up by about 24 percent since 1986 (table D-25). Of this

22 See, for example, Financial Times, Apr. 1, 1993, p. 30.
23 The West Africa region is defined in various ways.

The countries that

constitute this region are identified in this report when appropri ate.
24 The CFA franc zone includes 13 French - speaking African countries. These
countries are distinguished from other African countries in that they share
same currency, the CFA Franc (CFAF), which, is pegged to the French franc at a
rate of 50 CFAF to 1 French franc.
25 The markets examined in this report include Nigeria, C6te d'Ivoire, and
Ghana.
26 For comparison, per capita fish consumption in the United States
averaged 21.3 kilograms during the same period.
27 Infopeche, West African Markets for Small Pelagics, Globefi sh Research
Programme, vol. 7, (Rome: FAO, Sept. 1991), p. 4.
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Figure 4·4
Major West African mackerel markets

Ghana Nigeria
Cote d"lvoire

Sourc.: Oervied by USITC staff.
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amount, $323 million, or more than one-third, was accounted for by the three
West African markets included in this report, Nigeria, cote d'Ivoire, and

Ghana. Imports of fishery products by these markets rose by more than
70 percent during 1986-90.
The supply side of the major west African mackerel markets generally is
dominated by imports. Domestic fisheries are artisanal to a large degree and
provide a small share of supply. 28 For example, imports are estimated to
provide 100 percent of mackerel supplies in Nigeria, 95 percent in COte
d'Ivoire, and 55 percent in Ghana.
Imports into the region are largely in
frozen, whole form. The general lack of refrigeration and of distribution

infrastructure in the region has resulted in the customary practice of local
smoking of imported, frozen mackerel as a method of preservation. 29 The
relatively low price of mackerel and its oily consistency (preferred for
smoking) have contributed to the substitution of frozen fish for more costly
protein sources, such as beef, in the region. 30
Comprehensive data on mackerel imports in West African markets are not

available. However, the FAO reports that imports of frozen mackerel by COte
d'Ivoire and Nigeria generally declined from 108,336 metric tons, valued at
$40 million, in 1986, to 62,409 metric tons, valued at $28 million, in 1990
(table D- 26) . 31 Additionally, data for BC exports, the major export source,

indicate that EC exports of all mackerel products to the three West African
markets under review also declined during 1987-91, falling from 80,616 metric
tons, valued at $35 million in 1987, to 67,920 metric tons, valued at
$29 million in 1991, (table D-27). Most of this trade is in frozen mackerel,
which accounted for 97 percent of total EC exports during the period (table
D-28) . The fluctuations and declines in mackerel imports reflects the
uncertain nature of these West African markets.
An important regional concern is food security, as Governments strive to
provide for the nutritional needs of the population. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture, which periodically provides an assessment of global food needs,
estimates that Nigeria, COte d'Ivoire, and Ghana each require food

assistance. 32 This is because per capita food production in the region has
fallen in recent years and incomes have not risen enough to afford commercial
purchases of food imports.
Although U.S. food assistance has not involved
28 Artisanal fishing is characterized by small-scale, labor - intensive
operations that mainly fish close to shore.
29 Frozen mackerel generally is thawed and immediately smoked.
3 Christopher Delgado and Rebecca Lent, "Coastal Demand Constraints for

°

Sahelian Livestock Products: Cote d'Ivoire,• paper presented at the IFPRI/ISRA
seminar on Regional Integration of Agricultural Markets in West Africa, Saly

Portudal, Senegal, Dec. 2·4, 1992.
31 No imports were reported for Ghana during the period.
32 Economic Research Service (BRS) , USDA, African Needs Assessment

Situation and Outlook Report, Nov. 1991. Although this assessment is in terms
of cereal i mport requirements, it provides an estimate of the general food
security situation.
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mackerel in the past, food aid and export assistance programs of the U.S.
Government are possible avenues for the development of U.S. mackerel exports
to West Africa .

Tratli11g PaJtems
General trade patterns in West African markets for mackerel have been
determined by a combination of such factors as regional geographic differences

in fish producing and consuming areas, barter and countertrade arrangements
with the former Soviet Union and Eastern European countries, and former

colonial ties with Western Europe. In general, the primary regional fishing
grounds for small pelagics, including mackerel, are located along the extreme
northern coast of western Africa, between Morocco and Senegal, and along the
extreme southern coast, between Angola and Namibia; the major import markets
are generally located between these areas, mainly from Liberia to Zaire, where

the bulk of the regional population is located. 3J This geography has shaped
the regional flow of trade from the geographic periphery to the populated
center.

Until recently, the fleets involved in selling small pelagics to African
countries were mostly from Eastern Burope and the former Soviet Union, which
sold fish at low prices to obtain much needed foreign exchange, or which
exchanged fish for commodities through barter and countertrade arrangements .

These trading arrangement made the entrance into the market by other
competitors difficult, if not impossible. Following the break-up of the
Soviet Union, the former Soviet and Eastern European fleets no longer control

the African market. Consequently, the United Kingdom, Ireland, and the
Netherlands have taken a larger market share.

Macroeco110111ic SituaJio11
The potential of West African markets for U.S. mackerel exports is
significantly tied to general macroeconomic conditions in this region. Import

demand in these markets is influenced by such factors as income levels and
trends, the availability of foreign exchange, inflation, and foreign debt, as
well as populat ion growth and consumer preferences for fishery products. In
addition, recent government ·mandated structural reforms and conditionality
imposed by international lending institutions, such as the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank, have affected the macroeconomic situation in
these markets. These reform strategies often include exchange rate

stabilization, privatization of state-run or state-controlled enterprises,
reductions in or elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers, restrictions
on international borrowing, and tight control over domestic credit expansion.

Much of the schedule and structure for addressing the implementation of these
reforms we re imposed by international multilateral lending institutions in
return for credit extension .

33 West African Markets for Small Pelaqics, p. 1.
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Macroeconomic indicators for selected African countries indicate that
income levels for a number of countries have declined or stagnated in recent

years. For instance, income (as defined by gross national product (GNF) ) in
Nigeria, the largest regional market, fell from $38.l billion in 1987 to
$33.4 billion in 1990, or by about 12 percent (table D- 29 and figure 4-5) .
GNP in Ghana was stagnant during 1987 · 90, while that in Cote d'Ivoire rose by
13 percent between 1987 and 1988, but fell by 5 percent during 1988 to 1990.
Per capita GNP in C8te d'Ivoire, the most affluent regional market, eroded
during 1987 -90 from $780 to $750, during which period levels in Ghana ranged
between $380 and $400 while in Nigeria per capita GNP fell to $270 in 1989
(figure 4 - 6). Most of the region is dependent on cOO'Gllodity exports, and a
general global decline in commodity prices, particularly for crude petroleum,
cocoa, and coffee, has adversely affected export revenues in recent years. 34
As a result, many countries in the region ran negative current account

balances during
GNP in 1990 and
surplus in 1989
budget deficits

1987-90, with C8te d'Ivoire•s deficit at about 13 percent of
Ghana's at about 7 percent. Nigeria, however, experienced a
and 1990, largely the result of a reduction in government
and of windfall oil profits occasioned by the Gulf war. 35

Markel 011tlook
The outlook for the West African small pelagic market remains uncertain
because of the region's volatile macroeconomic situation and uncertainty over
the future of the former Soviet and Bast European fishing fleets, which were

the major suppliers to the region in the past.

One industry member recently

stated that these fleets have been shifting their exports to Western European

markets to obtain hard currency. 36 This withdrawal from the West African
market may present opportunities for U.S. exporters, although there also is
competition from western European suppliers. Moreover, U.S. suppliers may
have difficulty competing with these Western European suppliers because prices

quoted for frozen mackerel in the region generally have been below U.S.

production costs in recent years. 37 The relatively high cost of U.S. mackerel
appears to be a constraint for U .S. exports to the region, as price rather

than quality , is one of the most important factors influencing the demand for
mackerel in the region. 38

34 See, for example, USDA, BRS, Global Food Assessment Si tuation and

Outlook Report, Nov. 1992, pp. 42, 44, 47.
35 World Bank, Trends in Developing Economies: 1991, p. 403.
36 Finn Bergesen, Jr., Managing Director, Norwegian Fishermens Sales

Organisation for Pelagic Fish, "World Pelagic Overview," paper presented at

the 15th International Seafood Conference, Lisbon, Nov. 1-4, 1992, p. 8.
37 For example, import and export unit values for frozen mackerel trade
between West African markets ranged between $372 and $613 per metric ton

during 1988 to 1992, while U.S. production costs currently are escimated to
range between $489-$641 per metric ton before adding the cost of
transportation (see chapter 2) .
38 NMFS, memorandum, p. 10.
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Figure 4-5
GNP In selected West African marl<ets, 1987-90
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Figure 4-6
Per capita GNP In selected West African mar1<ets, 1987·90
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1990

Diverse and frequently-changing tariff and other trade regulations, as
well as limited foreign exchange resources also hamper the region's potential
as a market for U.S. mackerel exporters. A general lack of adequate handling,
storage , and distribution infrastructure is another major problem facing most
mackerel exporters to markets in the West Africa region.
The next three sections present a more detailed profile of mackerel
markets in the West African countries of Nigeria, C8te d'Ivoire, and Ghana.
These countries are among the most prominent regional markets for mackerel,

both in terms of traditional trade patterns and potential for U.S. exporters.

Nigeria
Home to one in every four Sub·Saharan Africans, Nigeria's population of

126 million people in 1992 is Africa's largest. 39 Nigeria is a member of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPBC) and is Africa's leading
oil-producing country, relying heavily on the petroleum sector for export
earnings. 40 Despite substantial petroleum deposits and vast, largely untapped
natural gas reserves, Nigeria remains one of the world's poorest countries,

with a 1990 per capita GNP of $290 (table D-29).
Nigeria is one of the leading world importers of mackerel.

In 1990,

Nigeria trailed only Japan and the Netherlands as a global mackerel importer
and accounted for 7 percent of the world total imports {table D-15) .

Supply and De111011d
Fish is a preferred source of animal protein in Nigeria and accounts for

about 60 percent of total animal protein consumption. 41

Consumption of fish

products in Nigeria was at levels in excess of 1 million metric tons in the

early 1980s. However, Nigerian consumption fell due to the decline in the
world price of oil, which affected the amount of foreign exchange available

for fish and other imports . 42 Consumption of fish products in Nigeria is
estimated to have totaled about 500,000 metric tons in 1990 . 43 Nigeria's

domestic fish production accounts for about 35 to 40 percent of total fish

consumption, with imports accounting for the remainder. 44 Per capita fish
consumption in Nigeria has also shown a long·term decline from an average of

39 Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook 1992, p. 253.

40
41

world Bank, "Trends in Developing Economies: 1991,

11

p. 402.

NMFS, Northeast Region, memorandum for the record on the Small Pelagics
Conference {held in Abidjan during June 10-12, 1991), June 25, 1991 (NMFS
memorandum), p. 4.
42 Infopeche, west African Markets for Small Pelagics, p. 42.
43 U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Lagos, May 6,
1992 p. 2.
44 Ibid.
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16.1 kilograms per year during 1979 -81 to 11.5 kilograms per year during 19828445 and further to 7.6 kilograms per year during 1987-89 (table D-24).
Nigeria is currently the l argest market for frozen mackerel in West
Africa. However, the size of the Nigerian market is constrained by

relatively low, and generally declining, real income levels. Imports supply
the entire Nigerian mackerel market as there is virtually no domestic mackerel
catch (table D-30). Thus, the factors that affect the supply of mackerel in
the Nigerian market are exogenous, and include world catch patterns and
competition among competing suppliers. 46
The relatively low price of mackerel however, is one of its most
appealing attributes in the Nigerian market. Nigerian consumers prefer
mackerel for its oily consistency, which aids in the smoking process . Due to
its higher oil content, Nigeria's fish consumption patterns shifted to
Atlantic mackerel from horse mackerel in the mid-1980's. However, horse
mackerel remains the preferred species in Eastern Nigeria.

Channels of Distributicn
Nigeria possesses the most developed and extensive infras tructure in the

west Afric.a n region. 47

Unlike neighboring countries, Nigeria has an extensive

system of roads and cold storage facilities, which along with relatively low
fuel costs, facilitates the distribution of frozen mackerel. Frozen mackerel

enters the market through the port of Lagos, 48 from which it is distributed to

the western part of the country through such major cities such as Ibadan,
Benin City, and Kano and to the eastern part of the country through Port
Harcourt and Calabar. Fish importers and agents generally employ fish
distributors, the most important of which are the IBRU organization, the

INLAKS Group, and the PRIMLAKS Group.

These major distributors then market

frozen mackerel to numerous smaller distributors through a network of cold
storage facilities, mainly by refrigerated vans . The imported frozen fish
trade in Nigeria is concentrated, with 10 distributors accounting for

85 percent of the total . 49

Although Nigeria's infrastructure for the distribution of frozen fish is
the most elaborate of any other West African country, it is still relatively
l imited, and the majori ty of fresh fish is sold within a 10-mile radius . Cold
storage capacity is substantially underutili zed, wit h only 30 percent of the
installed capacity of 100,000 metric tons reportedly in use. 50 Retail
45 Data from Infopeche and FAO.
46

Finn Bergesen Jr . , "World Pelagic Overview," p. 5.

47 Ibid.,
.
p . 44.
48 Customs regulations require that frozen fish imports enter through this
port. Ibid.
49 U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Lagos, May 6,
1992, p. 12.
SO Infopeche, West African Markets for Small Pelagics, p. 44.
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distribution is provided by agents of the distributors, usually small-scale
independent retailers, or by the distributors themselves.

Impons
Nigeria's imports of all frozen fish have declined substantially from a

peak of over 600,000 metric tons annually during the oil boom of the late
1970s and early 1980s to about 185,000 metric tons in 1990.s1 Such imports
began to decline in 1982, when the Central Bank of Nigeria, prompted largely
by falling oil revenues, imposed a price ceiling of $582 per metric ton on
fish imports in an attempt to preserve scarce foreign exchange and bolster the
domestic industry . Currency devaluations and changes in trade policy also

contributed to significant variations in fish import levels during this
period. For instance, in 1987, when Nigeria introduced an auction market for
foreign e xchange and liberalized imports of a number of products, fish imports
increased by 58 percent.sz In 1989, Nigeria's imports of fresh and frozen
fish declined significantly (26.l percent from 1988) because of a 39-percent
devaluation of Nigeria's currency, the naira, which made imported goods,
including fish, more expensive for most Nigerian consumers.

Nigeria's imports of fresh or frozen fish large ly consist of frozen
pelagics, of which the Netherlands, Norway, and the United Kingdom are the

primary suppliers (table D-31) . Specific data on Nigerian imports of mackerel
by source countries are not available. However, such data can be partially
estimated using EC and Norwegian export data, which are shown in table D-32.
EC and Norwegian exports of mackere1 53 to Nigeria declined from 74,000 metric

tons, valued
$16 million,
$41 million,
even further
the volatile

at $28 million in 1988, to about 37,000 metric tons, valued at
in 1990 . Such imports recovered to 66,000 metric tons , valued at
in 1991, and preliminary data indicate that levels will increase
in l992.s4 Fluctuations in import levels are an indication of
nature of the Nigerian mackerel market.

Prices
Wholesale prices for mackerel in the Nigerian market can be approximated
by export unit values.SS Table D-32 and figure 4 -7 provide these export unit
values by major suppliers.

The average annual unit export value for frozen

mackerel exported to Nigeria from the EC generally rose from $435 per metric
ton in 1987 to $490 per metric ton in 1991; the unit value of Norwegian
product also rose from $372 per metric ton in 1988 to $419 per metric ton in
51

Ibid.

52 Ibid. This increase occurred despite a 130-percent depreciation in the
value of the naira in relation to the dollar in 1987.

53 Includes fresh, chilled, frozen, and canned.
s4 During January-June, 1992, BC exports of mackerel to Nigeria totaled
about 45,000 metric tons, according to EC export data.
55 As approximated by export data from major sources .
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Figure 4-7
Frozen mackerel: Unit values of exports to Nigeria, by major sources, 1987-92
Un~ value (dollars per metric ton)
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Source: NIMEX and U.S. Embassy, Oslo, facsimile message, Mar. 10 , 1993.
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1991

1992

1990 before falling to $407 per metric ton in 1991 and to $358 per metric ton
in 1992. BC prices are generally higher relative to those of the Norwegian
product, perhaps reflecting quality as well as other factors.
Recent wholesale and retail prices for frozen and c.a nned mackerel in
Nigeria are given in the following tabulation according to the U.S. Department

of State (in dollars per kilogram, 25 naira per dollar) : 56
Product form

Wholesale p rice

Retail price

Frozen

0.48-0.52
1.22-1.41

0 . 60-1 . 00
1 . 60-1 . 88

Canned

Market barriersS1
In January 1989, the Nigerian Government reduced the scope of import
prohibitions, and eliminated import licensing and a number of the commodity
boards. 58 Nigerian mackerel imports are currently subject to a duty rate of
5 percent ad valorem. 59 Such duties we re lowered on January 1, 1991, from
50 percent to 30 percent ad valorem, then lowered further on March 31, 1992,
to 5 percent ad valorem in connection with foreign exchange reforms. 60
Mackerel imports, like all other fish imports, are required to have
certification by the country of origin that the fish is radiation and toxin
free as well as certification by a preshipment inspection agency verifying

product quality, quantity, and l ength of time in storage. 61

Excharige RaJes
Nigeria has a comprehensive system of foreign exchange controls that
require governmental approval of all foreign exchange payments made through
the banking system. 62 Nigeria's currency, the naira, declined sharply in
relation to the U.S. dollar during 1986-92 as shown in the following
tabulation of data from the International Monetary Fund (in naira per U.S.
dollar):
56
These data represent spot prices for relatively small transactions .
57 Tariff information compiled by U.S. Department of Commerce, unl ess
otherwise footnoted .

58
59
1993.
60
1992,

world Bank, •Trends in Developing Country Economies: 1991," p. 403.
U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Lagos, Mar. 1,

U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Lagos, May 6,
p. 12.
61 U.S. Department of State, message reference No. 03038, prepared by U.S.
Embassy, Lagos, Mar. 1, 1993.

62 U.S. Department of Convnerce, International Trade Administration,
Nigeria: Foreign Economic Trends and Their Implications for the United States,

FED 92-29, July 1992.
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Year

Exchange rate

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

1. 75
4.02
4.50
7.36
8.04
9.91
17.30

Exchange rate changes in Nigeria have reflected the country's financial
difficulties experienced in recent years. For instance, the sharp decline in
the price of oil, Nigeria's major export, combined with governmental controls
on the foreign exchange system and administered exchange rates, led to an
overvalued exchange rate during the early to mid · l980s. In 1986 and 1989 the
Nigerian Government introduced exchange rate reforms that resulted in

substantial depreciations of the naira in relation to the U.S. dollar. 63
Despite these reforms, however, the demand for foreign exchange was generally

greater than the supply, and a flourishing parallel foreign exchange market
existed where the naira was exchanged for foreign currency at a discount to

the official market rate. 64

In 1992, further exchange rate reforms resulted in a depreciation of the
official naira by 75 percent. The depreciation also reduced the differential
in the value of the naira between the parallel and official markets . Under

the new system, the value of the naira is determined in an •interbank market"
where banks and licensed dealers introduce bids for the foreign exchange.
Yet, the Government still controls the value of the naira in that the amount
of foreign exchange allocated to this market by Nigeria's Central Bank has a
major impact on the interbank rate. 65

The depreciation of the naira during 1986-1992 most likely raised the
local cost of mackerel and other imported goods in Nigeria. However, because
currency depreciation in Nigeria was accompanied by reductions in import
tariffs and other restrictions on trade , the effect on trade in certain years
is not clear. Because the Government of Nigeria must still intervene to
63 See International Monetary Fund, Nigeria; Recent Economic pevelopments,

SM/89/175, Aug. 18, 1989.
64 Much of this trade is conducted with traders from neighboring Niger.
Through this trade, Nigerian traders can exchange naira, which are
nonconvertible outside Nigeria's banking system, for CFA francs, which can be

converted to French francs at a rate of 50 CFAF to l French franc. For a
description of this market, see Cathy L. Jabara, Structural Adjustment and
Stabilization in Niger: Macroeconomic Consequences

and

Social Adjustment,

monograph 11, Cornell University Food and Nutrition Policy Program,
Washington, DC, June 1991.
65 U.S. Department of State, message reference No. 03692, prepared by U. S.
Embassy, Lagos, Mar. 1992.
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support movements in its currency, the availability of foreign e xchange, in
addition to currency movements, i s also an important factor affecting import
demand for mackerel.

Cote d'Ivoire
With a GNP per capita of $750 in 1990, the Republic of C5te d'Ivoire is
a middle income country and amon g the most devel oped i n West Africa. 66
Despite its past economic success, however, COte d'Ivoire has not been able to
diversify its exports from reliance on cocoa and coffee, and i t s economy
remains extremely vulnerable to changes in the world prices of these products .
The Ivoirian economy has recently been beset by financial difficulties that
have resulted in large fiscal and current account deficits which have
increasingly been financed by foreign creditors, including the IMF. Ivorian
GNP fell steadily during 1988-1990 .
C5te d'Ivoire is a major global importer of mackerel . In 1990, C5t e
d'Ivoire ranked seventh among mackerel importers and accounted for 5 percent
of the world total (table D- 15).

Supply and demtmd
With a population of 13.5 million people in 1992, C5te d'Ivoire is a
relatively small market compared with Nigeria. 67 The population has grown by
about 4 percent annually since 1987. The smaller absolute market size is
augmented by its relatively high per capita consumption of fish.
Total fish consumption in cote d'Ivoire, mostly smoked fish, is
estimated at about 300,000 metric tons annually. 68 Although C5te d'Ivoire has
one of the highest levels of per capita fish consumption in West Africa, there
are indications that such consumption is declining. Per capita consumption of
fish in COte d'Ivoire averaged 16.0 kilograms annually during 1987-89 , down
from an estimated 18.6 kilograms in 1985 (table o-24) . 69 Because domestic
fish production is not expected to increase substantially in the future, the
country will need to rely increasingly on imports to satisfy any growth in
overall demand.

As noted earlier, mackerel is also a preferred species in COte d'Ivoire,
largely because of its relatively low price and high fat content for smoking
purposes. The market for mackerel is dominated by imports as the domestic
catch of mackerel is relatively small (table D-33) .

66 world Bank, "Trends in Developing Economies: 1991,• p. 142.
67 Central Intelligence Agency, The Worl d Factbo9k 1992 , p. 169.
68 Ibid . , p. 5 .
69 Infopeche, West African Markets for Small Felaqics, p. 21.
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Channels of Distrib11tio11
Cote d'Ivoire reportedly has one of the most well organized distribution
systems for handling fish of all the African countries. 70 The Ivorian market
for fishery products is supplied by a few large companies that are well
capitalized and able to import large quantities of fish. These companies
control both the supply of fishery products and the prices at which the
products are sold. A recent study found that 7 firms controlled 93 percent of
total fish imports in 1988. 71
The distribution of frozen fish, including mackerel, proceeds from
importers through agents who sell on a commission basis. Most frozen fish is
sold to processors and is smoked before being marketed to the final consumer.
Frozen fish is distributed through an organized network of cold storage

facilities throughout the interior of the country. A recent study identified
41 cold storage facilities in Cote d'Ivoire with a total capacity of about
Z3,000 metric tons.n Most of these facilities are leased by importers to
local distributors.

Imports
In recent years, Cote d'Ivoire•s annual frozen fish imports , excluding
tuna, 73 have exceeded 100,000 metric tons and came mostly from Mauritania, the
former Soviet Union, the Netherlands, and other countries in West Africa
(table D-34) .
Horse mackerel accounted for 43 percent of the 114,613 metric
tons of frozen fish imported in 1991, and mac kerel for 20 percent (see tabl e

D-35).

Imports of all mackerel products by Cote d'Ivoire declined irregularly
from 27,669 metric tons, valued at $15 million, in 1988, to 18,089 metric
tons, valued at $11 million, in 1992 (table D-36). The Netherlands and the
United Kingdom are the principal suppliers of mackerel to C6te d'Ivoire.
C6te d'Ivoire is eligible for food assistance under U . S. Public Law 480

(P.L . 480); however, no U.S . mackerel has been sold to Cote d'Ivoire under
this program. This is because the funds allocated for P.L. 480 sales are
fungible, and the Government of C6te d'Ivoire, to date, has preferred to
import other commodities with such funds. Moreover, the COte d'Ivorian
companies that currently import fish have expressed concern that P.L. 480
sales, which are made on a government·to·government basis, would involve the
Ivorian Government in importing fish, thereby distorting trade flows. 74

7o Ibid.
71 Ibid
. . , p. 23.
72 Ibid .
73 C6te d'Ivoire is a major producer and exporter of canned tuna, for which
it imports a substantial quantity of frozen tuna as raw material .
74 Paul M. Earl, Fisheries Analysis Division, Northeast Region , NMFS, trip
report on Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, May 1992, p. 10 .
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Prices
Wholesale prices for mackerel in C6te d'Ivoire can be approximated by
the average annual import unit values. Using these values, the price of fresh
or frozen mackerel 75 rose irregularly from $553 per metric ton in 1988 to $613
per metric ton in 1992 (table D-36, figure 4-8) . BC and Eastern European
sources had generally the highest prices, and the former Soviet Union and
Africa the lowest (about $475 per metric ton in 1992).
Recent wholesale and retail prices for frozen, smoked, and canned
mackerel in C6te d'Ivoire are given in the following tabulation of data from
the U.S. Department of State (in dollars per kilogram, 277.5 francs per
dollar) :
Prodµct form

Retail price

Wholesale price

1.26-1 .37
3.14
11. 40-12 .11

Frozen
Smoked
Canned
1

Not available.

Marlut Barrrers"
COte d'Ivoire depends to a l arge extent on import taxes for revenue
generation; however, food items that do not directly compete with domestic
production usually enter free of duty.

C6te d 'Ivoire has announced that the

remaining taxes and tariffs will be reduced or eliminated by the end of 1993.
The following tabulation of data from the U.S. Department of Commerce
shows current C6te d'Ivorian rates of duty for mackerel :
Value
R~v~n!.!~

~l.l§t.Q!!!§

~

Heading No.

Descript ion of goods

tA2I

~

tA2I

16 . 04 .15

Canned mackerel

17\-

5\-

25\-

03 . 01.40

Mackerel, fresh (live or dead) ,
chilled or frozen:

Ot

Ot

Ot

Saltwater fish, dried, salted
or in brine

32\'

St

25\-

Mackerel, smoked

32\'

5\-

25\-

03.02.39
03.02.42

- -

75 Virtually all frozen.
76

Tariff information compiled by U.S. Department of Commerce , unless
otherwise footnoted.
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Figure 4·8
Fresh or frozen mackerel: Unit value of C6te d'Ivoire lmpons, by major sources, 1988-92
Unit va/us (dollars psr mstric ton)
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Source: U.S. Oepanment ol State, repon from the U.S. Embassy, Abidijan, Feb. 26, 1993.
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In addition, fresh, chilled or frozen mackerel is subject to a special tax on
imported seafish of 20 CFA francs per kilogram. All mackerel prcducts (fresh,
frozen, or canned) are subject to a statistical tax of 2.5 percent ad
valorem. 77

Exclumge RaJes
C6te d'Ivoire is one of the seven members of the West African Monetary
Union (WAMU) . 78 As a WAMU member, Cote d'Ivoire shares the same Central Bank79
and the same currency, the CPA franc (CFAF), with the other members. 80
According to International Monetary Fund, the CFA franc rose in relation to
the U. S. dollar during 1986-1992 as shown in the following tabulation (in CFAF
per U.S. dollar):
liil

Exchange rate

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

346
301
298
319
272
281
265

Exchange rate changes in C6te d'Ivoire have generally been less erratic
than those in other African countries, such as in Nigeria and Ghana, because
these countries have responsibility for maintaining the value of their own
currencies. With the CFA franc being pegged to the French franc, the
movements in the CFA franc reflect the decline in the value of the U.S. dollar
relative to the French franc since COte d'Ivoire is unable to change the value
of its currency.

Maintenance of a fixed parity with the French franc tends to facilitate
trade in C6te d'Ivoire and other CFA franc zone countries because of the
convertibility and the relative stability in the value of the CFA franc .
However, the value of the CFA franc is maintained through Central Bank

77 U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Abidjan,
Feb. 26, 1993.
78 The other members are Niger,

Senegal, Togo, Benin, Mali, and Burkina
Faso.
79 This central bank is the Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrique de

l 'Ouest, or BCEAO, located in Paris, France.
8 For a description of the UMOA monetary system see Cathy L. Jabara,

°

Structural Adjustment and Stabilization in Niger: Macroeconomic Consequences

and Social Adjustment, monograph 11, Cornell University Food and Nutrition
Policy Program, Washington, DC, June 1991.
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controls on credit expansion in each member state. 81

Thus, only a limited

amount of CFA francs are available in any particular year to finance imports .
Importers must compete for the limited supply of currency, which thus
encourages them to import products at the lowest available price. Because
mackerel contracts generally are established in U.S. dollars, 82 the decline in
the value of the dollar relative to the CFA franc would have made imports
cheaper, all other things held constant, but it most likely affected imports
from different exporting countries equally.

Ghana
Ghanaian national income grew slowly and per capita income was stagnant
during 1987 to 1990 (table D-29) .83 The country is heavily dependent on two
export commodities, cocoa and gold, the prices of which tend to be volatile.
Ghana's per capita consumption of fish, which averaged 26. 4 kilograms annually
during 1987-89, however, is among the highest in the region.

S rtpply and Demand
The absolute size of the Ghanaian market, as measured by population, was

slightly more than 16 mill ion in 199284 . Population growth has averaged
slightly higher than 3 percent in recent years (table D-24). Ghana's per
capita fish consumption has risen since the early 1980s, when it was about
20 kilograms. 85 The combination of a rising population and a rising per

capita consumption of fish indicates a positive potential for mackerel exports
to Ghana, although this potential is constrained by stagnant income levels.
Fish provides a large share of total animal protein nutrition in Ghana

(50 percent in 198686 ) . Seventy to eighty percent of the fish consumed in
Ghana is smoked, dried, salted, fermented, or fried. 87 Total Ghanaian fish
consumption is estimated to be about 373,000 metric tons annually (table
D-24). Domestic supply holds a more prominent position in the Ghanaian
mackerel market compared with other west African countries (table D-37). The
domestic mackerel catch is supplied mainly by artisanal fishermen. This
supply, however, is subject to substantial fluctuations caused by
oceanographic and meteorologic conditions as we ll as by economic conditions

that determine the size of the fleet .

81

Economists have estimated that the CFA franc is overvalued by 20 to
60 percent depending on the country of interest. See The Economist, May 8,
1993, p. 49.
82 The main exception is contracts i nvolving Eastern European and former

Soviet suppliers, usually based on barter arrangements.
83 World Bank,

84
85
86
87

"Trends in Developing Economies: 1991," p. 223.

Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbo9k 1992, p. 128 .
Infopeche, West African Markets for Small Pelaqics, p. 32.
Ibid., p. 35.
Ibid.
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Mackerel is a preferred species in Ghana as it is throughout West
Africa, largely because of the price and fat content attributes previous ly

discussed. Ghanaian consumption of mackerel 88 fluctuated during 1988-90
between 13,691 and 21,010 metric tons annually (table D-37) . 89

Channels of Distribution
A monopoly for the distribution of frozen fish in Ghana was held by the
parastatal State Fishing Corporation (SFC) throughout the 1980s . The SFC
operated 41 cold storage facilities s~read throughout Ghana with a combined
capacity of about 17,000 metric tons. 0 This monopoly, however, has recently
been relaxed. Another monopoly, on fish imports, was held by the Ghana
Procurement Agency, mainly to control foreign exchange flows.

The

establishment of a currency auction system led to the dismantling of this
monopoly. 91 Ghana's sizeable fish harvest is generally distributed by smallscale retailers.

lmporls
Over 70 percent of Ghana's total fishery product imports are frozen.
Ghanaian frozen fish imports increased by 88 percent during 1988-91 (table
D-38). Such imports in recent years have been dominated by relatively
inexpensive small pelagic species, such as horse mackerel, mackerel, and
herring. These species accounted for almost 99 percent of Ghana's frozen fish
imports during 1988-90. The Netherlands, Ireland, and Bulgaria are the
largest frozen fish exporters to Ghana (table D-39) .
Ghana's frozen fish imports grew steadily until the mid-1980s , when the
West African coastal countries extended their BBZs to 200 nautical miles from
shore. This extended EEZ zone reduced the fishing activity of Ghanaian

fishermen in neighboring nations• waters, as well as the production generated
from this activity. The Government restricted fish imports after 1986 to
conserve foreign e xchange, and such imports declined to a record low of 500
metric tons that year. With the economy showing signs of recovery after 1987 ,
however, restrictions were eased, and imports began to rise. 92 As discussed
above, the Ghana Procurement Agency had the sole charter for importing fish in

the mid-1980s.
Imports of frozen mackerel by Ghana rose steadi l y from 6,087 metric tons

in 1988 to 9,466 metric tons in 1990, or by 56 percent (table D-38).

88
89
this
90
91

9Z

Virtually all of which is frozen.
Includes imports and landings; export data are not available. As such,
figure may be overstated.
Infopeche, West African Markets for Small Pe lagics, pp. 34 -35.
.
Ibid.
, p. 34.
Ibid., p. 32 .
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Principal suppliers include the EC and Norway (table D-40) . Exports of
mackerel to Ghana tend to fluctuate by source and by year (table D-40) .

Prices
Wholesale prices in Ghana for mackerel are approximated by average
annual unit values of imports. Prices of imports of frozen mackerel from EC

members, the primary form and source, fluctuated annually and averaged $435
per metric ton in 1991 (table D-40, figure 4-9) .

Market Barners"
Although trade continues to be protected by a system of import taxes and
duties, the government abolished its import licensing system in January 1989,
and importers are now required to present only an import declaration form. 94
In 1992, Ghana began enforcement of a stricter product labeling law for all
categories of imports, including food.
Imports must show the point of origin,
date of manufacture, ingredients, and expiration date, if product is

perishable. 95

The following tabulation of data from the U.S. Department of Commerce
shows Ghanaian tariff rates relating to mackerel products:
Rates of taxes
~

Sales tax

Mackerel or chilled, e xcluding fish fillets
and other fish meat of heading 03.04

20%

10%

Mackerel frozen, e xcluding fish fillets
and other fish meat of heading 03.04

20\-

10\-

20\-

10\-

before or during the smoking process

10\-

10\-

Prepared or preserved mackerel

20\-

22.5\-

H.S. code Tariff Description

03.02.64
03 . 03.74
03 . 04

Mackerel fillets and other fish meat
(whether or not minced), fresh, chilled
or frozen

03.05
16.04.15

Mackerel, smoked whether or not cooked

93 Tariff information compiled by U.S. Department of Commerce, unless
otherwise footnoted.
94 world Bank, •Trends in Developing Economies, 1991: p . 224.
95 U.S. Department of Commerce, FET 93-01, Jan. 1993, p. 7.
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Figure 4-9
Frozen mackerel: Unit value of Ghanaian Imports, by major sources, 1988-92
Unit value (dollars fJ9' metric ton)
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Source: NIMEX and U.S. Department of Slate, report from the U.S. Embassy, Abidijan, Feb. 26, 1993.
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Exchange Rales
According to the International Monetary Fund, the Ghanaian currency

depreciated in value against the U.S. dol l ar during 1986-91 as shown in the
following tabulation (in cedis per U.S. dollar):
Bxchange rate
19861
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
19922

89.2
153.7
202.4
270.0
326.3
387.8
520.0

1 Official rate.
2 Estimate.
Similar to Nigeria , exchange rate movements in the Ghanaian cedi have
reflected the financial difficulties experienced by Ghana in recent years.
Bxchange rate reforms introduced in 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1990 resulted in
substantial depreciations in the value of the cedi relat ive to the U.S.
dollar. In April 1990, Ghana introduced an •interbank " market for foreign

exchange, which was supported by weekly wholesale auctions conducted by the
Bank of Ghana.
To reduce the role of Ghana's Central Bank in fore ign exchange trading,
the Government of Ghana discont inued the Central Bank ' s weekl y foreign
exchange auction in March 1992. 96 However, commercial banks in Ghana still
suffer from a shortage of foreign e xchange, which must be purchased from the

Central Bank to supplement the available funds. 97 Thus, as in Nigeria and
C6te d'Ivoire, foreign exchange availability, in addition to exchange rate

changes, is an important factor affecting import demand for mackerel.

The Middle East and Egypt
The Middle East spans an area from Iran in the east to Egypt in the
west. Although the region is homogeneous in some respects, such as its
general embrace of Islam, it is also heterogeneous in dimensions, such as
income levels (with income per capit.a ranging from a high of about $20,000 for
the United Arab Emirates to a low of $600 in Egypt), the availability of
natural resources, and ec·o nomic systems and policies.

The Gulf War seriously

96 U.S . Department of State , message reference No. 0194 5, prepared by U.S.
Embassy, Accra, Mar. 1992.

97 Ibid.
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affected regional economic developments in 1991:

trade flows were

interrupted, tourism receipts fell, and migrant workers returned from the Gulf

region following the war.
to a more normal level.

Since 1992, however, activity has slowly returned

Of all the Middle Bast markets, Egypt holds the most likely potential as
a U.S. market for mackerel . This potential is indicated by Egypt's relatively
large and growing population, which totalled about 56 million in 1992, and
its continuing need for relatively low -cost protein sources, such as mackerel.
The Egyptian economy, however, has been in decline during the past several

years as GNP dropped almost 12 percent during 1987-90 (table D-41) .
Goverrunent·directed market reforms and structural adjustment measures taken

under the advice of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund have also
imposed economic constraints on the Egyptian market in recent years.

Supply a11d Demand
Virtually all of the supply of mackerel in the Egyptian market is
accounted for by imports.

As such, the primary supply factors affecting this

market include world catch patterns and competition for supplies from other
markets. A consumer preference for mackerel has developed in recent years,
largely based on mackerel's relatively low price compared with other animal
protein sources in Egypt. 98 This price differential is supported by

government subsidies for most seafood items. 99

The total consumption of fisheries products in Egypt averaged about
370,000 metric tons during 1987-89 ; per capita consumption averaged a
relatively low 7.4 kilograms annually during the period (table D-2 4 ).
Egyptian mackerel consumption is approximated by the import levels discussed
below. It is believed that the great bulk of mackerel consumption is in
frozen form. Canned mackerel consumption is believed to be minor and fresh
smoked mackerel reportedly are not available in the marketplace. 100

Channels of Distribution
Although the Government has been improving Egypt's infrastructure during
the past decade, a significant part of the market continues to lack basic
infrastructure, such as paved roads and reliable electricity. 101 The lack of

infrastructure limits the availability of cold storage facilities and
restricts the area of distribution of frozen mackerel supplies.

98 NMFS, The Egyptian Fisheries Market, IFR-90/55 , July 31, 1990, p. 1.
99 NMFS memorandum, p. 6.
100 U.S. Department of State,

Report from the U.S. Embassy, Cairo, Mar . 2,

1993, p. l .
101

Library of Congress, Federal Research Division, Egypt; A Country Study,

ed. by Helen Chapin Metz, 1991, pp. 160- 163 .
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In the past, the bul k of Egypti an imports of fish products were
channelled through the government - controlled Egyptian Fisheries Company.
However, an increasing share of such i mport s is expected to be handled by the
private sector in the future . 102 Most Bgyptian i mports of frozen fish by the
state sector are procured by a suppl y tender, and prospective foreign
suppliers are required to bid through an Egyptian agent. 103 In addition, a

significant share of Egyptian frozen fish imports in the past were under
barter arrangements with the former Soviet Union, a situation that ended with

the breakup of the Soviet Union. The foreign supply of frozen fish to Egypt,
including mackerel, reportedly is increasingly dominated by J. Marr Seafood,
Ltd., based in the United Kingdom. 104

Imports
Egypt imports approximately 90,000 metric tons of frozen fish products
annually , estimated to be valued at well over $40 million. 105 Under a trade
agreement , the former Soviet Union was to supply Egypt with 40,000 metric tons
of frozen fish annually, mainly horse mackerel, sardines, and hak.e .

Thie

commitment was not totally fulfilled and lapsed after the breakup of the
Soviet Union. 106 J. Marr Seafood Ltd . supplies the bulk of Egypt's remaining
frozen fish imports, reportedly bec.a use it is willing to accept a rejection
clause 107 that requires payment to be withheld until a consignment's release

by the appropriate Egyptian Health Authorities at the port of entry. This
clause has probably discoura ged other exporters from entering this market .
Precise data on Egyptian imports of mackerel are not available.

The

chairman of the Egyptian Fisheries Company has esti mated annual mackerel
imports between 200,000 and 250,000 metric tons . 106 The former Soviet Union
was the predominant suppl i er until its dissol ution in 1991, and the current

main sources include the Netherlands, Ireland, the United Kingdom, and
Norway. 109 Recent exports of frozen mackerel from these sources to Egypt
ranged between 11,038 metric tons, valued at $4.5 million , in 1988 to
24,72 4 metric tons, valued at $11.4 million, in 1990 (table D-42) . 110

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

NMFS, The Egyptian Fisheries Market, p. 1.
NMFS memorandum, p . 6.
NMFS, The Egyptian Fisheri es Market , p . 1 .

Ibi d .
Ibid. The Soviet Union supplied only 27,000 metric tons in 1989.
Included in letters of credit.
This estimate appears high compared with o t her data.

U.S. Department of Sta te, report from the U.S . Embassy, Cairo, Mar. 2,
1 993, p . 1.

110 These data suggest that the bulk of Egyptian mackerel imports are not

captured by foreign supplier's export statistics.
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Prices
As in West Africa, price, rather than quality. is the most important
factor affecting the demand for mackerel in Egypt. 11 Wholesale prices for
mackerel in the Egyptian market can be approximated by annual average export
unit values of major suppliers.

During 1988·91, prices of frozen mackerel

exported from major European sources to Egypt were irregular but exhibited a
general upward trend (table D-42, figure 4-10). Such prices in 1991 ranged
between $419 per metric ton for Norwegian product to $505 per metric ton for
mackerel from the Netherlands. As noted about West Africa, these prices are
also below current estimated U.S. production costs.
Current retail prices for various mackerel products in the Egyptian
market are presented in the following tabulation of data from the U.S.
Department of State (in dollars per kilogram) :
Product form

Retail price

Frozen
canned

0.55
1. 76

The price for canned mackerel represents product that was produced
domestically from imported mackerel.

"'k
' 112
ina.r
et B
a.mers
Egypt has relied in the past on the extensive use of nontariff barriers,
including an import ban list, to protect local industry and to limit imports
of luxury items. This list was reduced to 105 items in the summer of 1991 and
further reduced to 78 items in August 1992. Under agreements with the IMF and
World Bank, the list eventually is to be eliminated altogether. 113 Still
listed, however, is "Prepared or preserved fish, including caviar and caviar
substitutes except tunny [tuna)." However, there are various exempt.ions t.o
the list, including the tourist trade . 114

The following tabulation of data from the U.S. Department of Commerce
shows Egyptian tariffs for imports of mackerel:

111
112

NMFS memorandum, p. 10.
Tariff information compiled by U.S. Department of Commerce, unless
otherwise footnoted.
113
U.S. Department of Commerce, desk officer, communication with USITC
staff, Feb. 10, 1993.
114 U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Cairo, Mar. 2,
1993.
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Figure 4-10
Frozen mackerel: Unit value of Egyptian lmpons, by major sources, 1988-92
Unft value (dollars per metric ton)
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Source: NIMEX and U.S. Department of State report from the U.S. Embassy, Oslo. Mar. 1
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H.S. code

Description

Duty rate

03.01

Mackerel, fresh, chilled, or frozen

0.7\"

03.02

Mackerel, dried, salted,

3.St

16. 04

Mackerel, prepared or preserved

in brine, or smoked

3.St

Exchange Rates
According to the International Monetary Fund, the Egyptian currency
depreciated against the U.S. dollar during the 1986-1992 period as shown in
the tabulation below (in Egyptian pounds (LE] per U.S. dollar):
1986 1
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1

.70
.70
.70
1.10
2.00
3.30
3 . 30

Official rate.

Movements in the Egyptian exchange rate reflect the structural changes in the
exchange-rate policy introduced during this period .

Prior to 1991, the Egyptian Government operated a multiple-rate exchange
system which included : (l) a Central Bank rate , (2) a "free" interbank rate,
and (3) a free market rate. 115 The Central Bank rate was fixed at LE l= US$
l.43, and was used for transactions involving oil and cotton exports, Suez
Canal fees, imports of essential foodstuffs and agrochemical inputs, and
public sector transactions. A second "interbank" rate, which was partly free
and partly fixed, was institutionalized in 1987 and covered transactions
outside the Central Bank rate. The third rate, the free market rate, covered

tourist and some export receipts, as well as certain worker remitta.n ces.
This exchange rate system was abolished in February, 1991, and replaced
by a dual exchange rate regime, consisting of a primary (official) market and
secondary (free) rnarket. 116 Under this system, the government maintained the

official rate in the LE 3 . 29 to LE 3 . 32 per U.S. dollar range. The multiple
currency practice was abolished in November 1991. The Government has since

115
116

Library of Congress, Federal Research Division, Egypt: A Countcy Study.
U.S. Department of Commerce , Foreign Economic Trends Report: Arab
Republic of Egypt, June 1992.
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stabilized t he value of the Egyptian currency through high interest rates and
credit controls that are negotiated with the IMF. 117

The Caribbean Basin and Jamaica
The Caribbean Basin region comprises a diverse mix of independent island
nations and territories that still maintain legal affiliation with other

countries, mostly through historic colonial ties with the United Kingdom,
France, the Ne therlands, and the United States. The region's only operating
trade arrangement is the Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM), established in
1973 as a mechanism to establish a common market among the English speaking
countries. During 1991, the CARICOM countries reached an agreement on a new
common external tariff (CET), which has generally been accepted by most
members.

However, the tariff range of O to 45 percent is very broad, and the

upper-end rate, which is applied to goods that compete with domestic

production, has created a costly form of a regional import substitution

regime. 118 The addition in some countries of temporary surcharges and stamp
duties to the basic CET has further raised the protection level for certain
industries.
Jamaica is the largest Caribbean market for U.S. mackerel exports.

It

has a population of approx imately 2.5 million with close economic ties to the

United States based on prox imity, trade, and investment (table D-43).

The

United States is Jamaica's principal trading partner, accounting for USS
911 million, or 51 percent of Jamaica's imports, and US$ 345 million , or

30 percent of Jamaica's exports. 119
Economic activity in Jamaica has slowed in recent years because of
declining earnings in the country's two leading sectors, tourism and the
bauxite/alumina industry, which together account for approximately threequarters of Jamaica's foreign exchange earnings . Their decline caused

austerity measures to be implemented under a 1990 IMF loan agreement. lZO The
reduced rate of economic growth is also attributable to the effects of a 65percent deval uation of the Jamaican currency, an 80 percent rate of annual

inflation, and high interest rates charged for local currency loans. 1Z1

117
118
119

Ibid., p. 4.
World Bank, Annual Report 1992 (Washington DC) .
U.S. Department of Commerce, message reference No. 026675, prepared by
U.S . Embassy, Kingston, Dec . 10, 1992.
120 Inter-American Development Bank {IDB), Economic and Social Progress in

µatin America: 1992 Report, pp. 124-129.
lZl U.S. Department of Commerce, message reference No. 026675, prepared by
U.S. Embassy, Kingston Dec. 10, 1992.
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Supply and Demand
Mackerel is an important source of inexpensive protein for most
Jamaicans. While Jamaica does not have a significant domestic catch of
mackerel, it does export minimal amounts of smoked and salted mackerel to the
Cayman Islands and Trinidad and Tobago. Jamaicans prefer Atlantic mackerel
since its lower fat content makes it suitable for pickling. U.S. Atlantic
mackerel, wh ich is caught in the winter, is preferred by Jamaican consumers to

Canadian mackerel which is caught in the sununer and has a higher fat content.
Also, according to Jamaican processors, the Canadian mackere l is not frozen
until it is brought ashore; thus the Canada fish can deteriorate somewhat and

be reduced to a lower quality product.

Imporls
Precise data on Jamaican mackerel imports prior to 1991 are not
available. As a proxy, the following tabulation of U.S. Department of
Commerce data shows U.S. exports of fresh, chilled or frozen (mostly frozen)

mackerel to Jamaica during 1988-92:
Quantity
(Metric

Value

~

tons>

dollars!

metric ton)

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

585
316
1,354
1 , 758
1,910

354
83
1,259
1, 483
1,769

605
263
930
844
926

(Thousand

Price

lm!!'.

Jamaican figures for imports of fresh, chilled or frozen mackerel for 1991
(the first year for which mackerel is broken out into these categories in
Jamaica's import schedule) show imports from the United States of 3,050 metric
tons out of total imports of 3,308 metric tons. Other suppliers, according to

Jamaican records , were Canada and the Netherlands, with a very small amount
coming from Beli ze. The current import price, as stated by U.S. industry
representatives and Jamaican importers, is approximately $780 to $840 per
metric ton. 122 Russian mackerel reportedly is available at approximately
$600 per metric ton. l23

Jamaica also imported 3,100 metric tons of canned mackerel in 1991,
2,700 of which came from Thailand. Other suppliers were Ireland, Chile, and
China, with smaller amounts coming from Argentina, Poland, and Canada. Canned
mackerel is very popular, with as many as 10 different brands available in
122 USITC staff interview with a member of the U.S. mackerel industry,
Kingston, Jamaica, Feb. 10, 1993.

fZl Ibid.
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supermarkets.

Small amounts of salted, pickled, and smoked mackerel are also

imported from Canada, the United States, and Norway. According to a
representative of one of Jamaica's major distributors, if imported pickled
mackerel prices become much lower, importing pickled fish rather than pickling
it in Jamaica may become attractive. 124

Cha1111els of Distributio11
Most mackerel imported into Jamaica is processed by two firms near
Kingston . It is pickled in brine, sometimes with spices added, and sold in
buckets to supermarkets, where it is packed in smaller packages and sold to
the public. In some cases the processors import the mackerel, pickle it, and
sell it to distributors, who sell it to supermarkets and smaller food stores.
In other cases, the distributors, especially the larger ones, import the
mackerel themselves and then contract with a processor to pickle it for them,

after wh ich they sell it to food stores .
A factory for canning sardines and mackerel was opened in the mid-1980s
but closed after 4 years. Jamaican Government sources attribute its failure
to two factors:
(1) a decline in import duties and the stabilization of the
Jamaican dollar made it cheaper to import; and (2) the canned fish was not
sold in Jamaica but reexported to the rest of the Caribbean. 125

During its
operation, the factory tended to obtain its supplies from Norway because of

the fact that it was partly owned by Norwegians. l26

Prices
Price is the chief factor influencing the demand for mackerel in

Jamaica. Pickled mackerel sells in supermarkets for approximately US$3 . 31 per
kilogram. Canned mackerel is available at approx imatel y US$2.56 per kilogram .

Tariffs
Fresh or frozen fish for processing (mostly mackerel) enters Jamaica
free of duty.

Since it is a basic foodstuff, the Government encourages its

availability at low prices and supports the fish processing industry in
Jamaica. Canned fish enters Jamaica at a tariff rate of 5 percent. Fresh or
frozen fish not for processing (for sale as fresh) is assessed a duty rate of
124

Commission staff interview with a representative of the Jamaican

mackerel industry, Kingston, Jamaica, Feb. 10, 1993.
12 S USITC staff interview with Jamaican Government officials, Kingston,

Jamaica, Feb. 11, 1993.
126 Jamaican Government sources also reported to Commission staff that if
canned fish were sold in Jamaica as well as exported to other Caribbean
countries, a fish canning factory could be a successful venture in Jamaica .
Ibid.
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45 percent because it is deemed to compete with loc al catches of fresh fish
and with Jamaican efforts to promote fish farming .

Exclia11ge Rates
According to the International Monetary Fund, the Jamaican dollar fell
in value relative to the U.S. dollar during 1986-92 as shown in the following
tabulation (in JDOL per U.S. dollar):
Year

Exchange rate

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.7
7 .2
12.1
23 . 0

Prior to 1989 , the Jamaican dollar was pegged to the U.S. dollar. The
Government, in the past, maintained the value of the Jamaican dollar through
foreign exchange controls. During 1988-90, the JDOL was devalued by
31 percent to reduce its overvaluat ion relative to the U.S. dollar.

Through agreements negotiated with the IMF, foreign exchange controls
were lifted in September 1991. The exchange rate is currently maintained
through restrictive monetary policy and high interest rates. 127 Following the
decontrol of foreign currency trading, however, the value of the JOOL fell
from JDOL 16 to an April 1992 rat e of JDOL 29 per U. S. dollar. 128 The decline
in the value of the Jamaican dollar has tended to reduce import demand.

However, shortages of foreign exchange reportedly have resulted in parallel
market activity and in queueing for foreign exchange purchases. 129
In June 1992, Jamaica's central bank, the Bank of Jamaica, established a
foreign e x change stabilization fund to help stabi lize the value of the
Jamaican currency. 13
Commercial banks and licensed foreign exchange dealers

°

voluntari l y sell 5 percent of their daily foreign exchange intake to this
fund, and contributors can withdraw up to 50 percent of their total

127 U. S. Department of State, message reference 11481, prepared by U.S.
Embassy , Kingston Dec. 1992.
128 Ibid.
129 I bid .
no U.S. Department of State, message reference No. 10642, prepared by U.S.
Embassy, Kingston, Nov. 1992.
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contribution to the fund in the event of a foreign exchange shortfall .

July-December 1992, the value of the JDOL stabilized at JDOL 22 . 2

During

= US$1. 131

Eastern Europe132
Macroeconomic Situation
The countries of the former Soviet Union and the
have undergone dramatic political and economic changes
macroeconomic context, these changes have included the
of the economy from a command or soci alist system to a

rest of Eastern Europe
in recent years. In a
partial transformation
market system. As a

result, internal prices (and, between the former COMECON members, external
prices) are being "freed" ·· that is, they are increasingly reflecting supply
and demand condi tions in the marketpl ace . Some, but not all, Eastern European
currencies have become convertible into other currencies through official

exchange rates, replacing the black -market rates upon which Bast -West trade
and barter arrangements often were based in past years.

Furthermore, firms

are being privatized, which forces their newly capitalistic owners to buy from
and sell t o the West at prices and volumes that must, at least in the long
run, earn them a profit .
For U.S . and other western mackerel exporters and importers, the
economic changes in Eastern Europe have been nothing short of chaotic.

Eastern Europe has traditionally been a large importer of mackerel products
from the west, a trade position solidified by Eastern European harvesters•
loss of traditional distant-water fishing grounds when Western European and
North American coastal nations extended their fishery jurisdictions to 200

miles in the 1970s (see chapter 3) . As described below, mackerel is a widely
consumed protein source in Eastern Europe , owing mainly to its low price and
ease of preservation.
For the western European industry, Bas tern E·u rope has
traditionally been a "safety valve," in the words of a UK harvester, that
could be counted on to siphon off excess supplies when fishing was good and/or
other markets softened.
These trade patterns have been upset in recent years, because Eastern

European importers now often have difficulty obtaining sufficient hard
currency to pay for their mackerel imports from the West , which has c l osed the
•safety valve" and depressed prices received from Eastern European importers.
This in turn has forced Western European exporters to turn elsewhere , such as
to West Africa and the Middle Bast. As a result, prices in those markets have
fallen also. As noted in the previous chapter, additional downward pressure
on world mackerel prices is coming from Eastern European harvesting vessels

131

U.S. Department of State, message reference No . 11481, prepared by U.S
Embassy , Kingston , Dec. 1992.
132 This discussion covers the followi ng countries: the former Sovi et
Union, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the former
Yugoslavia.
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being operated by "cowboys," whose main costs are fuel and labor and who
therefore are more willing to accept low prices for their harvest. The

economic effects on U.S. and European exporters caused by these events i n
Eastern Europe are discussed in more detail in chapters.

Supply and Demand

Supply
Both domestic production and imports have traditionally been important
sources of mackerel supply in Eastern Europe.
"Domestic" producers are

considered here to include harvesting vessels sailing under the flags of
Eastern European nations but operating in nonBastern European waters.

Indeed,

much of the mackerel harvest by Eastern European-flag vessels has historically
taken place in foreign waters, including the U.S. Atlantic mackerel fishery.
Consequently, one of the main determinants of domestic supply has been the
ability to gain access to such distant waters.

The wave of extended maritime

jurisdictions (200·mile limits ) that took place in the 1970s severely
restricted Eastern European access to traditional fishing grounds. Especially
since the elimination of foreign access to the U.S. Atlantic mackerel fishery,
the loss of product ive foreign fishing grounds has created a significant
demand for mackerel imports in Eastern Europe.
The reduction in domestic supply has been exacerbated by the recent

transformations of Eastern European economies. In particular, the need to
earn profits has forced the scrapping of numerous large factoryships that were
either to old or inefficient to operate profitably in world mackerel markets.
The need for Eastern European producers to earn hard currency (and profits)
has led to a number of changes: a smaller proportion of the fish is brought
back to the home market (Russian joint venture fish in U.S. waters, for

example, occasionally is delivered to African markets, according to U.S .
industry sources> ; frozen mackerel is increasingly preferred over cured
mackerel; and, as a consequence, much of the old harvesting/ processing
capacity is being eliminated, with consequent constraints in supply
availability in Eastern European markets.

Despite these supply-side pressures on the industry, the demand for
mackerel remains high, thus suppliers have found ways to overcome currency
shortages and other problems. An example is the three-way barter arrangement
between the United Kingdom, Russia, and Denmark, described in chapter 3.

Demand
To a greater extent than in Western economies , mackerel has

traditionally found a large market in Eastern Europe. This is due primarily
to its low cost and ease of preservation (mainly by pickling or other curing) .
Indeed, until recently, according to European industry sources, many of the
"processing" vessels that carried mackerel back from foreign (whether U.S. or
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European) Joint ventures merely cured the fish in barrels onboard, for
distribution in Eastern European markets as cured fish.

Data on per capita consumption of fisheries products in Eastern Europe
do not distinguish between mackerel and other species, but comparisons between
Eastern European fish consumption and that elsewhere perhaps reflect
differences in mackerel consumption as well. The following tabulation
presents U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization data on per capita fish
consumption for Eastern Europe during 1987-89 (the latest available period):
Countrv

Kilograms

Albania
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
German Democratic Republic
Hungary
Poland

3.2
6.4

6.8
13.4
5.0

13.8
8.8
3.8

Romania
Yugoslavia
Soviet Union
World average

~

13.3

On a per capita basis, consumers in the former Soviet Union are the
region's largest fish eaters, consuming more than twice the world average of

13 kilograms. At the low end of the scale are the Balkan nations; e.g . ,
Albania and Bulgaria . These differences probably reflect geographic
considerations as much as anything else; compare the consumption rates between
the coastal nations of Germany and Poland, for example, with those of the

landlocked nations of Czechoslovakia and Hungary. With cured mackerel--a lowvalued product whose transport costs would add considerably to the final
delivered cost--the differences in consumption patterns are likely to be even
greater.
A wide variety of other economic and demographic factors influence

mackerel consumption patterns. As noted, markets have been weakened by the
economic disruptions caused by the macroeconomic transformations. This is
felt most keenly by importers, who must pay hard currency for those imports
they cannot barter.
Inflation during the 1980s was rapid in some Bastern
European countries, according to the World Bank, ranging from 2 percent in
Bulgaria to 54 percent in Poland, to 123 percent in Yugoslavia. Continuation
or worsening of such inflation rates, if not matched by increases in income,
will serve to reduce consumer demand for foodstuffs. On a per capita basis,

gross national product in Eastern Europe is low by Western standards, ranging
(in 1990) from $1,620 in Romania to $3,140 in Czechoslovakia; moreover, it is
generally declining in the near term as economies strive toward market
systems. Low incomes tend to cause consumers to prefer inexpensive proteins

such as mackerel; however, to the extent that mackerel is considered an
"inferiorw good in these countries, future improvements in incomes may not be
reflected in increased mackerel consumption.
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Imports
The primary source of mackerel imports into Eastern Europe is the EC,
particularly the United Kingdom and Ireland, whose "klondykers• (see
chapter 3) deliver harvested mackerel to Eastern European factory vessels for
delivery back to domestic markets. Trends in the quantity and value of ECEastern Europe trade are shown in table D-44. Between 1988 and 1991 (the
latest available year), shipments of fresh or frozen mackerel remained fairly
steady in value, at about $25.5 million. However, the total quantity fell
from 92,749 to 82,650 metric tons, a decline of just over 10,000 tons, or 11

percent . Closer inspection of table D-44 indicates that most of this decline
occurred in the trade in fresh whole fish (i.e., klondyke sales), especially
in Poland and Bulgaria, whose factory ships have declined significantly in
number (see chapter 3) . Offsetting the decline in shipments of fresh whole
fish were increased shipments of frozen whole fish, including a large increase
(nearly 20,000 tons) in shipments to Poland.

Prices
Table D-44 also presents data on average unit values of EC shipments of
fresh or frozen mackerel to Eastern Europe. Figure 4-11 shows trends in the
average unit values of EC exports of frozen mackerel to Eastern Europe.
Immediately apparent in table D-44 is the large difference between the
relatively low-valued fresh whole fish and the higher-valued frozen whole and
filleted fish.

In the former Soviet Union, for example, the average unit

value of fresh whole fish in 1991 was $230 per metric ton, less than half the
unit value for frozen whole fish of $582 per metric ton. This difference
reflects not only the higher cost of processing frozen fish (including
electricity and packaging that is not used in processing fresh fish) and the
different types of marketing arrangements between the two product types.
Fresh fish marketed in klondyking arrangements is transferred in bulk at sea,
with little handling and no extra travelling to port to unload from the
harvesting vessel. Mackerel for the frozen - fish market, on the other hand, is
brought to port, unloaded, frozen, boxed, and generally costs much more to

prepare for shipment to export markets.

Market Barriers
The only known market barriers to U.S. exports of mackerel products into
Eastern Europe (other than sanitary inspections and other policies, which
virtually all nations apply to all food imports) are tariffs. The following
tabulation of data from the U.S. Commerce Department summarizes current (1993)
tariffs in selected Eastern European markets.
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Figure 4-11
Frozen mackerel: Unit value of EC exports to Eastern Europe, 1988-92
Unft valu9 (dollars p9r mBlric ton)
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Source: Data from table 0-44.
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1991

1992

Fresh whole

Countrv

Frozen whole

- - · - - - - - (percent) - - - - - - Bulgaria
Hungary .
Czech Republic
Slovak Republic
Poland:

10

10

7.8

7.8

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

Scomber scombrus and Scomber iaponicus:

Scomber australicus
Romania . .
Russia

5
20
15
20
10

5
20
15
20
10

Yugoslavia 1

Free

Free

Feb. 15-June 15 .
June 16-Feb. 14 .

1

Prior to 1992.

Current tariff rates are not available.

Eastern European tariff rates on whole mackerel-·e xcept for the
currently invalid Yugoslavian rates·-range from a low of 0.5 percent (Czech
and Slovak Republics) to a high of 20 percent in Romania and Poland (between
June 16 and the following February 14) . Poland follows the EC system of
seasonally differentiating the tariff rate to provide a higher tariff (and
protection to the domestic industry) during the heavy fishing/processing
months of June-February.

Exchange Rates
Included in the recent transformations of several Eastern European
economies are efforts to make their currencies convertible to foreign
currencies.
In the past, some such currencies, such as the Soviet ruble, were
not readily convertible to western currencies, which served as an impediment
to Bast·West trade. Some currencies were significantly overvalued when market
transformations occurred, as evidenced by the decline in the Russian ruble to
near · worthlessness in recent months. Associated with the rapid devaluation of

some currencies have been high rates of inflation. The following tabulation
of data from the International Monetary Fund summarizes the trends in exchange
rates and inflation in recent years for selected Eastern European currenci es:
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Countrv

Change in

Rate of

currency value

inflation

!1988 - 1991)

(1988 -19921

--- -------(percent)--- ------Czechoslovakia

-51.3
-96.0
-81 . 3
-98 . 7

Poland
Romania . .

Yugoslavia

95 1
6. 027 1
645 2
68. 645 3

1 Through Sept. 1992.
2 Through June 1992.
3 Through Mar. 1992.
These high rates of currency devaluation and inflation highlight the
difficulties associated with exporting to these economies, particularly if
such business is of a long-term contractual nature. Generally, however,
according to EC industry sources, EC mackerel exports to Eastern Europe have
been either on a sale-by-sale basis or through barter arrangements, both of
which help insulate the parties involved from losses arising from trends in
currency or price changes.

\
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CHAPTER 5. U.S . INDUSTRY
COMPETITIVENESS ASSESSMENT
Introduction
The events and trends in production, consumption, and trade in mackerel
products outlined in previous chapters have taken place against the background

of a highly competitive international market for mackerel and for fishery
products in general. From the perspective of U.S. Atlantic mackerel
exporters--most of whom are relative newcomers in international markets--this

competition is intensified by the small size of the U.S. industry relative to
its major rivals in the European Community (EC) and Norway. Additionally, the
international market for mackerel has become increasingly volatile in recent
years as the dissolution of the former Soviet Union and the financial
difficulties of a number of developing countries have led to fluctuations in
both foreign supplies and import demand.
In their efforts to expand exports, U.S. mackere l exporters face a two·
tiered world import market typified at the high-price end by Japan and at the
low-price end by countries such as Nigeria, Bgypt, and other developing
countries, as well as countries in Eastern Burope. Differences in these types

of markets require the U. S . industry to adopt different marketing strategies
and products to ensure the competitiveness of their product in these markets.
For instance, in Japan, product quality is an important factor in mackerel
demand; therefore , in this market the quality of the product and the ability
of the U.S. industry to expand into niche markets for its product may be a
more important competitive factor than the price of the product. In contrast,
consumers in developing economies and in Eastern Europe prefer mackerel for
its relatively low-cost protein content; therefore, price is the predominant
factor. The success of U.S. exporters in expanding in these markets hinges on
the price of the U.S. product relative to the price of t he product from
competing suppliers and to the price of alternative protein sources available
in the importing countries.

As discussed in chapter 2, the United States has an abundance of
Atlantic mackerel . In theory, this large supply of U.S. Atlantic mackerel
should provide U.S . suppliers an advantage in foreign markets by lowering U.S.
harvesting costs relative to the costs of foreign suppliers. However, the
results of this chapter indicate that a number of factors have tended to
offset this advantage, with the result that the U. S. industry currently
operates at a competitive disadvantage in a number of large foreign markets.

As shown in chapter 4 , the primary market to which the U.S. industry has been
successful in exporting Atlantic mackerel is Jamaica, where a zero import
tariff, relatively low transportation costs from the United States, and
consumer demand for lower-fat Atlantic mackerel provide a competitive

advantage to the U.S. industry .
Factors influencing the competitiveness of the U.S. Atlantic mackerel
industry relative to foreign exporters in other markets i dentified in this
5·1

investigation include production and transportation costs, product quality,
and marketing practices. Depreciating foreign currencies, and tariff and
nontariff barriers in selected foreign markets have also contributed to higher

prices for mackerel imported from U.S. and other suppliers. These exchange
rate changes have placed imported mackerel at a competitive disadvantage
relative to domestic suppliers of mackerel and other competing products.

Tariff and nontariff barriers place imported mackerel at a competitive
disadvantage relative to suppliers of all other competing products in
importing country markets. 1
Despite the abundance of U.S. Atlantic mackerel, both U.S. production
and transportation costs are high relative to the costs incurred by the

European industries. High U.S. production costs are partly explained by the
small size of U.S. fishing vessels relative to the vessels of European
competitors, who are able to reduce their harvesting costs through economies

of scale. Relatively high transportation costs arise because the U.S.
industry is located further from a number of major foreign markets, and it is
not able to take advantage of volume transportat ion discounts. These high
production and transportation costs tend to limit the ability of the U.S.
industry to compete against European competitors, particularly in markets such
as West Africa, the Middle East, and in Bastern Europe where price is the most

important demand factor.
At the same time, however, the gap between U.S. and European product
quality, while narrowing, tends to put the U.S. product at a competitive
disadvantage in high price mackerel markets, such as Japan. The range of
products offered and the marketing experience of European competitors also
tends to place U.S. exporters at a competitive disadvantage in many mackerel
markets, particularly those in developing countries, where European

competitors have already established market contacts and stable trade
relationships.

Tariff and nontariff barriers among mackerel importers, such as Eastern

Europe, Japan, Ghana, and elsewhere, affect the competitiveness of U.S. (and
other foreign eXPOrters') mackerel exports relative to competing domestic
industries.

These barriers raise the price of imported mackerel relative to

the prices of competing products in these markets, all other things held
constant. This tends to reduce the quantity and price of U.S. mackerel
exports. Elimination of tariff barriers in foreign markets would have a range
of likely effects, depending upon the price responsiveness of both demand in

the importing country and U.S. export supply. Likely effects of tariff
elimination on U.S. mackerel prices and U.S. exports for selected markets are
summarized later in this chapter and further analyzed in appendix G.
Exchange rate depreciation relative to the U.S. dollar in a number of

developing countries has made the price of all imported mackerel more
expensive in these countries relative to competing domestic products, all

1 As noted in chapter 4, mackerel is not produced in a number of developing
country markets. However, imported mackerel competes with other domestic
fishery products as well as beef as a protein source for human consumption.
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other things held constant , as mackerel trade is large ly negotiated in
dollars. In a number of cases, exchange rate depreciation has been
accompanied by reductions in tariffs and liberalize d import procedures, which

has tended to off set somewhat the adverse effects of such depreciation on
import demand . Exchange rate changes have also been symptomatic of financial
difficulties, however , that have resulted in shortages of foreign exchange in
a number of markets. These shortages, combined with higher local currency
prices, tend to favor exports frocn lower-cost, non-U.S. sources.
Certain government assistance and fishery management programs, both in

the united States and abroad, also influence the ability of the U.S. mackerel
industry to compete in foreign markets, although to a lesser extent than the
factors mentioned above. On balance, government policies in the major
mackerel exporting nations of Western Burope {the EC and Norway) restrict
mackerel harvests and raise prices, thereby weakening European industry
competitiveness compared with the U.S . industry, at least in the short run.
U.S . Government policies and programs, in the past, have also tended to boost
U.S . competitiveness through financial support for vessel construction, but
such support has diminished in recent years .
Two of the more influential policies currentl y affecting the U.S.

mackerel fishery are the U.S. management of Atlantic groundfish stocks and
Federal regulation of foreign fleet participation in the U.S. Atlantic
mackerel fishery. The traditional U.S. Government policy of open access by
U.S. vessels to the Northeast Atlantic groundfish stocks, which make up an
alternative fishery for many would-be Atlantic mackere l fishermen, has served
to raise the price necessary to attract fishermen to mackerel, thereby raising
processing and export costs. More recently , the elimination of directed
fishing in U.S. waters could put downward pressure on the ex-vessel price of
U.S.-harvested mackerel in the short run by forcing harvesters to depend
solely on U.S. buyers (processors and exporters) for U.S . -harvested mackerel .
However, this policy also reduces the foreign supply of mackerel which, in the

long run, could lead to higher prices for U.S. mackerel should the U. S.
industry expand its exports as a result of reduced foreign supply.

Production and Transportation Costs
The relatively high costs incurred by the U. S. mackerel industry in
production (including procurement of harvested fish) and transportation place
the U.S. mackerel industry at a competitive disadvantage compared with its
European competitors.
Such costs are a central element in the industry's
ability to compete, particularly in markets such as West Africa where price is

the main bargaining factor.

Allowing for differences in marketing arrange-

ments, product quality, and other determinants of competitiveness, production
costs determine the extent to which mackerel producers can price competitively
in export markets while at the same time earning a return over cost that
provides a sufficient incentive to remain in the fishery.
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Production Costs
A number of factors potentially affect harvesting and processing costs
in the mackerel industry. As noted in chapter 2, harvesting costs are largely
determined by the applicable costs of labor, energy, and c.a pital, the size of
the fishing vessel, the harvesting technique used, and whether other fish
besides mackerel are harvested. For processors, determinants of cost include
the ex-vessel price of harvested fish, the size of the processing plant, as
well as the costs of labor, energy, and capital used in processing.
Government policies can affect these costs, as can environmental fluctuations

and other natural events that impact mackerel abundance .

This section

discusses some of the factors affecting U.S. harvesting and processing costs,
and it compares U.S. harvesting costs to the costs incurred in foreign

industries.

Harvesting Costs
The wide range of scale among European mackerel-harvesting enterprises

makes it difficult to examine a •typical• enterprise for comparison with U.S.
operations. Vessel sizes range from the small {often under 35 feet) vessels
in the Norwegian coastal fleet to the mid-size trawlers in the United Kingdom
fleet, to the large factoryships, trawlers and purse seiners in the Dutch and

East European fleets. In addition to this wide range in scale, the analysis
is complicated by the economies of scope described in chapter 2. That is,
because harvesters and processors handle a variety of species, it is difficult
to determine costs, especially fixed costs, for any one species.
Researchers in the National Marine Fisheries Service {NMFS) of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, through their continuing examination of foreign
participation in the U.S . mackerel fishery, however, have collected some
limited information on foreign costs of mackerel harvesting in U.S. waters .

The NMFS researchers were able to overcome the multispecies problem because
such foreign vessels fishing in U.S. waters typically target the one species
{mackerel, in this case) for which they have received a permit from the U.S.
Government.

The foreign vessel in the NMFS research was the fishing vessel {F/Vl
Novator, built in Norway in 1987 at a cost of $21 million. Its original
owners, a group of Irish industry interests , intended the vessel for use in EC
waters. However, it was sold to Soviet interests for operation in the U.S.
Atlantic mackerel fishery during the winter-spring 1990 season. During that

time, according to NMFS, the total daily cost of operating the F/V Novator
{exclusive of steaming time) was $21,600. Reportedly similar in design to
Dutch mackerel harvesting vessels of similar size, it has a daily capacity of
200 metric tons, indicating an average harvesting cost of $108 per metric
ton. 2 During its operation in the U.S. fishery, however, the NMFS researchers
2

According to the Scottish Fishermen's Organization, the Soviets carried a

crew of 40 on this vessel, while the Dutch would have carried a crew of only
(continued ... )
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assumed for their analysis that the actual daily output was 126 metric tons,
for an average cost of $171 per metric ton.
Although detailed economic data for the F/V Novator beyond those noted
above are not available, it is potentially useful to compare the availa.b le

data with corresponding data for U.S. harvesters. Recall the descript i on of
the Rhode Island-based F/V Relentless , a U.S. freezer trawler which i s typical
of the larger, U.S. fishing vessels , in chapter 2. Of particular i nterest is
the difference in vessel scale : the daily capacity of the F/V Novator is 200
metric tons, more than S times the capacity of the F/V Relentless at 36

tons/day. At one point in its 1990 joint venture (whether at the venture•s
completion is not known), the F/V Novator held in excess of 8,400 metric tons
of product in its hold; the hold capacity of the F/V Relentless i s 159 metric
tons. The unit cost for the F/V Novator is $171 per metric ton, or less than
half of the unit cost for the F/V Relentless of $352 per metric ton.
These vessel characteristics suggest several implications for the
respective operation of the vessel.

One relates to economies of scale:

the

sheer size of the foreign vessel explains part of the vast difference i n their
average unit costs.

Another concerns product quality: the F/V Relentless

returns to port to empty its hold every 2 weeks or so, and therefore
presumably delivers a fresher (i.e., more valuable) product than that
delivered by the F/V Novator after its several -month tour of duty in U.S.
waters. From an export·competitiveness perspective, the importance of these
implications depends on the type of market targeted; freshly frozen, topquality product (albeit at a higher price) could be considered competitive in
a quality-conscious market such as Japan, while a moderate - quality, lower cost product, produced in bulk quantities, could be more competitive in
markets such as those in West Africa.

Processing costs
The
harvested
exporters
important

ex-vessel or dockside price paid by processors to fishermen for
mackerel is the most important cost component for processors and
of frozen mackerel. For the U.S. industry, probably the most
influences on these ex·vessel mackerel prices are average variable

costs of harvesting and, especially for the "wetf ish" {nonfreezer) trawler
fleet, the prices for alternative species.

If the prices of alternative species are high relative to mackerel,
operators of wetf ish trawlers will tend to seek out those other species
instead of mackerel; therefore, mackerel processors will have to offer a
higher price to wetfish trawlers. In the U.S . Atlantic mackerel fishery,
alternative species include groundfish (e.g., flounder) and squid; these
2 ( ... continued)
25. While this differential could be due to lower Soviet labor productivity,
NMFS personnel suggest that it also may be attributable to lower Soviet costs
of labor, capital, or other inputs, which would help them carry a larger crew
at the same total operating cost.
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species often command ex-vessel prices several times that of mackerel. 3 The
compet ition from these valuable a l ternative species requires that mackerel
prices be raised in order to attract fishermen from alternative species. This
in turn raises processors' costs and imposes a competitive disadvantage on
processors and exporters who rely on wet fish trawlers for mackerel supplies. 4

Mackerel abundance
The abundance of mackerel in the U . S. fishery also affects ex-vessel

prices and therefore holds important implications for U.S. industry
competitiveness.

The concentration of the mackerel resources influences

harvesting efficiency (and costs) insofar as the catch per unit of harvesting
effort (measured in total days fished, for example, or in number of boats) is
higher the greater the stock size on a given fishing ground.
The U.S. mackerel industry enjoys a clear international advantage in its
abundant supplies of raw material, particularly Atlantic mackerel. The vast
size of this resource, with a spawning stock numbering in the millions of fish

and a long-term potential yield estimated at 200,000 metric tons, is the envy
of many northern European competitors interviewed by Commission staff. Such
foreign competitors have not only been closed out of this resource by U.S.
fishery policy since 1992 , but must cope with significantly diminished
resources in their own waters, such as the North Sea mackerel stock and the
so-called western mackerel stock to the west and north of the British Isles. 5
As discussed above, the primary reason the U.S . Atlantic mackerel stock
is so large is the attractiveness of the higher valued alternative species

3 An indication of the price gap between mackerel and alternative species
is shown in a comparison of prices in Rhode Island and New Jersey, which
account for nearly 90 percent of the U.S. Atlantic mackerel harvest. In 1992,
according to official (preliminary) statistics of the U. S . Department of
Commerce, the ex-vessel prices of flounders (all species), long-finned squid,

and Atlantic mackerel in Rhode Island averaged $1.12, $0.44, and $0.18 per
pound, respectively; in New Jersey, such prices averaged $1.20, $0.57, and
$0.07 .

4 Freezer trawlers, in contrast, are more commonly under the control of
processors and exporters (through contracts or direct ownership), and
therefore can be directed to search for mackerel without the incentive of a
higher price.
Such trawlers are becoming increasingly important in the U.S.
Atlantic mackerel industry, and this trend should alleviate the competicive

disadvantage imposed by higher prices for a l ternative species.
5 According to one researcher , the North Sea mackerel stock is economically
overfished (sustainable harvests are less than their maximum potential) . The
western fishery, although not currently overfished, will be if recent harvest
rates are allowed to continue at 2 to 3 times the "optimal" level for the

fishery (the level at which sustainable harvests are maximized) . See John o.
S. Kennedy, "Optimal Annual Changes in Harvests from Multicohort Fish Stocks:
The Case of Western Mackerel," Marine Resource Economics , Vol. 7 (1992), pp.

95-114.
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whose h i gh pri ces (i n many cases because of declining abundance) draw U.S.
harvesters away from the relatively low-priced mackerel resource. The
apparent l ack of interest in the mackerel resource among most U.S. fishermen
can be seen by comparing actual harvests with potential yields. Of the
current potential yield of Atlantic mackerel of 400,000 metric tons, the 1991
comme rcial harvest totaled only 16,600 tons, or 4 percent of the current

potential yield. In addition, the estimated current potential yield is twice
the long - term (sustainable) potential yield of 200,000 metric tons because the
mackere l popul at i on has grown as a result of its underutilization. 6
In sharp contrast, the Northeast groundfish stocks are so overutili zed
that the current potential yield of 408,000 metric tons (for All of the 35
species of groundfish species combined) is almost the same as that for
Atlantic mackerel alone, and is nearly 25 percent below the long-term
potential yield of 534,000 metric tons. 7 The recent actual ground.f ish yield
(about 225,000 metric tons) is, like mackerel, below the long-term potential,
for groundfish . Unlike mackerel, the shortfall in the harvest of groundfish
results not from too few harvesters, but from too few fish. 8 9
The abundance of U.S. mackerel should provide the U .S. industry with a
competitive advantage relative to these foreign competitors . In contrast to
the U.S. situation, access to the mackerel resource in Western and Bastern

Europe is constrained by a variety of goverrunent measures designed to conserve
th i s resource. For example, within EC waters, the EC Common Fisheries Policy
(discussed below) limits the quantities of mackerel allowed to be harvested by
each member state. A similar system is used in Norway. For the fleets of the
former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, which traditionally relied on distant·
water fisheries, the 200 -mile limits of the United States and other coastal
nations have restricted or even eliminated access by those fleets to their
traditional resources. However, high harvesting and processing costs, aside
from the availability of the mackerel resource, as well as other factors noted
below, appear to be constraining the development of this industry .

6 "Long - term potential yield" is defined as the maximum long·term average

yield (harvest) that can be achieved through conscientious stewardship of the
resource. • Current potential yield" is the yield or harvest that can be taken
at present, depending on current abundance and the current production rate.
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service, Our Living
Oceansi Report on the Status of U.S. Living Marine Resources. 1992, Dec. 1992,

pp . 6·7.
7 For estimated long - term and current yields of mackerel and groundfish,
see ibid., pp. 35 -42.
9 Ibid., p. 35.
9 The diversion of harvesting effort discussed earl i er is not the only

connection between the mackerel and groundfish fisheries . The large and
growing population of mackerel, according to NMFS scientists, is likely to be
interfering with the recovery of the groundfish stocks for biological reasons,
such as competition for the same plankton and other food supplies, and
consumption of groundfish larvae by adult mackerel .

relationships are beyond the scope of this study.
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However, these biological

Tra11sporlaJio11 Costs
In all major foreign markets for mackerel, except for t he Caribbean, the
U.S. Atlantic mackerel industry is at a transportation-cost disadvantage
compared with its European rivals . For example, in early 1993, according to
shipping·company officials interviewed by Commission staff, transport rates

for frozen mackerel between New York and West Africa/Middle East ports ranged
between $7,000 and $8,000 per 40-foot container (a container holds 48,000
pounds) , depending on the foreign port (small ports being more expensive).
These rates, which are inclusive of unloading and other charges, are
equivalent to between $370 and $420 per metric ton . In sharp contrast,
Western European mackerel industry officials reported to Commission staff

that, depending on the export market (ports in North and West Africa), their
transport costs amounted to $100 to $200 per metric ton .
There are two main reasons for such cost differentials. One is the U.S.
industry's relatively long distance from most markets. For example, the
Japanese market is closer to Norway than to the Bast Coast of the United

States. The markets in West Africa, the Middle East, and, especially, Eastern
Europe all are closer to the Western European suppliers than to U.S .
suppliers.

The second reason is the small quantity of shipments that the U.S.
industry currently seems able to assemble for transport to most foreign
markets. Brokers and shipping industry officials interviewed by Commission
staff reported that the per -unit rates for shipping mackerel to West Africa
and other nontraditional U.S. export markets would decline only when regular,
large shipments can be arranged. Until that time, mackerel exporters will not
obtain the preferenti al rates offered to large-volume shippers (such as
poultry exporters) .
In addition, many European suppliers, especially Dutch exporters, offer
a range of fish products to potential buyers. This marketing technique
promotes greater overall shipment volume and enables buyers to obtain several
different types of fish products in one shipment. As a result, marketing

costs for both exporters and importers are generally reduced.
The U.S. industry has the capability, at least in theory because of its
potential harvest size, to ship large volumes to individual markets.

However,

a nwnber of factors affect the ability to ship in bulk, including sufficient
import demand and dependable supplies of harvested mackerel. 10 consequently,
the U.S. industry cannot gain a transportation-cost advantage until it gains a
significant share of foreign markets, which in turn requires some means of
offsetting its disadvantage of greater distance from markets.

10

Despite an abundance of mackerel in U. S. waters, the availability of
mackerel for onshore processing at any one time can vary because of water
temperature (which can force mackerel into deeper waters), seasonal migration
patterns along the coastline, and competition from higher-priced alternative
species that can divert fishermen from mackerel fishing .
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Product Quality
The importance of product quality in mackerel industry competitiveness
varies from one market to another. As noted earlier, the Japanese market is a
highly discriminating one and, as the experience of Norwegian exporters

suggests, the cost of supplying less-than-top-quality product can be high. In
West African markets, in contrast, the demand is more price - sensitive, and as
long as the product is of acceptable quality the supplier with the lowest
price or other attractive bargaining terms will get the sale. Even in the
markets for industrial products, product quality can be important . The demand
in the bait market is for high-quality mackerel, while that for animal feed or
meal and oil is for mackerel of virtually any quality provided an acceptable
price can be negotiated.

The U.S. industry suffers a competitive disadvantage in terms of product
quality compared with certain foreign rivals; however, the gap is narrowing
wi th improved U.S. industry technology. A large part of the advantage of the
Dutch and Norwegian industries comes from their use of purse seiners in
mackerel harvesting. The advantage of purse seiners is two-fold: first, the
fact that the fish is alive virtually until it reaches the vessel's hold gives
the purse seine method an advantage over trawling (in which the fish are dead
and crushed for several minutes before hauling aboard the vessel) ; second,
virtually all large purse seiners are originally equipped with on-board
freezers, whereas a number of the freezer trawlers in the U. S . mackerel fleet

were converted from wet-fish boats. At the hearing held at the Commission in
January, it was suggested that the U.S. industry perhaps could counter this
foreign advantage by acquiring and retooling some idle purse seiners from the
U.S. tropic.a l-tuna industry; however, this option apparently is not currently
considered a viable one. 11
Recent U.S. industry investment in modern freezing technology on vessels

and in onshore processing facilities is likely to help bridge the U.S . European gap in product quality. For example, Seafreeze, a Rhode Islandbased operator of freezer t rawlers, was among the first to depl oy freezer

trawlers (some converted from other types of vessels) in the Eastern U.S.
fisheries for mackerel and other species.

By freezing on board, these vessels

deliver product that is of significantly higher quality than what a wet-fish
trawler would deliver after the same time at sea.

Lund's Fisheries, a

mackerel processor in New Jersey, has recently equipped its onshore processing
plant with eight computer-controlled blast cells, which, according to the

11

In response to a query from Conunissioner Rohr as to the option of

converting U.S. purse seiners to mackerel fishing, a representative of
Seafreeze stated that "that thought has not even occurred to us.• A
representative of Mayflower International stated that a tuna purse seiner
"doesn't have the horsepower to tow a mid-water net, and it takes some
sophistication, real ly, to purse seine these mackerel." Transcript of the

hearing, pp. 64-65.
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firm, reduces freezing time, enabling the p l ant to freeze more than 300,000
pounds of product per day. 12
Freezing technology is an important factor in product quality . Of the
two basic types of freezers, blast and p late, the former yields higher quality
product but requires more energy, according to industry sources, and so is

more costly in the U.S. industry. In Norway, in contrast, electricity is
relat ively inexpensive, owing to the prevalence of hydroelectric power, and
this advantage in inexpensive energy enables Norwegian mackerel processors to
economically employ blast freezers.
Another source of Buropean competitive advantage comes from nature

rather than technology. The cold waters and rich feeding grounds in which the
Norwegian industry harvests its mackerel yield mackerel with relatively high
fat content, a product characteristic that is prized in high-value markets
such as Japan .
In contrast, the rela tively low fat content of the mackerel in

U.S. waters makes that product best suited for cured fish, a product in
greatest demand in developing economies.

Effective marketing is an important determinant of overall competitive
advantage in mackerel exporting .

The success of some U.S . mackerel exporters

in Jamaica, the painful lessons learned by Norway in the Japanese mackerel

market, and the difficulties in maintaining marketing ties with firms in the
evolving Eastern European economies all point to the role played by marketing
skills in successful mackerel exporting . As discussed below, t he U . S.

industry generally suffers a competitive disadvantage in mackerel marketing,
especially compared with its Dutch rivals.
In addition to product quality and transportation, elements of marketing
that potentially i nfluence competi tiveness in mackerel exporting include
experience in se ll ing to a particular market , an ability to supply a range of
products in addition to mackerel , and coordination among the various suppliers
within a nation's industry. In all these elements, the European mackerel

industry, particularly in the Netherlands, appears to have the c l ear
competitive advantage. The Dutch fish-marketing organization known as the
Group was discussed in chapter 3 . The importance of the type of marketing
ski l ls mastered by the Group cannot be overemphasized i n explaining the

competitive advantage enjoyed by the Netherl a nds in mackerel exporting .
The Dutch have experience and skill in commodity trading, developed over
hundreds of years in the business, whi ch h ave a number of s p ill·over effects
in mackerel exporting . For e x ample , l ong·st anding contacts are made with
buyers in foreign market s (a fact that relat es t o t he range of c ommodi ties

offered.

12

Loyalty of such contacts is important for a commodity often in

Jonathan Rubins, Lunds ' Fisheries, transcript of the hearing, pp. 18-

19.
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uncertain supply, such as mackerel.

In Niger ia and other mackerel markets

with only a handful of large d i stributors, de veloping stable trade
relationships with buyers clearly can be an important competitive asset.
In
addition, developing skill in commodity marketing and exporting is made easier
when the home country has many such firms from which to lure skilled managers .
The range of products offered is also an i mportant competit ive f actor.

The Group offers a range of fish products, mostl y of pelagic species, which is
a significant bargaining advantage when dealing with large buyers or state
agencies in importing countries. Such buyers can therefore obtain a range of
products with a minimum of effort, which, by reducing buying costs, is an
important consideration in developing countries with scarce financial
resources.
Related to the range of products is careful coordination among the
members of the Group . In a manner similar to a cartel, the Group operates so

as to provide only one member the first opportunity at supplying a particular
country or region.

This practice reduces competition among the Group members .

Not only does this raise the financial returns to the successful Group member
(and , applied worldwide, to the Group as a whole), it further cements the
buyer - seller relations that are important in establishing a solid foothold in
a foreign market.

T ariff and Nontariff Import Barriers
Tariff rates for fresh or frozen mackerel in some of the more important
foreign markets were described in chapter 4. outside of Eastern Europe, with
the exception of Ghana, these tariffs currently are relatively low . The

Ghanaian tariff rate of 32 percent (including an import duty of 20 percent and
a lO·percent sales tax) is the highest among the markets analyzed , followed by
Japanese and Nigerian import duties of 5 percent. Import duties on fresh or
frozen mackerel in the other importing countries outside of Eastern Europe
range from O (Jamaica) to 0.7 percent (Egypt). As noted in chapter 4,
Nigeria's import duty had been as high as 50 percent before January 1, 1991.
In Eastern Burope import duties for fresh or frozen mackerel range from

0.5 percent in the Czech and Slovak Republics to a high of 20 percent in
Poland (during June-February only and 5 percent during other months).
As with tariffs, some important official NTBs that U.S. mackerel
exporters face have been declining in recent years . Two of the largest
African markets, Nigeria and Ghana, eliminated import licensing and other NTBS

in 1989. Japan has significantly relaxed its import quotas for fish,
including mackerel, although this has been less of a benefit to U.S. exporters
than to higher value producers such as Norway .
Tariffs and nontariff import barriers (e.g ., quotas) create a wedge
between the prices paid by consumers in the importing country and the prices
received by all foreign exporters. The higher price paid by consumers causes
a decline in consumption in the importing country, and also an increase in

domestic production if there is a domestic industry.
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The lower price received

by foreign exporters causes a decline in the quantity exported . Thus , U.S.
exporters suffer from the combined effects of lower volume and lower price.
Appendix G further discusses measurement of these effects, and it illustrates
the types of trade and price changes that coul d occur if mackerel tariffs were
to be eliminated in selected import markets. 13

Exchange Rates
As described in chapter 4, a nwnber of potential markets for mackerel
have experienced severe volatility in the rate of exchange between their
currency and the U.S . dollar. Among the developing country markets, this
volatility is attributable to an a r ray of causes, including changes in general
economic conditions and government policy adjust ments in response to
international aid agreements, among other factors . In most cases, the

i mporting country's currency has depreciated relative to the dollar (often
because of the freeing up of formerly controlled exchange rates), which has
served to raise prices and to weaken the price competitiveness of all
exporters in relation to domestic suppliers of competing products. The
following tabulation summarizes recent trends in exchanges rates for mackerelimporting countries discussed in chapter 4 (all exchange rates in foreign
currency per U.S . dollar) :
Country

1.2.li.

1988

1990

1992 1

Japan
Nigeria

168.5
1.8
346 . 0
89.2
0.7
5.5
15.0
175.0
16.2

128.2
4 .5
298.0
202.4
0.7
5.5
14 . 4
431.0
14.3

144 .8
8.0
272 . 0
326.3
2.0
7.2
18.0
9500 . 0
22.4

126.7
17.3
265.0
520.0
3.3
23.0
29.5
10576.0
76.4

COte d'Ivoire

Ghana
Egypt
Jamaica
Czechoslovakia
Poland
Romania
1

Exchange rates for Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Romania
are only available up to 1991 .
With the exception of Japan and the C6te d'Ivoire , most currencies have
lost value in re l ation to the dollar. The naira of Nigeria, for e xample, rose
from 1 . 8 naira to the dol lar in 1986 to 17.3 naira to the dollar in 1992, a
depreciation of nearly 900 percent in 6 years . From the point of v i e w of
Nigerian importers, therefore, in 1992 it took nearly 10 times as many naira
to buy a given quantity of U.S.-exported mackerel (assuming it was priced at a
constant dollar price) as it did in 1986 . Relatively large declines i n the

13 The examples in appendix G show the effect on U. S . exports and export
price . However, similar effects would occur for other foreign e xporters to
these markets.
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value of importers• purchasing power also occurred in Ghana, Egypt, and
Jamaica, and several countries in Eastern Europe. Since mackerel trade is
largely contracted in dollars, foreign currency depreciation relative to the

dollar, at the margin, has contributed to higher local prices for mackerel in
these countries.
Despite such exchange rate changes, chapter 4 shows that in a number of
these countries mackerel imports actually rose during periods when countries
experienced a loss of value in their currencies. This can be attributed to
declines in tariffs (in Nigeria, for example, from 50 to 5 percent during the
period), other macroeconomic factors, and more aggressive marketing by third·
country exporters.
From the viewpoint of U.S. exporters, however, such
currency depreciations have added further burdens on their attempts to
successfully break into these markets. Moreover, higher local currency prices

in importing country markets tend to benefit lower·cost, non·U . S . suppliers.

The exchange rates of major mackerel-supplying regions rose against the
U.S. dollar during 1986-1992 as shown in the following tabulation (in foreign
currency per U.S. dollar):
P§rs;;~nt,~g~
~h§:ng~

Region

.l.2li

~

.!i2.Q.

l!!il

1986-92

Norway
EC (ECU)

7.3947
l . 0192

6.5170
.8447

6.2597
.7855

6.2145
. 7711

16.0
32.2

The appreciation of the foreign suppliers• currencies against the U.S. dollar
suggests that exchange rate changes contributed to a decline in the local
prices received for mackerel by competing foreign exporters, all other things
held constant. The magnitude of the effect of these currency changes is
uncertain, however, because foreign fishermen may have had incentives to raise
their dollar-denominated prices in markets where demand is not highly
responsive to price changes .

Government Assistance to Producers
The EC Common Fisheries Policy
As shown below, the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) of the European
Community (EC) has both short- and long-run effects on EC mackerel production
and ex-vessel prices. The effects of the CFP restrictions on the EC
harvesting effort are shown geometrically in appendix H. In the short term,
it serves as a hindrance to EC mackerel exports (within l to s years), 14 and,

14 Here and later in this chapter t he "short term" will be taken to mean

that period of time too short to allow fish population adjustments in response
(continued ... )
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therefore, tends to put upward p ressure on mackerel prices in both EC and nonEC markets.
In the long term, however, BC exports could be greater than in
recent years assuming that the CFP harvest restrictions achieve their intended

effect of restoring depleted fisheries . These increased exports could likely
place downward pressure on mackerel prices in world markets, including those
served by U.S. exporters.
The effects on the U.S. industry from these changes center on the likely
price changes. Aside from certain possible side effects on inefficiency, 15
the effects on the selling price of the harvested mackerel depend on the
effectiveness of the CFP price regime in supporting mackerel prices. In the
short term, the reduced harvest rate will tend to put upward pressure on

prices, reducing or eliminating the need for support. 16 However, higher
prices tend to worsen problems with EC enforcement of its harvest
restrictions, because higher prices attract additional harvesters who have
incentive to circumvent the member·state regulations to successfully land and
market the catch. 17
In the long term, the increased harvests attributable to resource

recovery will put downward pressure on prices, and here the CFP price - support
regime may have more of an impact. When the regime is enforced (and, as noted
below, this is not always the easel, it serves to support the prices paid to
harvesters, which in turn raises the cost of raw material to processors and
exporters, thus making them less competitive in world mackerel markets.
Therefore, in either the short or the long term, the combined effects of

the CFP are to maintain EC internal and export prices above what they would
otherwise be, which in turn puts upward pressure on the prices received by
non-EC exporters (including the U.S. industry) and paid by foreign
imporeers. 18

14 ( ... continued)
to changes in fishing effort .

The long term is a period long enough to

acconunodate any such adjustments.
15 See Lee G. Anderson, The Economics of Fisheries Management, 2d ed.
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1986), ch. 6. Such effects include overcapacity as

harvesters race to get as much of the annual quota as possible. These
problems can be alleviated by per vessel allocation of the quotas, as occurs
in a number of EC member states.
16 In reality, significant price declines have occurred in BC mackerel

fisheries in recent years.

However, this is due to weak markets (such as in

Eastern Europe) and has nothing to do with the supply constraints of the CFP.
17 Member states that have encountered past problems with underreporting of
mackerel harvests include the Netherlands and Ireland. Eurofish, Mar. 26,
1992.
18 It should be reemphasized, however, that these conclus ions depend on the

supposition that the mackerel resources in question are (or in the absence of
effective regulation would be) fished beyond their maximum physical productive
potential.
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It should also be noted that the effects on mackerel prices from the CFP
min imum price system are actually uncertain in that the minimum price for

mackerel has often not been enforced in recent years, according to
representat ives of European producer organizations contacted by Commission
staff. This is largely due to the conditions in the major export markets for
EC mackerel, such as Bastern Europe.

Since the beginning of the

transformations of the command economies in Eastern Europe, Eastern European

buyers in the klondyking {joint venture) arrangements with United Kingdom and
Irish harvesters reportedly have often not been able to afford to pay the EC
minimum price for mackerel.

Rather than lose sales, 19 EC harvesters have been

willing to forego the support provided by the min imum price and accept a lower
price from the klondyke buyers. In west Africa, as we ll , the markets usually
cannot support a price equal to the BC minimum price, and so the EC exporters
(usually Dutch) are often willing to take less than the minimum price to make
the sale.
The CFP also contains provisions for the removal of harvesting capacity

from many fisheries, including mackerel. In general, financial assistance is
provided by the EC Commission, through the regional producers' organizations,

for the removal of fishing vessels, whether by scrapping old vessels,
diverting them from over- to under-utilized fisheries {including reflagging
vessels so that they may participate in other nations• fisheries), and
retooling for nonfisheries use.

The like ly effects of this intended capacity reduction on the mackerel
harvest differ depending on whether one considers the short or long term . In
the short term, the total volume of the BC mackere l harvest should decline as
harvesting capacity is reduced. However, the intent of the capacity reduction
program is to alleviate the overfishing problem in the macke rel fisheries.
Therefore, in the long term, the fish stocks are expected to recover from
thei r depressed states and, as a result, the overall harvest from these stocks
should increase, even with the smaller amount of harvesting capacity .

Therefore, the expected effects of the reduction in BC harvesting capacity are
a decline in the volume of the mackerel harvest in the short term and an
increase in the long term. It should be emphasized that the effect on
mackerel prices will depend on mackerel stock reproduction rates,
environmental conditions, and other exogenous factors.

Norwegia11 Fishery Ma11age111e11t
Norway's system of quota regulation and price support is similar to that

of the BC CFP. Thus, the licensing program for the large-boat fleet {purse
seiners and trawlers ) has the same types of probable effects on the Norwegian
mackerel -harvesting and processing sector as the above-described CFP has on
19 For many United Kingdom and Irish harvesters, the main alternative to
sales through klondyking is to give up their unsold catch to the EC for
withdrawal {reduction or other industrial uses). In that case, the harvester
only receives a fraction of the minimum price anyway, so often the klondyke
sale is an attractive option despite the low price.
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the BC industry. In contrast to the EC program, however, the Norwegian
support price for mackerel largely serves as a price floor. This is because
the high-valued Japanese market for Norwegian exports tends to maintain actual
Norwegian prices at levels above the support level. Therefore, there does not
appear to be any significant direct price-support effects on world markets for
Norwegian mackerel for human consumption.
Other programs, however, do have likely practical effects. An example
is the bait support program for bait buyers, which has the likely effect of
raising the prices received by producers of mackerel for bait and for other
uses. This policy provides indirect benefits to U.S. mackerel exporters who
compete with Norwegian exporters and also receive higher prices.
According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) Annual Review of Fisheries, the Norwegian Government provides financial
assistance to bait buyers to lower their cost of bait while maintaining an

acceptable return to bait producers.

As in the U.S. industry, a significant

quantity of Norway's mackerel output is channeled to the bait market, where it

is used by the coastal fleet in traps, hook-and-line gear, etc . Therefore,
the bait subsidy also benefits mackerel suppliers. 20 In effect, the bait
subsidy reduces the price to buyers and raises the price received by bait
suppliers in Norway and the quantity produced. At least some of this
increased quantity of mackerel must come from the markets for other mackerel
products, such as fresh or frozen mackerel for human consumption. 21

Therefore , the diminished supply of those alternative products tends to put
upward pressure on their prices as well.

Fl11at1cial Assista11ce For Fixed Costs
In past years, harvesting vessels and processing plants often were
constructed with government assistance, typically in the forms of grants or
low-interest loans in the EC, Norway, Eastern Europe, and the United States.
More recently, fiscal pressures on governments and problems with excess
harvesting capacity have led to elimination of most of those sources of fixedcost assistance to the industry.
In fact, government policies in recent years
have tended to discourage rather than encourage investments in harvesting and

processing capacity.
However, the past assistance received by vessel and plant owners, even
if no longer available to new applicants, in many c.a ses continues to benefit
the owners and operators of such vessels and plants .

Current mortgage

payments are lower because grants covered part of the original cost of
ZO The bait subsidy increases bait supply, which in turn lowers the price
that bait consumers must pay. However, the price received by bait suppliers
is higher than the consumer price by the amount of the subsidy. Therefore,

for bait suppliers, both the price and quantity sold are higher because of the
subsidy.
21 Recall from chapters 2 and 3 that the quality of mackerel for bait often
is at least as high as that for human consumption.
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construction or acquisition. Current loan payments are lower because of past
loan assistance; vessels are larger or more efficient than they would
otherwise have been without the assistance that enabled the owners to acquire

bigger or better vessels. The lack of detailed financial data precluded the
quantification of the cost reductions created by such assistance on particular
vessels or p lants.

However, appendix I provides a discussion of how such

assistance could potentially affect harvesting and processing costs in the
mackerel industry.

Other Government Practices
Foreig11 Market Developme11t and Food Aid Programs
A number of exporting countries implement export promotion and food
assistance programs that include mackerel. Examples include the promotional
activities of the International Trade Administration of the U.S . Commerce
Department; the Japan External Trade Organization (JETROl , operated by the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry; the Programme for Export Market
Development, administered by the Department of External Affairs in Canada;
and, in the EC, the Irish Export Board (known by its Gaelic acronym CTT) and
the British Overseas Trade Board.
Certain countries, through general economic development programs,
provide some assistance in establishing export markets for mackerel, but more
commonly it is through food aid programs that exports are supported. Such
government assistance not only helps the recipients of the economic assistance

but it often is explicitly used to promote the donor nation's food industries.
In mackerel, such activities by the governments of some producing countries
have been essential elements in developing successful export market
penetration, and therefore have affected the relative competitiveness of the
U.S. industry. Three countries or regions that have actively promoted
mackerel and other pelagic species in market development or food aid include 22
the former Soviet Union, the member states of the EC, as well as Canada. 23

22 Norway does not include mackerel in its food aid assistance because the
high Japanese demand for Norwegian mackerel has made it too valuable to be
donated as food aid.
23 In a variety of pelagic fisheries, the EC has negotiated access
agreements for the fishing fleets of its member states with a variety of
coastal nations in West Africa and elsewhere. Although these arrangements do

not significantly increase the supply of EC-harvested Atlantic mackerel (tuna
and other pelagic species are more commonly the subject species), they do
alter the structure of developing-country demand for mackerel products by
providing alternative fish products to the developing-country markets and, as
with the Soviet aid, creating the conditions for development of local fishing
and processing industries. A general discussion of these EC access agreements, with specific application to tuna, is found in USITC, Tuna;

Current

Issues Affecting the U.S. Industry (investigation No. 332-313), USITC
(continued ... )
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The principal effect of these programs is on the foreign demand for
mackerel exports, including those from the U.S. industry.

Commodities,

including pelagic fish, delivered to a developing country under food
assistance programs tend to depress the recipient nation's demand for
unsubsidized fish from third-country exporters. 24 Likewise, the development
of the local fishing industry that arises from technological advice and other
economic·development incentives boosts domestic fish supplies and, therefore,
reduces import demand. The effects on U. S. exports in particular cannot be
accurately quantified. In many cases the gap between the U.S. export price
and the local market price suggests that the U.S. exporter probably would not
have been able to make the sale anyway. The reduced foreign demand for
imports puts downward pressure on the prices received by all exporters,
including the U.S. industry.

U.S. Fishery Ma11ageme11t Polides
certain U.S. fishery management policies potentially affect U.S. and
foreign mackerel production, trade, and prices. one such U.S. policy is the
Federal regulation of foreign participation in the U . S. mackerel fishery.

Another is the Federal management of the groundfish fisheries.
As noted in chapter 2, the U.S. Government has restricted foreign direct
fishing in U.S. waters for Atlantic mackerel since 1992. This policy is too
recent for the Commission to assess its effects on U.S. and foreign mackerel
industries. As noted earlier, in the short run this policy should primarily

benefit U.S. processors and exporters of Atlantic mackerel.

This is because

the policy will likely discourage joint ventures with foreign vessels, 25

thereby forcing U.S. harvesters to largely depend on U.S . buyers. At the same
time, the policy could result in expanded export sales of U.S. mackerel by
reducing foreign supplies.
In this event, mackerel prices, including exvessel prices, could rise with the increased demand for U.S. mackerel.

23 ( •.• continued)

publication 2547, Aug. 1992 .
A precedent for this type of arrangement in the U.S. fishing industry
exists in the Pacific tropical·tuna fishery, from which insights might be
gleaned as to a potential application in mackerel. For a discussion of how
economic development assistance from the U.S. Government has contributed to
the growth in harvests and processed-tuna production in the central and
western Pacific, see USITC, Tuna: Current Issues Affecting the u s. Industry,

USITC publication 2547.
24 The actual trade·off between food-aid fish and freely traded fish is
likely to be less than 1-for·l because the price-depressing effects of the
increased supply of food-aid fish will tend to spur consumption of additional
supplies of fish products, including freely traded imports.
25 As noted in chapter 3, interested foreign parties have stated that the
restrictions on foreign directed fishing make it less profitable for them to
enter into joint ventures in the U.S . market .
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When foreign-directed fishing is allowed26 , certain other restrictions

apply to foreign participation in the U.S. mackerel fishery, such as poundage
and other fees and minimum quantities of u.S.-processed fish that must be
purchased if fish is also to be harvested directly. Some restrictions may
affect foreign participation--specifically, such fees may affect the prices
foreign fleets are willing to pay for U.S.-harvested and -processed mackerel
and the quantities they are willing to harvest directly and to purchase from
U.S. harvesters and processors.
The effect of the various fees on foreign fishing depends on whether the
fees are lump-sum amounts or per-unit-of-harvested-fish amounts and on whether

they exceed the value of the return received from the fishery. In the past,
the three main fees in the mackerel fishery were the permit fee, the poundage
fee, and the observer fee. Except for the poundage fee, these are lump-sum
fees -- that is, they do not depend on the amount of fish actually taken by the
foreign fleet.
Imposition of the permit and observer fees reduces the returns from

directed fishing, but as long as their sum does not completely eliminate the
return net of cost, the fees have no effect on the quantity of fish harvested

by the foreign fleet since they do not affect the marginal cost of harvesting
fish.
However, the poundage fee directly affects the marginal cost of
harvesting fish, and so influences the amount of fish harvested by the foreign
fleet. Such a fee results in a reduction in the quantity of harvested fish,
which, in turn, raises the price of the foreign-harvested mackerel. The
higher price for the foreign mackerel also puts upward pressure on the price
for U.S.-harvested mackerel. In sum, the indirect effects of the poundage fee
on the U.S. industry include a greater amount of mackerel available for
harvest by U.S. fishermen; a reduction in the foreign harvest and, in turn,
the supply of mackerel in foreign markets; and a higher price for U.S.produced mackerel.

Conclusion
The U.S. mackerel industry is a relative newcomer in international
markets and, like other fledgling industries, its firms have found an array of
competitive factors positively and negatively influencing their success in

penetrating world mackerel markets. On the one hand, the U.S. industry
benefits from an abundant mackerel resource. On the other hand, relatively
high costs of production and transportation; low product quality relative to
the quality demanded in high value markets, such as Japan; and lack of
marketing experience adversely affect the U.S . industry's competitiveness
relative to its western European competitors. Additionally, tariff and
nontariff barriers, as well as depreciating foreign currencies have tended to

26 U.S. regulations regarding directed fishing could be changed in the
future to allow this activity in U .S. waters.
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place mackerel imports from the United States (and other exporters) at a
competitive disadvantage relative to competing domestic products. These
factors largely affect the competitiveness of the U.S. industry in markets
other than Jamaica, where the zero import tariff, preference for low-fat
Atlantic mackerel, and relatively low transportation costs enhance the

competitive position of the U.S. industry .
On balance, government policies in the major mackerel exporting nations
of western Europe (the EC and Norway) tend to restrict mackerel harvests and
raise prices, thereby weakening Buropean industry competitiveness compared
with the U.S. industry, at least in the short run.
In contrast, U.S. mackerel
policies, aside from the indirect effects of the groundfish industry, have
tended to boost U .S. competitiveness through financial support for vessel
construction, although such support has diminished in recent years. More

recently, the U. S. Government has restricted foreign -directed fishing in U.S.
waters, which could result in a possible expansion of U.S. exports as a result
of reduced foreign supply.
Competitive disadvantages in costs, product quality, and marketing can
be overcome, as the success of the industry's competitors in Western Europe
suggests. For example, the use of larger harvesting vessels would reduce unit
costs because of economies of scale, such as those enjoyed by the large
vessels of the Dutch and Norwegian fleets . However, for the industry to take
advantage of the economies of scale offered by increased investment in larger
fishing vessels, the demand for the product must grow such that it becomes
economically worthwhile for them to invest in such large vessels, which can
cost upwards of $15 million each . 27

27 The same types of constraints on industry growth apply to the problems
with obtaining advantageous transportation rates from international shippers,
and with offering a range of fishery products to potential foreign buyers.
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The Honorable
Don E. Newquist
Chairman
U.S. International Trade Commission·
Washington, o.c. 20436
Dear Mr. Chairman:
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The development of the o.s. At antic mackerel .,,..
resource, one of the few remaining underutilized species on
the Atlantic coast, is of concern and interest to the U.S.
Congress. Therefore, the Senate Committee on Finance
requests that the U.S. International Trade Commission
conduct an investigation under section 332(g) of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended (19 u.s.c. l332(g)), for the
purposes of assessing the competitiveness of o.s. mackerel
products in foreign markets.
In its investigation, the commission should, to
the extent possible, develop information on the following
subjects:
(1)

o.s. apd foreign ind ustry profile1.--Provide
economic profiles of the U.S. and foreign mackerel
harvesting and processing sectors, including the
extent of direct government involvement in the
industry.

(2)

o .s. and foreiqp marktta.--Oescribe the U. S.
:arkc~ 3nC iopc=t~~~ !==c:;~ ca=k:ts f~r ~=kc=c!
products, particularly markets in the Middle East,
Europe, West Afri c a , and the Caribbean. In
addition, descriptions shou ld be provided of
tariff and non-tariff barrlers encountered in
these markets.

(3)

Competitive ness as sessatpt.--An analysis should
be provided of the pr1nc1pal factors having a
significant bearing on the competitiveness of
U.S. mackerel products 1n both u.s. and foreign
markets, including trade barriers, government
policies, and other economic factors.
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The Honorable
Don E. Newquist
August 4, 1992
Page Two
The Commission should report the results of .the
investigation no later than 10 months following rece~pt of
this letter.
Thank you for your cooperat_ion in and attention to
· ·· ·
this important matter.

~e/;lt_y_,-J__

c:: J "Z-1..

·, r--~--

Lloyd entsen
Chairman

APPENDIX B

Coamission•s notice of the investigation
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington , O.C.
(Investigation No. 332-333)

MACKSREL:

COMPETITIVENESS OF THE U.S. INDUSTRY IN
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN MARKETS

AGENCY:

United States International Trade Commission.

ACTION:

Notice of investigation and request for conunents.

EFFECTIVE DATE:

September 4, 1992

Following the receipt on August 6, 1992, of a request from the
SUMMARY:
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate , the Commission instituted investigation No.
332·333 under section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1332(g)) for
the purpose of assessing the competitiveness of U.S . mackerel products in
foreign markets. The Committee requested that in its investigation, the
Commission should, to the extent possible, develop information on the
following subjects:
(l)
U. S. and foreign industry profiles.·-Provide economic profiles of
the U.S. and foreign mackerel harvesting and processing sectors,
including the extent of direct government involvement in the industry.

(2)
U.S. and foreign markets.--Describe the U.S. market and important
foreign markets for mackerel products, particularly markets in the
Middle East, Europe, West Africa, and the Caribbean. In addition,
descriptions should be provided of tariff and non-tariff barriers
encountered in these markets.

(3)
Competitiveness assessment.··An analysis should be provided of the
principal factors having a significant bearing on the competitiveness of
U.S. mackerel products in both U.S. and foreign markets, including trade
barriers, government policies, and other economic factors.

As requested by the Finance Committee, the Commission will seek to
report the results of its investigation by June 8, 1993.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: R09er Corey ((202) 205-3327), Agr iculture
Division, Office of Industries, U.S. International Trade Commission. For
information on the legal aspects of this investigation, contact Wil liam
Gearhart ((202) 205-3091) of the Office of the General Counsel. Hearingimpaired persons can obtain information on this investigation by contacting
the Commission's TDD terminal on (202) 205-1810.
PUBLIC HEARING:

A public hearing in connection with this investigation will

be held in the Commission Hearing Room, 500 E Street S.w . , Washington, DC,

204 36, beginning at 9:30 a.m . on January 26, 1993. All persons have the right
to appear by counsel or in person, to present information, and to be heard.
Persons wishing to appear at the public hearing should file a letter asking to
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testify (state the names and titles ot witnesses) with the Secretary, United
States International Trade Commission, 500 B Street s.w., Washington, DC,
20436, no later than the close of business (5:15 p.m.) on January 12, 1993.
In addition, persons testifying must file prehearing briefs (original and 14
copies) with the Secretary by the close of business on January 19, 1993. Any
posthearing briefs should be filed not later than the close of business on
February 12, 1993.
WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS: Interested persons may submit written statements
concerning the investigation. To be assured of consideration, W'r itten
statements must be received by the close of business on February 12, 1993.
Commercial or financial information that a submitter desires the Coamission to
treat as confidential must be submitted on separate sheets of paper, each

clearly marked "Confidential Business Intormation• at the top. All
submissions requesting confidential treatment must conform to the requirements
of section 201.6 of the Coamission•s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR

201.6). All written submissions, except for confidential business
information, will be made available tor inspection by interested persons. All
submissions should be addressed to the Secretary, O.S. International Trade
Commission, 500 B St. SW, Washington, D.C. 20436.
By order of the Commission.
Paul R. Bardos
Acting secretary
Issued:

September 9, 1992
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Witnesses at the public hearing
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United
States International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

MACKEREL: COMPETITIVENESS OF
THE U.S. INDUSTRY IN DOMESTIC
AND FOREIGN MARKETS

Inv. No.

332-333

Date a .n d Time

January 26, 1993

- 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in
the Main Hearing Room 101 of the United States International
Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.
ORGANIZATION AND WITNESS:
National Fisheries Institute, Inc.
Arlington, VA
Panel
Rick E. Marks, East Coast Representative,
Washington, D. C.
William C. Quinby, Managing Director,
Mayflower International LTD.,
Gloucester, MA
Jonathan D. Rubins, Lund's Fisheries, Inc.
Cape May, NJ
Brian A. Sweeney, General Manager, Seafreeze LTD.,
North Kingstown, RI

- End -
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Table D-1
Fresh or frozen mackerel:

U.S. production, imports, exports, and apparent

consumption, 1 987-92

Year

Production 1

Imports

Exports

Apparent
consumption

Exports as
a share of
production

consumption

4
7
19
107
71

20
26
21
148
44

Imports as

a share of

Value (l.000 dollars!
1987 . .. . .
1988. ' ' ' '
1989. ' ' ' '
1990" " '
1991 .....
1992 .....

17,617
18,427
19 , 535
16 . 766
19,408

4,327
6,108
4,089
3 . 883
4,443

681
1 ,328
3,795
18 . 023
13,696

21,263
23,207
19,829
2. 626
10,155

~l=
5~·~0~4=2~~~~4~·~1~7~5~~~1~4u,~9~5~0~~~4u,~2~6~7~~~~9~9~~~~~~9~8~~~~

Quantity (metric tonsl
1987. ' ' ' '
1988" ' "
1989 .... '
1990. ' ' ' '
1991 .. . . '
1992 .... '

72,320
71, 994
72,526
57,005
52,350
36,531

2,901
3,537
2,839
2,605
2,797
2,850

658
1,624
4,217
16,340
15,941
15,631

74,563
73. 907
71,148
43,270
39,206
23,750

1

4

2

5

6
29
30
43

4

6
7

12

1 "Production" is the U.S. domestic catch of Atlantic, Spa.n ish, king,
Pacific, and jack mackerels.
2 Not available.
Note. --Apparent consumption
Source:

e

Production+ Imports - Bxports.

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 0•2
Fresh or frozen whole mackerel:

United States exports by principal markets,

1989·92

MArket

1990

1989

1991

1992

Quantity (kiloarams>

South Korea

Japan
Jamaica
Fiji
Canada
Commonwealth of

Independent States 1
Australia
Venezuela

Malaysia

Costa Rica
Mexico
Singapore

Spain
Iceland
Indonesia

Philippines
Portugal
All others

55,336
1,500,435
309,5'89
872,180
623,159

1,287,512
8,638,629
1 ,332, 784
2,402,626
654,934

1,152,022
6,381,338
1,739,967
1,381,689
796, 158

7,309,856
3,003,288
1,823,420
1,1 44 ,278
967,304

0
732,364
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1 63,363
0
113, 872
0
0
0
20,860
0
0
0
0
l . 710. 817
16 .3 4 0.094

1,855,117
172, 770
18,661
289,690
12,797
31,987
40,367
816,200
0
38,100
1,146,859
19,050
1 .252 .526
15,941.289

421,800
278, 011
206,059
1 76,04 7
86,396
72' 134
55,620
22, 008
21,023
0
0
0
0
15' 631. 001

124 292
I

World total

4.217 .355

Value !dollars !
South Korea

89,340
1,594 ,266
75,500
418' 462
888,104

1,645,222
11,828,190
1,239,610
997,988
1 ,080,959

981,409
7,059,968
1,459,853
750, 716
1,270,025

4, 921,042
5,391,161
1,708,463
579,001
1,549,814

Spain . .

0
568,659
0
0
0
0
0
0

Iceland .

0

0
135 , 182
0
72,339
0
0
0
41, 337
0
0
0
0
972' 659
18,023,086

253,125
97' 776
32,089
225, 684
7, 274
1 7,257
43,979
826,837
0
16,002
575, 793
11, 715

56,943
266,979
119,430
88 , 179
60,222
60,893
60, 462
32,351
11,562
0
0
0
0
14,949,677

Japan .
Jamaica
Fiji

Canada
Commonwealth of

Independent States
Australia

Venezuela .
Malaysia

Costa Rica
Mexico

Singapore
Indonesia
Philippines
Portugal
Total others

world total

0
0
0
161. 212
3,795,543

670.451

13,696, 443

Formerli the Soviet Union .
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of

Commerce.
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Table D-3
U.S. mackerel catch:

Average annual unit values, 1987 - 92
(Per metric ton)

Year

Atlantic

Other

All spec i es

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

$169.61
219.92
291.09
364.28
328.95
306.09

$259.08
263.43
263.85
278. 43
390.22

$243.60
255.95
269.35
294. ll
370.74

(,)

(,)

Not available .

Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce.

Table D-4
Estimated cost data for otter trawlers that operated in the U.S. mackerel
fishery, during 1989-91

Vessel size range · ·

Item 1
F i xed cost s:
Gear

Electronics
Engine
Other hull costs
Insurance
Variable costs:
Fuel
Ice
Food
Total
2

5-50 GR-r2

51-150 GR-r2

>150 GRT2

$8,902
3,509
3,123
4,038
7,800

$14, 095
3,385
9,216
5,090
21,095

$33,407
8,352
26,961
6,170
34,256

6, 371
3,534
2.418
$39,695

26,624
7,584
6.144
$93,233

42,656
ll,160
8.730
$171, 692

Annual costs averaged over the 1989-91 period in constant 1987 dollars.
GRT = gross register ton, a volume measure of the vessel's hull capacity.

Source: John B. Walden, "A Brief Description of the Harvest sector for
Atlantic Mackerel in the united States." Unpublished manuscript, U.S.

Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service, Northeast Fisheries
Science Center, 1993, tables 8-10.
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Table D· S
Freezer trawler and onshore processor:

Processing cost data, 1991

!dollars per metric ton!
Freezer trawler

Cost

Onshore processor

Cost

Labor
!'uel and oil
Food
Supplies
Packaging
Payroll taxes

153 . 93
127 . 61
33 .06
15.20
35.48
15 .92
45.40
40.70
10.80
26.45
22.04
65.24
24. 77

Raw material 2
Labor

1 76.32
77.14
33.06
88 . 16
66.12
26.45
22.0t
489.29

Repairs and maintenance
Nets and twine

Unloading charges
Cold storage 1
Freight
Insurance
Debt service
Depreciation
Total

Packaging
Freezing .
Overhead3
Cold storage1
Freight
Total

24 .~~
641.18

Storage for 30 days; includes handling.
2 Purchase of fresh or chilled fish from wetfish trawlers at $0.08 per
pound.
3 Includes energy (other than freezing), insurance, depreciation , equipment
maintenance, interest , management expenses, and normal profit .
Source:

National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Department of Commerce,

Gloucester, MA.
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Table D-6
Mackerel resources:

Yield and status of utilization, by species and areas,

1991

S1:2~~i~fi Ans;!

RAY 1

~r~§;

CPY2

Status of
utiliz§!tion

LTPy3

- - - - - - - - - (Metric tons) - - - - - - - - - - -

Atlantic mackerel 4
Spanish mackerel:
Atlantic
Gulf of Mexico
King mackerel:
Atlantic
Gulf of Mexico
Jack mackerel
Pacific mackerel

62,700

400,000

200,000

2,576
1,979

2,946
3,626

3,702
5 ,535

2,969
2,622
8,766
32,907

4,533
2. 040
52,600
28,000

3,632
9,750
100,000
28,000

Under
Over
Over

Under
Over
Under
Full

Recent average yield.

2 Current potential yield.
3 Long-term potential yield.
4

Includes foreign landings and more recreational landings.

Source:

NMFS, Qµr Living Oceans, 1992 .

Table D- 7
Mackerel (Scomber

film.):

World catch by major countries, 1986 -90
( 1. 000

Country

1986

Japan
U.S.S.R
China

South Korea
United Kingdom (Scotland)
Ecuador
Norway
All others
Total
Source:

metric tons)

945
377
132
104
145
108
157
2~~

2, 627

1987

1988

1989

1990

701
245
166
102
195
117
157
522
2,278

649
356
241
163
189
147
162
609
2,516

527
334
232
169
155
146
143
602
2,308

273
240
197
159
173
74
151
794
2,061

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1989, 1990.
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Table D·8
Frosh or frozen mt'lckerel:

Exports from selected EC nations, by destinations , 1987·91 and Jan. ·Sept . 1992
1 000 metric tons

COUltr~

United Kingdom:
To EC markets:
Netherlands
Ireland
France
Spain
Germany
Subtotal
Other:
Russia
Bulgaria
Poland
Nigeria
Japan
Subtotal
Total United Kingdom
Netherlands:
To EC markets:
Italy
Germany
France
Subtotal
Other:
Nigeria
Cote d'Ivoire
Japan
Egypt

Ghana
Togo
Iran
SIJ:>total
Total Netherlands
Ireland:
To EC markets:
France
Netherlands
Germany
Subtotal
Other:
Nigeria
Japan
Egypt
Russia

Ghana
Subtotal
Total Ire land
Grand total

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

19921

23 .0
0.0
19 . 1
0.6
26.3
69.0

10.3
6.8
15 .3
0.0
14.9
47.3

14.1
3.8
14 .0
1.9
25.1
58.9

16.6
0.0
15 .8
2.7
3.5
38.6

8.7
0.6
17.5
3.2
0.8
30 .8

22.5
10.2
8.7
1.4
0.4
43.2

38.4
13.5
3. 1
6 .2
0.3
61.2
268.2

48.2
10.9

43.2
6.7

1.8
0.2
61. 1
231.4

62. 4
14 . 3
3.5
3.8
0.5
84.5
276.9

1. 1
1.3
52.3
212.9

47. 2
10.4
0.3
6.1
5.7
69.7
242.3

7.8
0.0
0.7
2.0
0.8
11.3
92.5

2.5
7.0
2. 1
11.6

3.8
5.3
1.6
10. 7

5. 1
8.2

4.7
6.0

16.9

12 . 2

36.0
12.9
6.4
0.0
0.0
2.5
9 .9
67.7
89.2

29.4
15.9
1.4
3.3
1. 7
7.5
10.7
69.9
102 .3

21.5
15 .9
3.9
9.9
5.3
9.9
14.4
80. 8
112.9

10.0
7.3
2.8
15 .0
5.6
10 .4
10.6
61. 7
88.3

95 . 7

4.1
11.8
7.5
23 .4

6.8
7.6
2.2
16.6

5.9
1.3
1.4
8 .6

5.7
1.4
3.0
10. 1

7.3
5. 1
4.2
16.6

c2>
(2)
,2l
«>

19.8
2.7
0.0
6 .5
0.0
29.0
83.5

22.5
3.7
6.0
13.8
1.4
47.4
89. 7

9.6
2.6
3.6
0.0
5.8
21.6
49. 8

10.2
2.6
2.3
0.0
5.0
20.1
56.5

12.8
5.9
5.3
4.0
1. 7
29. 7
63 . ~

c2>
c2>
(2)
(2)
c2>
,22
~22

440 .9

423 .4

439 .6

357. 7

401.5

c2>

Jan.·Scpt. only.

2 Hot avai table.

Source : United Nations Food and Agriculture organization.

0·7

o.o

~-~

o.o

1,~

4.6
3.7
0. 7
9.0

c2>
c2>
,22

27.0
9.3
7.4
7. 1
4. 1
3. 2
0.0

c2>
c2>
c2>
c2>
c2>
c2>
,2l
~22

~8 . 1

cz >

cZ>

Table D-9
Atlantic mackerel:

EC fishing quotas, by member states and zones, 1993
M

Country

United Kingdom
Ireland
Netherlands
Spain
Germany

France
Denmark
Portugal
Belgium
Total

IIA,
IV, and
IIIabcd

II, Vb, VI,
VIIIabde, VII,
XII, and XIV

VIIIC,
IX,
and X

Total

1,930
0
2,070
0
680
2,070
17,290
0
660
24, 700

255,980
93,090
40, 720
20
27,930
18,620
0
0
0
436,360

0
0
0
30, 140
0
200
0
6,230
0
36,570

257,910
93,090
42,790
30,160
28,610
20,890
17,290
6,230
660
497, 630

1 International Council for the Exploration of the Seas.

A map of ICES
zones in the Northeast At lantic Ocean is presented in figure 3-2.
Source:

Cormnission for the European Communities .
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Table 0· 10
Hackerl!l: Norwegian harvl!St, disposition, and exports, by prod\Jct foNRS, 1987·91
Item

Harves t: 1
Quantity (metric tons)
Value (1,000 Norwegian kroner)
Value (1,000 U.S. dollars)2 . .
Disposition:
Fresh:
ouontity <metric tons)
Value (1,000 Norwegian kroner)
Value (1,000 U.S. dollars)2 • .
Froien:
Quantity (metric tons)
Value (1,000 Norwegian kroner)
Value (1,000 U.S. dollars)2 .
Salted:
Quantity (metric tons)
Value (1 ,000 HorMegian kroner
Value <1.000 u.s. dollars>2 .
Canned:
Quantity (lftetric tons>
.
Value (1,000 Norwegian kroner
ValU<> (1,000 U.S. dollars)2 .
Heal/oil:
Quantity (mt'tric tons)
.
Value (1,000 Norwegian kro2cr>
Value (1,000 U.S. dollars) .
An imal feed:
Quantity (metric tons)
.
Value (1,000 Norwegian kroner)
Value (1,000 u.s. dollars) 2
Miscellaneous: 3
Quantity (metric tons)
Value (1,000 Norwegi~n kr°2cr)
Value (1,000 U.S. dollars) . .
Exports:
Fresh or chill ed:
Quantity (metr ic tons)
Value (1,000 Norwegi an k r·~r)
value (1 ,000 U.S. doll ars) . .
Frozen :
ouantity (metric tons>
Value (1,000 Norwegian kr~r)
Volue <1,000 U.S. dollars) • •
Prepared or preserved:
Ouantity (metric tons)
Value (1,000 Norwegian kro2er)
Value (1,000 U.S. dollars) . .

1987

1988

1989

1990

157, 174
245 ,731
36,469

162, 139
320,344
49, 155

143,310
277,025
40, 119

149,846
409,219
65,370

179,897
514,412
79,348

31,016
57,485
8,531

5,918
18, 197
2, 792

5, 158
18, 038
2,612

6,726
26,970
4,3D8

107,742
290,206
44, 764

58,065
126,843
18,825

87,946
218,816
33, 576

84,700
202,375
29,308

124,515
352,D89
56,244

217,418
33,537

3
9

0
0
0

4
23
3

c'>

1
1
(5)

3
12

3
8

28
89
14

57,579
41. 001
6,085

61,231
64,609
9,914

46, 944
41, 175
5,963

8,854
1,005

7,217
5,359
827

700
2,047
304

741
1,826

280

141
272
39

52
85
14

38
26
64

9,812
18,346
2, 723

6,299
16,885
2,591

6,360
15,133
2, 192

9,671

23,693
3,785

370
986
152

9,931
15,005
2,227

5, 156
11,434
1,755

7,651
16, 968
2,457

3,568
14. 195
2,268

3,542
12,516
1, 931

59,930
235, 721
34, 984

74,621
319,929
49,091

87, 903
366, 153
53,027

155,367
664,331
106, 123

242,512
1, 170,256
180,511

3, 152
38, 764
5,753

2,943
36, 111
5,541

2,835
33,287
4,821

3,261
39,512
6,312

4,493
52, 196
8,051

z

1991

64,390

0
0
0

(~)

140
418
64

6,292

Harvest data include landings abroad.
2 Converted frOl'll Norwegion kroner using the average annual exchange rate published in International
Fi~ncial Statistics, International Monetary Fund.
Includes bait.
4 Less than O.S metric ton.
5 Less than Sl,000 .
sources : All i t ems except exports: The Di rectorate of Fisheries. Bergen, NorMay. Data for exports are derived
frOl'I Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway.
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Table D-11
Mackerel: Norwegian exports of frozen mackerel, by markets, 1991-92
2
Unit
Market

Japan
Nigeria
Turkey
Poland
Egypt
Germany
USA
Netherlands
Ghana
S i ngapore
Other
Total
Source :

Unit

Qyant i ty
(Metric
tons)

Value
(1, 000
dollars)

value

Quanti.~Y

V~l!.!~

VAl~!:

(Per ton)

(Metric
tons)

(1, 000
dollars)

Per ton)

139,922
21, 44 3
13,957
9,746
6,739
8,296
397
3,936
5,525
1 ,065
3 1 696
242 . 722

128,931
8 , 721
7,438
4,262
2,824
4,207
386
2 , 6 47
2,177
1 , 101
17 862
180,556

$921
407
533
437
419
507
972
673
394
1,034
564
.74

137,835
3 4,099
26,218
11,473
9,859
6, 162
3,769
4,5 16
4,822
2,715
19 894
261,362

85,791
13,122
11 , 652
4,444
3,769
2,528
2,502
2,311
1,997
l, 721
10 446
140,274

$622
385

1990

1991

444

38 7
382
410
664
512
414
634
525
537

The Norwegian Pe l agic Fish Marketing Council.

Table D-12
Mackerel:
Production and export prices in Norway, 1987-91
<Per metric tonl

1987

I tem

Production:
Fresh

Frozen
Sal ted
Canned
Meal and oil
Animal feed
Miscellaneous
Exports:
Fresh

Frozen
Prepared or preserved

Source:

1 988

$275
324
445
1 48
106
434
278

$472
382

224
584
l ,825

Table 0 - 10 and D-11.
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1989

$641
452
40
508
114
261
391

$416
521

614
162
378
411

$506
346
833
386
12 7
279
345

340
658
1,883

321
603
1 ,700

635
683
l,936

545
744
1,792

461
115
106
411

Table D-13
Mackerel: Production in the former Soviet Union, Poland, and Bulgaria, by
species, 1986·90
(1,

000 metric tons)

Nat ion and species

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Former Soviet Union:
Chub mackerel (~ . jaQonicus)
Atlantic mackerel (~ . SComb!;:I!§)

363.9
13 . 6

229.9
15 . 3

325 .3
30 .2

314 .6
19.7

208 . l
32 . 2

17 . 7
395 . 2

17 . 8
263 . 0

12.5
368 . 0

2 .9
337 . l

240 . 3

0.3
6.5
6.9

0.5
5.7
6.2

0.0
9.8
9.8

0 .0
7.7
7.7

0.0
0.5
0.5

(2)

(2)

0.4
0.5

0.6
0.6

0.0
0.3
0.3

0.0
0.8
0.8

0.2
2.4
2.6

Indian mackerels

(~§trelliger

film.)

Total
Poland:
Chub mackerel (~. j~I;?Qtlis;J.!fi)
Atlantic mackerel (~. §~omb[!.!§}
Total
Bulgaria:
Chub mackerel (~. jaQon icus)
Atlantic mackerel (~. scombrus)
Total
Not available.
2 Less than 50 metric tons.

Note.--Totals may not add because of rounding.
Source:

UN Food and Agricul ture Organizati on .
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( 1)

Table D-14
Mackerel: Foreign catch of selected species in the U.S. e xclusive economic
zone, by countries, 1987-91 1

!Metric tons. round weight)
Species/countrv

Atlantic mackerel:
Italy
Netherlands
GDR

Poland
USSR
Total
Jack mackerel:
China
Poland
South Korea
Total

1987

1988

15.1
10,789.7
18,488.9
0
0
29,293.7

0
12,347.3
20,909.9
9,261.5
0
42,878.7

0.1
308.7
320.6

1989

1990

1991

17,909.8
7,49.1
l l 414 .1
36,823.0

0
0
8,670.6
0
0
8,670.6

0
5,348.9
0
0
0
5' 348. 9

0
48.5

0
0

0
0

0
0

48.5

0

0

0

0
(2)

The catch was zero for 1992.
2 Included with USSR catch.
Source:

U.S. Department of Comnerce, National Marine Fisheries Service,

Fisheries of the United States. 1992 (annual), and earlier issues.
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Table D-15
Mackerel: Imports by major countries, by types, 1990
M
Countrv

ric tons

Frozen

Fresh

Japan
Netherlands

60
5,240
( 1)

Nigeria

Germany

l, 727
ll, 722

France
Papua New Guinea
COte d ' Ivoire
Italy
All other
Total, world
Less than

1 metric

( 1)
( 1)

2 ,67 0
74. 721
96' 140

72 ' 869
52 ,491
36 ,749
13 , 215
20 , 295
( 1)

25,660
6,465
98.042
325,786

Prepared
( 1)
( 1)
(1)

4,370
l, 538
26 , 387
(1)

7,263
37.957
77,515

Total
72' 929
57 ,731
36,749
19,312
33 , 555
26,387
25,660
16,398
210' 720
499 ,4 4 1

ton

Note.··Data for COte d'Ivoire were reported as fresh; however it is believed
that the data should be reported as frozen as presented in this table.
Source:

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nation, 1990.
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Table D-16
Mackerel: Japanese landings, 1978-91
Northwest Pacific
Percent

xear

Total

Quantity

of total

------Metric tons- - - - - 1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1,625,866
1,491,033

1,301,121
908,904
717,840
804,849
813,514
772' 699
944,809
701, 4 06
648,559
527,486
273,006
251,000

1,625,753
1,491,006
1,300,994
908,478
717,512
804,478
813,261
771,419

944,340
700,686
646, 196
524,809

100.00
100.00
99.9
99 .96
99.96
99.96
99.97
99.84
99.95
99.90
99.64
99.50

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

Not available.
Source: Japan Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, and Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nation.
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Table D-17

Japanese imports of fresh, frozen, and prepared mackerel, 1985 ·9 1

xear

Quantity

Value

Metric tons

l,000 dollars

l,155
11, 266
24,209
39,355
60,841
70,989
195,207

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
Source:

848
7,963
23,065
43,945
70,538
88,094
242,339

Japan Marine Products Importers Association, 1986· 92 .

Table D·l8
Mackerel: Japanese supply and apparent consumption, 1986·91
(1.000 metric tons!

Item

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Inventory, Jan. l
Catch
Imports
Supply1
Inventory, Dec. 31
Consumption2

82
945
11
1,038
126
912

126
701
24
851
96
755

96
649
39
784
106
678

106
527
61
694
87
607

87
273
71
431

50
251
195
496
120
376

so
381

Supply = inventory on Jan. 1, plus the domestic catch plus imports.
2 Consumption = supply less the Dec. 31 inventory.
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce and Japan Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries.
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Table D-19
Japanese annual per household consumption of mackerel, 1986-91
Unit
Exnenditure

Years

Quantity

Per

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
Source:

household

Kilograms

$6.11
6.37
6.41
7.01
5. 17
3.95

1. 812

price
Per
kilogram
$3.37
3.91
4.38
4 .11
4.20
4.96

1.631
1.465
1.707
1. 232
.797

Japan Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries .

Table 0-20
Mackerel: Japanese imports, by product forms, 1990-91
Value

Quantity

Product form

Frozen
Prepared

1990

1991

70,753
235

87,053
1, 035
6
88,094

194,054

.

1

Total

70,989

195,207

Source:

1991

--1,000 dollars- -

1,142
11

Fresh .

1990

- - -Metric cons- - -

Japan Marine Products Importers Association, 1991-92.
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236,633
5,672
34
242' 339

Table D- 21
Japanese imports of frozen mackerel, by major sources, 1988-92

Source

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Quantity (metric tons>

Norway
Denmark
Un i ted Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Canada
United States
Germany
New Zealand
All other
Total

32 ' 715
643
1,182
1,181
613
945
0
0
2
2 047
39 328

53 ' 011
1,496
640
1,544
651
610
23
0
0
2 704
60 679

Norway
Denmark
united Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Canada
united States
Germany
New Zealand
All other
Total

36,262
811
1,482
1,106
709
919
0
0
3
2,877
44, 169

59,191
1,653
608
1,402
570
560
20
0
0
4,144
68' 149

Valu~

60,768
6,209
1,161
1,010
27
434
0
214
178
753
70 753

144 ' 224
9 ,814
8,562
6,707
9,814
2,691
7 ,314
2, 313
761
1 851
194 054

117' 863
7,286
4,957
2,244
1,372
1,191
1,537
568
251
0
137 270

{1,000 dollars!
69,528
171,498
8,137
13,867
1,189
9,848
981
9,135
24
11, 949
403
3,453
7,324
0
257
2,800
89
531
906
3,12§
81,512
233' 530

114,255
9,739
5 ,676
2,570
1,783
1,536
1,004
639
243
0
137,447

Unit value (dollars/metric tonl
Norway
Denmark
united Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Canada
United States
Germany
New Zealand
All other
Total

1,108

1,117

1,144

1,189

1,262
1,255
936
1, 156
973

1,105
949
908
876
918
885

1,310
1,024
971
897
928

1,413

(2)
(2)
1,385
1,406
1,123

(2)
(2)
1,533
1,123

(2)
1,204
496
1,203
1,152

1,150
1,362
1,217
1,283
1,001

1,210
697
1,689
1,203

969
1 , 337
1 , 145
1, 145
1,300
1,290
654
1,125
971

!2l
1,001

Less than 100 metric tons.

2 Not available.
Source:

Japan Exports and Imports, Japan Tariff Association, various years.
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Table D-22
Annual landings and average exvessel prices of fresh mackerel at 51 major
landing ports in Japan, 1979-91
Landing§
Year

Metric tons

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1,220,770
1,078,585
657' 113
552,739
641, 979
733,164
609,102
816,083
507,521
519' 271
453,647
220,194
214' 576

Source:

Ex .. vessel prices
Per
Yen/kg
metric ton

45
55
101
118
88
77

89
60
81
67
70
118
160

$ 205
243
458
474
371
324
373
356
560
523
507
815
1,188

U.S. Department of Commerce, 1980-1991; Japan Ministry of
Forestry, and Fisheries, 1979-1991. Suisan Tsushin Sha,
Feb. 3, June 3, 1992.

Ag~iculture,
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Table D-23
Arrivals and average wholesale prices of mackerel at 6 major central wholesale
markets in Japan, 1983 -91
Fr~§h

F~Qz~n

Year

tons

Yen / Kg

Per metric
ton

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

35,459
37 , 950
39 ,1 85
38,303
38,405
34,655
38,923
30,631
25,037

343
336
337
339
332
329
300
394
565

$1,444
1,415
1,413
2,012
2,295
2,567
2,175
2, 721
4, 194

Metric

Metric
tons

Yen/Kg

Per metric
ton

20,300
19,853
16,451
16,606
15,814
15,259
12,889
15 , 264
17 ,907

342
340
325
340
379
365
322
318
384

$1,440
1,431
1,362
2,018
2,620
2,848
2,334
2, 196
2,851

Source: Suisan Tshushin Sha, Feb. 13 , 1991; June 3 , 1992, Japan Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries.

Table o-24
Fish and fishery products:

Provisional food balance sheets for selected west

African markets, Egypt, and Jamaica, average 1987-89

Per capita
Nonfood
Market

Food

IID.Qorts B292orts SUQJ2l:t
uses
------------Metric tons, live weight-----------

ti on

260,499
373,173
97,969
1,343,601
250,000
10,321

7.6
26.4
16.0
10.0
7.4
18.7

Catch

Nigeria

Ghana
Cote d'Ivoire
West Africa1
Egypt
Jamaica

cons ump-

0
0
16,300
17,974
20
0

517 ,1 39
21 ,616
198,151
859,815
122,361
34,961

4,448
27,985
102,164
376,955
2,129
588

773 ,190
372 . 820
177,656
l,817,258
370,212
44,813

Kilograms

Includes Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, C8te d'Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, St. Helena,

Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo.
Source:

Food and Agriculture Organization of the u·n ited Nations, Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nation. yearbook. Fishery Statistics.
Commodities, 1990.
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Table 0·25
Fish products: Imports, by selected African markets, 1986 - 90

Market

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

value (1.000 dollars>
Nigeria . . .
COte d'Ivoire
Ghana . . . .
Subtotal
Total, Africa

89,984
78' 673
l7,S2Q
la~.241

ns' 531

165,856
106,750
lS,47Q
l22,22Q
8Q0,254

116,505
139,236
27,42Q
2aa.2J1
818.53Q

145' 408
127,884
24,27Q

155,850
136,700
JQ,JlO

22a.2~2

J22,a~Q

860,626

886' 454

Share of total !12ercentl
Nigeria . . .
COte d'Ivoire
Ghana . . . .
Subtotal
Total, Africa

Source:

12.6
ll.0
2.5
26.0
100.0

20 . 7
13 . 3
l.9
36,Q
100.0

14.2
17.0
3,4
34.6
100.0

16.9
14 .9
2,9
34 '7
100.0

17.6
15 . 4
3 4
36 ,4
100.0

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nation. Yearbook. Fishery Statistics.
Commodities, 1990.

Table D-26
Frozen mackerel:

Market

Imports, by selected West Afric.a n markets, 1986-90

1987

1986

1288

1282

1220

Quantity <metric tonsl
COte d' Ivoi re
Nigeria .
Total . .

24 ,636
8J,700
108 . 336

23,402
75,907
22,3Q2

27,642
64 , 274
21,216

21,335
44,577
65,212

25 , 660
36,749
62,402

Value (l,000 dollars!
COte d'Ivoire
Nigeria .

Total .

11, 043
22,22Q
40,333

12,575
l 1, 2aQ
44,555

15' 331
27,:i:!Q
42,881

11, 003
17,270
28,573

13,627
14,450
28,077

Note. --Data for COte d'Ivoire are labelled as fresh or chilled in the FAO
Yearbook; these are believed to be frozen mackerel.
Source: United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, Food apd
Agriculture Organization of the United Nation. Yearbook. Fishery Statistics.

C9!1U!!odities , 1990.
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Table 0-27
Mackerel: EC exports to selected West African markets, 1987 - 91

Market

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Quantity (metric tons)

Nigeria . . .
Cote d'Ivoire
Ghana . . .
Total

63,584
16,584
448
80 . 616

63,614
20,647
~.07:i

87,336

36' 454
21,727
11,§U
69,825

21,224
9,003

45,883

u ' :ii2

7,§2:i
67,920

41, 776

14, 342

Value (1, 000 dollars!

Nigeria . . .
Cote d'Ivoire
Ghana . . .
Total

27,028
6,935
1,04:i
3:1.008

23,967
10,656
l,l78
36,001

14,175
9,546
5,175
28,896

9,535
4,566
5,452
12,:i:i7

22,204
3,162
l,l44
28' 710

unit value <per metric tonl

Nigeria . . .
Cote d'Ivoire
Ghana . . . .
Average
Source:

$425
418
2 332
434

NIMEIXE.

0 · 21

$377
516
448
412

$389
439
444
414

$449
507
472
468

$484
220
435
423

Table D-2 8
Mackerel: BC exports to selected west African markets, 1
1987 - 91

Product: form

1 987

1988

by product form,

1989

Quantity <metric

Fresh or chilled

Frozen
Canned
Total

6, 722
73,446
448
80.616

0
87,336
0
87.336

3,563
66,262
0
69.82 5

1990

1991

tons)

0
4 1, 776
0
41 . 776

1,064
66,852
4
67.920

Value 11 . 000 dollars!

Fresh or chi lled

Frozen
Canned
Total

2,297
31,666
1 045
35.008

0
36,001
0
36.001

JJ:nit valye
F~esh

Frozen

or chilled

$342
431

Canned

~.~~~

Average

z

434

Nigeria, COte d'Ivoire, and Ghana .
Not available .

S.Ource:

NIMEXB.
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(2)

665
28,923
0
28.896

0
19,557
0
19.557

{g~r m§tri~

216
28,482
12
28' 710

t2nl
(2)

4 12

$187
468

446

4 12

414

468

$203
426
~.lQl

423

Table D-29

Key economic indic.a tors for selected west African countries and indicators,
1987 - 90

(Millions of dollars. unless otherwise noted)
Country and i ndicator

1987

1988

1989

1990

Nigeria :
Domestic economy:
GNP 1
GNP per capita (dollars)
CPI (1987 -100)
Trade and balance of payments:
Exports (merch, fob)
Imports (merch, cif)
Terms of trade (1987 • 100)
Current account balance before
official transfers (percent
share of GDP)
External debt :
Long term
Short term
Social:
Population (thousands)
Life expectancy (years)
Urban population (percent
share of total)
Food production (per
capita, 1987=100)

38,138
360
100.0

32,726
300
154.5

30,308
270
232.5

33,482
290
249.6

7,365
3,908
100.0

6,875
4, 727
7 4. 5

7,871
4' 190
85.8

13' 671
5,688
100.2

-0.2

- 0.7

3.0

6.3

29,2 49
1,644

29,858
l,682

32,067
701

3 4, 100
1,968

105,938
50.5

109,087
50.8

112' 253
51.2

115,456
51.5

33.l

33.8

34.5

35.2

100.0

103.0

105.7

103.4

8,227
780
100.0

9,333
850
107.0

9,261
810

8,926
750

NA

NA

3,092
2, 242
100.0

2, 775

2,081
105.7

2,800
2,000
91.2

2 , 600
2,100
79.7

-10.7

-11. 5

-13 .2

-12.2

12' 177

12,155
1,839

12,790
2,823

14,853
3,103

COte d'Ivoire :
Domestic economy:
GNP
GNP per capita (dollars)
CPI (1987=100)
Trade and balance of payments:
Exports (merch, fob)
Imports (merch, cif)
Terms of trade (1987=100)
Current account balance
before official transfers
(percent share of GDP)
External debt: ($mil)
Long term
Short term

1, 377

See footnote at end of table.
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Table D-29--Continued

Key economic indicators for selected West African countries and indicators,
1987 - 90
!Millions of dollars. unless otherwise noted!
Country and indicator

Social:
Population (thousands)
Life expectancy (years)
Urban population (percent
share of total) . .
Food production (per
capita, 1987=100)
Ghana:
Domestic economy:
GNP . . . . . . . . . . .
GNP per capita (dollars)
CPI (1987=100)
Trade and balance of payments :
Exports (merch. , fob)
Imports (merch. , cif) . . . .
Terms of trade (1987=100) . .

1987

1988

1989

1990

10,548
55.9

10,980
55.7

11, 433
55.5

11, 902
55 . 3

39.0

39.5

39.9

40.4

1 00.0

107.9

99.4

95.4

5,275
390
100.0

5,591

400
131.4

5,482
380
164 .5

5,799
390
225.8

826.8
951.5
NA

881 . 0
993.4

807.2
1,002.2

890 . 6
1,198 . 9

NA

NA

NA

-4. 3

-5.0

-6.1

-7.1

3,152
119

2,987
72

3,105
47

3,448
50

13,526
54 . 0

13' 977
5 4.2

14,425
5 4.4

14' 870
5 4. 6

32.3

32.5

32.8

33.0

100.0

105 . 2

101.8

87 .4

Current account balance before
official transfers (percent
share of GDP)
External debt:
Long term .
Short term
Social:
Population (thousands)
Life expectancy (years)
Urban population (percent
share of total) . .
Food production (per
capita, 1987=100)

GNP is calculated using the World Bank's "Atlas Methodology•.

This

methodology adjusts current GNP estimates for relative price movements between
the U.S. and foreign currency and then converts this estimate into U.S.
dollars using a 3-year average of e xchange rates.
Source:

World Bank, World Tables 1992, Balt imore , 1992 .
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Table D-30
Mackerel: Catch by selected west African countries, 1986 - 90

Metric
Countrv

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Morocco

101,841
4

28,589
9
7,455
69
0
0
0
279
11
746
240
4 34
0
720

37,981
33
2 , 023
122
0
0
0
150
373
7,604
237
428
0
720

35,574
30
1,922
80
0
0
0
162
1,084
13,565
111
519
0
720

27 ' 728
30
2 ,498
175
0
0
0
156
1,330
7,654
126
519
0
720

Mauritania
Senegal

4,454

Gambia
Guinea-Bissau
Guinea

Sierra Leone
Liberia
C6te d • Ivoire
Ghana
Togo

Benin
Nigeria
Zaire

127
0
0
0
339
397
20,136
171
369
0
720

Source : Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nation. yearbook. Fishery Statistics.
Catches and landings, 1990.

Table D- 31
Nigerian fresh or frozen fish imports, by country of origin, 1987-9 0
11 . 000 metric t.ons)
Count,ry

1987

1988

1989

1990

Netherlands

76.6
14.0
15.8
7.0
18.3
3.9
3.3
26.7
165.6

43 .0
12.5
19.9
12.6
22.6
21.l
7 .2
21 .7
160 . 7

30.8
8 .3
12.8
8.0
6.8
9.6
1.8
40.7
118 .8

97 . 0
13 . 7
12.4
6.3
3.4
2.2
0.3
42.2
184 .5

Norway

United Ki ngdom
Bulgaria

Ireland
Angola
Former Soviet union

All others
Total

Source :

Federal Off ice of Statistics, Lagos
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Table 0·32
Mackerel : BC and Norwegian exports, 1 by product forms to Nigeria, 1987·92
Product form
and source

1987

1989

1988

1990

1992

1991

Ouantity <metric; tons)

Fresh or chilled:
United Kingdom
Ireland
Total, fresh or
chilled

5,770

0
0

3,563
0

0
0

l ,064

952
6,722

0

3,563

0

l,064

0

Frozen:
BC:

Netherlands
Ireland

United Kingdom
Germany

France

35,999
19,828
4 00
0
635

Total, BC

Norway
Total, frozen

39,351
22,479
l,784
0
0
63,614
10.660
74 ' 274

21, 4 70
9,64 9
200
l ,572
0
32,891
11. 686
44. 577

9,955
10,170
l,099
0

26,990
12,802
5,001
23

0

21,224
15.525
36. 749

0
44' 816

2l.U3
66,259

0
0

0

0

2

0
0
4 8' 140

0
0
36' 749

l

34,099

Canned:

United Kingdom

0
0

Italy
Total, canned
Total, all forms

0

74 .274

3
67.326

Value (1.000 dollars}

Fresh or chilled:
United Kingdom
Ireland

l, 098
l.199

0
0

665
0

0
0

216
0

2,297

0

665

0

216

15, 681
8,601
169
0

13' 737
9,425
805
0
0
23,967

8,994
3,891
82
542
0
13,510
4 .069
17,579

4,547
4,538

13,513
6,550
l,908

0
0
9,535
6,505
16,04 0

0
0

0
0

5

0

0

17.244

16.040

10
30.925

Total, fresh or
chilled

Frozen:
EC :
Netherlands

Ireland
United Kingdom
Germany

France

279

Total, BC
Norway
Total,

24 ,731
121

3 651

27,618

frozen

449

7
0

21,978
8' 721
30,699

Canned:

United Kingdom
Italy
Total, canned
Tota l, all forms

0
0

0
0
0
27.618

See footnote at end of table.
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5

(2)
12,222

Table D-32 - -Continued
Mackerel: EC and Norwegian exports , 1 by product forms to Nigeria, 1987-92
Product form
and source

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Unit value (dollars per metric

1992

ton>

Fresh or chilled:
united Kingdom

Ireland

,z,

$190

$187

1. 260

Average, fresh or

chilled

342

187

203

Frozen :

EC:
Netherlands
I reland
United Kingdom
Germany
France
Average, EC

Norway
Average, frozen

436
434
421

349
4 19
451

(2)

(2)

440

,z,

419
403
408
345

,z,

377

411

342

348

372

39 4

Canned:
United Kingdom
Italy
Average, canned

457
409
(2)

501
512
382
324

(2)

(2)

449
419
436

490
407
470

44 6

(2)
(2)

4.962
3,308

(2)

As reported by export data from sources .
2 Not available.
Source: EC data from NIMBXE, Norwegian data from U.S. Embassy, Oslo,
facsimile message, Mar. 10, 1993.
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$358

2 ,481

622

Average, all forms

(2)

Table D-33
Mackerel: Cote d'Ivoire production, imports, exports, and consumption,
1988 - 91
Metric tons

Item

1988

1989

1990

Production1
Imports . .
Exports . .
Apparent consumption

373
27,669
32
28,010

1,084
28,224
28
29,280

1,330
22,477
47
23,760

1991
(2)

20,765
226
3 21, 500

Catch.
2 Not available.
3 Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission .
Source :

Data for production are derived by Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nation; data for imports and exports from U.S. Embassy, Abidjan.

Table D- 34
Frozen fish:

Cote d'Ivoire imports, by country of origin, 1988-91
(l.000 metric tons!

Countrv

1988

1989

Mauritania
Netherlands
USSR/ Russia

54.2
19. 6
28.5
6.1
0.0
7.5
0.0
3.8
0.0
4.4
16 . 4
140 . 4

57.8
26 . 7
20 . 2
5 .2
0.0
14 .8
4.3
1.9
2.7
3.8
16.0
153.3

Guinea
Guinea Bissau

Senegal
United Kingdom
Ireland
Norway
Sierra Leone
All others
Total
Source:

Direction des Peches, Abidjan.
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1990
62.6
15.2
22.0
6.8
1.0
8.1
4. 2

0.0
2.1
5.6
11 1
138.6

1991
40.8
17.8
15.1
1 2 .6
7.2
7.1
3.1
1.6
1.4
.6

7.3
114 .6

Table 0·35
Frozen Fish:

C6te d'Ivoire imports, by major species, 1988·91
(l.000 metric tons)

Species

1988

Horse mackerel
Mackerel
Sardinella
Croaker
Catfish
Seabream
Threadfin
Carp
CUtlassfish
All others

1990

50.4
15.7
18.9
1.8
.7
1.7
1.2
l.6

65.2
21.3
24.7
2.2
1.5
2.0
1.7
l .l

67.2
25.7
22.4
2.1
.9
.7
1.6
.8

.l

.1
33 . 4
153.3

17.2
138 .6

48.3
140 .4

Total

1989

.l

Note. ··Figures may not add to the total shown because of rounding.
Source:

Direction des Peches, Abidjan.
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1991
49.6
22.6
21.4
1.0
.8
.6
1.0
.4
.l

17 .2
114 .6

Table 0·36

Mackerel:

COte d'Ivoire imports, by product forms and selected sources,

1988-92
Product form
and source

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Quantity Cmetric tons>

Fresh, chilled, or frozen:
BC:
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Germany

2,448
16,14 1
4, 7 48
3,510

0
16,514
6,124

2,626
12,238
300
2,239

26,847
0
538
0
0
137
119
0

25, 112
2,651
13
0
0
0
430
0

17,403
2,870
l,230
0
673
0
0
0

2,767
12,160
1,584
0
1
16,512
0
l,470
280
0
57
0
1,324

27,641

28,207

22,176

19,643

18,088

0
11
7
18
0
0
0
6
4
28
27.669

0
0

0
0

4 05
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
12

0
56
240
0
0
5
301
22.477

408
552
0
2
0
0
962
20.605

2,474

France
Total, BC
Norway
U.S.S.R./Russia

Romania
Bulgaria

Mauritania
Sierra Leone

Guinea
All other
Total, fresh, chilled,
or frozen
Canned:
BC:
Netherlands
Ireland
France
Total, BC

Norway
Sweden
Derunark

Morocco
All others
Total, canned
Total, all forms

Table continues next page.

0-30

3

17
28.22 4

5,866
11, 085

0
0
48
16,999
0
72

0
0
705
0
312
0

l

1
0
0
0
0
0
l
18.089

Table o-36 -- Continued
Mackerel: COte d'Ivoire imports , by product forms and selected sources ,
1988-92
Product form
and source

1988

1989

1990

1992

1991

Value (1 . 000 dollars!
Fresh, chi l led, or frozen:

EC:
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Germany
France
Total, EC
Norway
U.S . S.R./Russia

Romania
Bulgaria
Mauritania

sierra Leone
Guinea
All other
Total, fresh, chilled,

or frozen

1,229
9,085
2 , 515
2,068

0
8,61 7
1,182
3,307

1, 4 07
7,056
136
1,194

1,659
7,49 4
830
0

0

0

0

4

14' 897
0
272

13,106
1,292
6
0
0
0
19 4
0

9,793

9,987

15,293

0
20
30

0

0
67
57
0
0

3,865
6,676
0
0
30
10,571

1, 723

0

0

606
0
433
0
0
0

705
174
0
25
0
603

34
0
336
0
132

1 4, 602

12 ,554

11, 4 92

li,081

0

0
0

l, 0 4 6

0

0

0

0
0

14

4
4

0

Canned:

EC:
Netherlands
Ireland
France
Total, EC
Norway
Sweden
Denmark

Morocco
All others
Total, canned
Total, all forms

Tahl~

0
0
0
0

so
0

0
0
10

0
0
28
19
47
14. 649

7

67
15.360

continues nex t page.
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147
661
0
0
22

830

13 . 384

1,060
227
0
4
0
0

1.291
12 . 783

0
0
0
0

4
11 . 085

Table D-36--Continued
Mackerel: COte d'Ivoire imports, by product forms and selected sources,
1988-92
Product form
and source

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Unit value (per metric ton)

Fresh, chilled, or frozen:
EC:
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Germany

France

555

Romania

( 1)

Bulgaria

( 1)

Mauritania
Sierra Leone

489
479

Guinea

( 1)

All other
Average, fresh, chilled,

( 1)

or frozen

France
Total, EC
Norway
Sweden
Denmark
Morocco
All others
Average, canned
Average, all forms

522
478
540

( 1)

Average, EC
Norway
U.S.S.R./Russia

Canned:
EC:
Netherlands
Ireland

(1)

$502
563
530
589

( 1)

$536
577
453
533
( 1)

522
487
462
(,)
(,)
(,)
451
(,)
3.000

563
600
493

553

( 1)

( 1)

506

1,819
4,286
2,778
( 1)

$659
602
( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

4.000
605

625
622

( 1)

( 1)

472

( 1)

480
621
(,)
439
(,)
455

( 1)

( 1)

(,)

518

566

585

613

( 1)

(,)
(,)

2,583

( 1)

( 1)
( 1)

(1)
( 1)

4,667
2,598

( 1)

( 1)
( 1)

( 1)

(,)

1,667
1.750
2.393
555

$600
616
524

2, 333

3.800
2.765
519

( 1)

643
( 1)
( 1)

2,625
2,754
( 1)

( 1)

4.400
2.758
596

( 1)
( 1)

477
(,)
423

( 1)

( 1)

( 1)

4,000
4,000
( 1)

411

( 1)

( 1)

2,000
(,)
! 11
1.342
620

( 1)
( 1)

( 1l
4.000
613

Not available.
Source: U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Abidjan,
Feb. 26, 1993.
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Table 0 - 37
Mackerel: Ghanaian production, imports, exports, and consumption, 1988-90
Metric tons

1988

Item

Production 1
Imports
Exports . . . . . . .
Apparent consumption3
2
3

1989

1990

13,565

7,604
6,087

7,445

7,654
9,466

(2)

(2)

13,691

21,010

(2)

17,120

Catch.
Not available; believed to be minor.
Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

Source: Data for production are derived by Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nation; data for imports from Fisheries Research and Utilization
Branch, Tema.

Table 0-38
Frozen fish:

Ghanaian imports, by major species, 1998-91
M tric tons

Species

1988

1989

1990

Mackerel
Horse mackerel
Herring
All others
Total

6,087
6,640
1,295
98
14,120

7, 445
9,300
6,504
199
23,448

9,466
6,614
6,418
290
22,788

Not available.

Source:

Fisheries Research and Utilization branch, Tema.

0-33

1991
(1)
( 1)
( 1)
1

I l
26,576

Table D-39
Frozen fish:

Ghanaian imports, by major sources, 1990

Q'

S;gyi:s;:~

QiiantitJ£
(Metric tons)

t2tal
l!hll!:!i:
(Percent)

Netherlands
Ireland
Bulgaria
Senegal
Angola
United Kingdom
Mauritania
Gambia
All other
Total

8,789
4,982
2,350
1,504
1,066
799
5 49
357
2.392
22,788

38.6
21.9
10.3
6.6
4.7
3.5
2.4
1.6
lQ.4
100.0

Source :

Fisheries Research and Utilization branch
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1

Tema .

Table D-40
Frozen mackerel:

Source

Ghanaian imports, by selected sources, 1988·92

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Quantity (metric tons)

EC:
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Germany .
France
Total, EC
Norway
Total

0
1,717

1,358
0
0
3,075
813
3,888

0
5,312
5,767
565
0
11, 644
660
12,304

950
5,600
4,999
0
0
11, 549
0
11, 549

1,850
4, 125
1, 720
0
0
7,695
5,525
13.220

(1)
(1)
(1)
( 1)

!ll
(1)

4,822

!jl

Value Cl, 000 dollars!

EC:
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Germany .

France
Total, EC
Norway
Total

0
699
680
0
0
1 , 378

0
2,268
2,710
197
0
5,175

~§2

~a2

1 ,667

5,407

369
2' 647
2,440
0
0
5, 4 56
Q
5.456

l, 171
1,373
800
0
0
3,344
2,177
5,521

( 1)
( 1)
( 1)
( 1)

! 1l
( 1)

l,29Z
! 1l

Unit value (per metric ton)

EC:
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Germany . .
France
Average, EC
Norway

Average

{ 1)

( 1)

$407
500

$427
4 70
349

{ 1)

$633
333
465

( 1)

( 1)

{ 1)

( 1)

! 1l

! 1l

! 1l

! 1l

!ll

448

444
l52
4 39

472

435
J24
418

35~

429

4 72

Not available.
Source: U.S. Department of State, report from the U.S. Embassy, Abidjan,
Feb. 26, 1993.
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( 1)

$389
473
4 88

( 1)

( 1)
~414

(1)

Table D-41
Key economic indicators for Egypt, 1987 -90
(Millions of dollars. unless otherwise noted)

Indicator

1987

1988

1989

1990

33' 671
690
100.0

32,940
660
117 . 7

32,639
640
142.7

31,757
610
166.6

2,037
7,596
100 .0

2,120
8,657
97.2

2,648
7,448
81.8

2,985
10,340
75.4

-5.2

-4.0

-8.l

-7.2

44,460
6,323

45,326
6,700

43,513
7,646

35,367
4,518

48,798
59.0

49,910
59.4

50,999
59.8

52' 061
60.2

45.0

45 . 6

46.l

46.7

100.0

100.l

97.6

100.5

Domestic economy:
GNP
GNP per capita
CPI (1987=100)
Trade and balance of payments:
Exports (merch, fob)
Imports (merch, cif)
Terms of trade (1987=100)
Current account balance before
off ical transfers (percent
share of GDP)
External debt:
($mil)
Long term
Short term
Social:
Population (thousands)
Life expectancy (years)
Urban population (percent
share of total)
Food production (per
capita, 1987=100)
Source:

world Bank, world Tables 1992, Baltimore, 1992
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Table D-42
Frozen mackerel:

Egyptian imports, by selected sources, 1987·92

Source

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Quantity (metric tons)

EC:
Ireland
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total, EC
Norway
Total

0

0
0

6,030
3,257

3,573
9,891
550
14' 014
5.927
19.941

773

10,060
978
11. 038

2,331
15, 037
1.545
18,913
5.811
24 '724

5,337
7,126
0

12,463
6.739
19.202

Value (1 . 000 dollars!
EC:
Ireland
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total, EC
Norway

Total

0
0
0

2,445
1,332
398
4,175
344
4.519

1,180
4,284
216
5 , 680
1. 985
7.665

1,366
6,884
640
8,890
2.474
11. 364

2,265
3,597
0
5,862
2.824
8.686

unit value (per metric ton!
EC:
Ireland
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Average, EC
Norway
Average

$405
409
515
415
352
4 09

$330
433

393
405
335
384

$586
458
414
470
426
460

$424
505
( 1)

470
419
452

Not available.
Source : EC data from NIMEXE; Norway data from U.S. Department of State,
report from the U. S. Embassy, Oslo, Mar. 10, 1993.
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Table D-43
Key economic indicators for Jamaica, 1987·90
!Millions of dollars. unless otherwise noted)

Indicator

1987

Domestic economy:
GNP
GNP per capita
CPI ( 1987=100)
Trade and balance of payments :
Exports (merch, fob)
Imports (merch, cif)
current account balance
before off ical transfers
(percent share of GDP)
External debt: ($mill
Long term
Short term
Social:
Population (thousands)
Life expectancy (years)
Urban population (percent
share of total)
Food production (per
capita, 1987=100)
Source:

1988

1989

1990

2, 2 4 6
950
100 . 0

2,719
1,140
108.3

3,3 4 2
1,390
123.8

3,630
1,500
151.0

692.3
1,233.9

811.6
1,434.3

969.7
1,805.0

1,347.2
1,685.2

-6.5

-1.l

·11. 6

-9.7

4,465.2
231.2

4,244.3
288 . l

4,152.0
384.5

4,263.8
334.4

2,364

2,385

72 .5

72 .8

2,404
73.0

2,420
73.2

50.6

51. l

51. 7

52.3

100 .0

100.2

93.7

95.9

World Bank, World Tables 1992, Baltimore, 1992.
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Table 0-4 4

Fresh or frozen mackerel:

European Community exports to Eastern Europe,

1988·91

Countrv

1988

1989

1990

1991

Value (1 000 dollars)
Soviet Union:
Freeh whole
Frozen whole

Total
Poland:
Fresh whole
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Total
Yugoslavia:
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets

10,724
3.172
13,896

14,250
1.690
15,940

11, 950
228
12,178

11, 671
352
12,023

392
418

395
2, 872

0

804
184
87

810

1,075

3,380

165
11, 869
903
12,937

1,944

1,348
71

1,894
120
2,014

1,263

113

0
1,944

1, 419

1 ,862
87
1,949

5,787

3,335

2,470

768

804

1 139

167

Total

6,555

4, 139

3,609

1, 430

Bulgaria:
Fresh whole
Total

2.396
2,396

3.287
3,287

1.978
1,978

1.042
1,042

Romania:
Fresh whole

0

0

457

Total
Grand total

0
25.601

0
25.860

457
23.551

586
586
30.032

Total
Czechoslovakia:
Frozen whole
Frozen f illecs

Quantity <metric tons}
Soviet Union:
Fresh whole
Frozen whole

Total
Poland:
Fresh whole
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Total
Yugoslavia:
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Total
Table continues on next page.
0·39

51,895
13.958
65,853

55,489
7.922
63' 411

1.099

50,846
605

52,314

51,451

1 ,918
754
0
2, 672

3,469
618

1, 742

4, 770

4' 231

160
6,672

364
20,557
1. 200
22,121

3,172

2,305

2, 712

2' 648

0

105

180

218

3, 172

2,410

2,892

2,866

144

51,215

Ta.ble D-44-·Continued
Fresh or frozen mackerel:
1988-91

European Cami.unity exports to Eastern Europe,

1988

Countrv

1989

1990

1991

Upit val ue {dollora per metric tool

Czechoslovakia:

Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Total

8 , 246

au

6,428

3 , 771

l,Q~2

1 , 906
22§
2,132

9,134

7, 520

l,BU
5,609

11,918
11.918

14' 378
14' 378

8,910
B,91Q

5 , 350
5 350

Romania:
Fresh whole
Total . .

Q
Q

Q
Q

1,184
1,1&4

2' &14
2 &14

Grand total

92.749

91.950

77.50

86.734

Bulgaria:
Fresh whole
Total

Soviet onion:
Fresh whole
Frozen whole
Average

207

257

233

230

227

~1;i

~Q7

:!§2

211

25 1

233

234

204
554
Q
303

232
298
§Q4
254

227
602
7Q§
507

453
577
75l
585

613

687

715

UJ

:i:iQ

613

585
§7§
589

714

703

702
B§::!
718

519
7l§
550

655
§2Q
643

663
7J2
671

222
222

195

Poland:
Fresh whole . .
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets

Average
Yugoslavia:
Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Average . .

Q

Czechoslova.k ia:

Frozen whole
Frozen fillets
Average
Bulgaria:
Fresh whole
Average

12~

~Ql

2~2

20 1

229

2

0
0

JB§

~QB

0

U§

208

276

281

304

346

Romania:

Fresh whole
Average
Average

Source: Directorate General for Fisheries, Commission of the European
Communities.
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APPBNDDC B

Ccnmerce Department notice of specifications
for the 1992 Atlantic mackerel fishery

E-1

Fedenl Reglaw /' Vot'. ST.

No. 222 I Tuetday. November t7, 1002 / Rules' and' lto!gu1a1fon1 54189

acnooc Technical am•ndment.

OEPAR'TMENT OF COMMERCE

SUllllM'Y: The Com.mia1ion

Natk>MI Oceanic and A~
A-tmlan

ii iaauLns
thi.t technk:al amendment to conform
the effective date in the regulation1
is•ued in thi• proceedins to a delayed
effecllve date iNued in a later notice. l.n
thi1 proceedins the Commiuion lawed
final rulet providins for prior

50 CAI Part 655
IOodlot No. ._..2%701

1992.

F'CM' F\lfl'ntO: INFORMATION CONTACT.

Thom•• Dahl (2112) 927-5289 or Richan!
F•lder (2112) 927-5610 (TI)D for bearing
impalred: (2112) 921-5621.J
-AllY-TIOCQn
September a. 1992 the Comml11lon
publl1hed final rulea In thl1 pnx:eedlns
(57 FR 40851) malcing theae regulation1
effective on September 23. 1992. On
September 23, 11192 th• Commlulon
luued a nollce (57 FR 43925) d•l•ylng
the effective date of these resuJation1 to
qttober a. 1992.
Certain revllion1 to the regulaUoao

are nec::etMry to refJect the correct
effactive dote of October a. 11192. TheM
revl•lona ue .. t forth below.

Utt ol Subfecb in '9 CFR Put 1m
Claim.. Motor came.... UnderdlarseL
In~ Novemb..

u. 1992.

By the Cowni>alO<L

these final

PART 1321-MOftOPERATlNO llOTOR
CARRIERS-<:OU..ECTIOfl Of'

UNDERCHARGES'
1. The authority citation for part 1321
continues to read at follow1:
Authority: 49 U.S.C 10101. 10102. IO:Jtt.
10521. 10701, 10702. 10704. 10141. 10143. 10191.
10762,. 10784. 10921. 10923. 11144. 11901. 11903~

11904. 11906; s u.s.c "53.

n 1:121.1, 1a2u

1-1

· 2. In the fifth 1entence of I JJZ'l.1 and
1he introduclory text of I 13Z1.S. the
date "September 23, 1992" te revi1ed 1.oread "October 8. 1992".
IFR Doe. 9Z..Z1831 Flied 11-t&-<12; IU.S • .,,
lll&,.1.9IQ OOOl l'IJ.S..01 ...

comment.
T ABLE.-INmAt. ANNUAL SPECIF1CAT10"5
FOR A TI.NmC MACKV<EL JAHU.... Y

THROUGH 0ECEM8EA 31, 1992
,.. _ _ i>"Ol
MIX OY _,,___. __,, ____, _..,,

Initial specll!catlo111 for the 1992 61hlng

AllC-..---------·-·----·-

year for Atlantic mackerel. R.egulation1

OAH ........____...,..........................- ....Oi'P ...·-···---·---·--·-..--...- ....- .. ..
.NP.......-----·--·-------.- -..-·.. ..
TALFF ....__,............_.._,,,.,_,,_,,..... .

governing this ft1hery require ihe
Secretary of Commerce (Secretary) to
publlah 1peclficationo for the cwrent
61hing Y••r This action II intended to
fulfill thi1 requinnnent and to promote
the development or tile ,U.S. AUanUc
Mackerel ltebery.
IEfffCTIVI DATS: November 18. 19112.
A00111Ha CopiM of the Mid-Atlantic
Fi1bery Manqement Cow>c:il'1 "quota
paper" and recornme<>d&tio111.,.
available from John C. Bryton..
Bxecutiw Dinctor, Mld· Atlantic Plabery
Management Council. room 211s.
Federal Build.Ins. 300 South New Stree~

Dover, DE 1ll80L
Cople1 of the onvlJonment&l
e1101ment pnparod by the Northe81t

Resional Office for tlUI ecilon are
available from Richard B. Roe. Regional
Director, Nortbea1t Rasfon. NMPS. 1
Blackbum Circle. Clooce1ter. MA 01930-

_,,.._,,_CONTACT:

l'Oll
SldDef L 8'11ddaad. )r,
Myle1 Ralzln.. 50l!-ZSHl104 or Rlchard
Secretory.
Seama111, 5Q&-.281-.
For the reuon1 aet forth in the
preamble, title 49, chapter X. part 13zt te . . . . . IMfllfASY INfOfl!MA'TIOC

amended 81 follows:

initial apeclfiealiont for AIJantfc
mackerel. Thete specifications are
based on the rtt0mme-nda1ion1 or the
Council. the environmental assessment
prepared for thi1 actton. and public

Allanllc lbdt'"1, Squld,Commlt.aton review of certain cla1.te1 of Buttetfllll F1ahel1M
underdlarse claim• by nonoperatlng and
AGENCY: Nallonal Marine Flshories
certain other motor carriers.
Service (NMFS). NOAA. Commerce.
!7nCTM! DATE: Thia technical
AcnoN: Pinal initial 1pecificaUono for
amendment it effective on November 17, the 1992 Atlantic mackerel fl1bery.
Rc"'"•ft': NMFS i11ue1

fisherin were pubU1Md on February
27. 1992 (57 FR -J.
The followins table contain• lh• final

k)V ········---···------------·-

1 N/A
850,000
95.000

.. ~.000
55.000
26,000
0

· Noc~ . . . . . ~
IOY C*t .... o..c. not acaied 200.000 IT(.
• Conlalw \ 4,000 ml ~ 19C1Mlioi la! CllC:h
blMcS on " ' ~ CICll'ltlirWd M f'll ~
1

(50~Apst8'16j.

Th• Dlttctor, Northeaat Resion.
NMPS. (Regional Director~ alto impo..1
lour 1pecial conditions for the 1992
Atlantic mackerel l!Wry 81 loUowo:
(1) Joint ventures are allowed. but
river herrins bycatdi 1outh of 37"30' N.
latttude may not exceed tl.2.5 pen:ent of
the over-the-.ide tranafera of Atlantic

maw...~
(2) Tbe Regional Director will monitor
fi1hina operationo and manage harveat
to reduce lmpactt on marine mammala
In prosecuting the Allaadc mack•rel
61heriea;
(3) IOY may be lncreuad durill8 the
year. but the total will not exued
Z00.000 mt; and
(4) AppUcaUom from a puticular
nation for join! venturea for 1992 will not
be approvl!d until Ille Resion•l Director

Regulationa implemontins tbe P11bery
Man~monl Plan for Atlantic MacltereL delermlnet. based on an evaluation of
Squid. and Butterfioh Fi1h•rieo (FMP)
performance•. tbet tha nallon'1 purchase
prepared by the MJd.AUantic Fishery
· obllgationa for 1991 and previou.s yeara
Management CouDcU (Council~ appear
have been fuJJJ!led.
at 50 CFR part 665. n ... regulatloDI
Commeoll and Respoo1lipulate thet !he Secretary will pubU.b
Six 1et1 or commtntt on the proposed
a notice 1pecifying the initial annual
specjficationa were re<:eived. One waa
amount• or the initial optimum yield
an ex-parte communicaUon from the
(IOYJ •• well 81 the amounll for
A$ficu11ural and Emigration Counselor
allowable biolcsic&l catch (ABCi
of !he Royal Netherland• Emba11y. All
dome11ic annual buve1t (DAH).
dom•1tic annual procening (OAP), joint cornmentera eddreooed !he JX'OPoled
zero TALFF 1pecification for Atlantic
venture procetoin& uvP~ and total
macltero~ low of the colllllM!nten
allowable lovela or foreign fublns
oppoted !his propoaed 1pecification.
(TALFF) for the 1peciet managed lll\der
while one commenter supported it.
the f'MP. No reaervet are permlttl!d
One commenter opposed !he 3,000 Ml'
. under tha f'MP for any of theae 1peclea.
Proceduret (or determlning the initial
•pecificatlo~ for )VP In the ///ex squid
annual amount• a.re found in I 6S5.zt.
fishery. Commenll on the proposed /I/ex
Tho propooed specifications for the 1992 a.quid JVP apecificatfons are addreaaed
Allanlic Mackerel. Squid. and Butterflsh in a separate notice dated July 24. 1992.

E- 2

54190

Federal Reglater

I

Vol. 57. No. 222

(57 FR 32923) !hat includH Iha rlllal
1peclflcation1 for I/lex and Loligo squid
and butterfish.
Comment; Zero TAI.FF for Atlantic
mackerel mean.a that a joint venture
does not have the possibility to average
ita tower cost of direct fishing pound~e
feet with prices for over~Lhe-side and/or
shore aide purchases. To be
economiceUy competitive. a venture
mU1t therefore, pay a much lower price
10 U.S.

fishermen.
Response: In recent yean several joint
ventures and lntemal Waters Processing

operations (IWPa) for Atlantic mackerel

have been applied for and successfully •
executed without TAI.FF. Prices have
been competitive with those offered by

foreign participants who have also been
sranted TAI.FF.
CommenL· Foreign vessel• on the
fishing grounds assist U.S. fishermen
wilh localing madter<!l schools and
should be encourased.
Rl!sponse: U.S. fishermen now have
!he technological capability and
expertis.e to locate 1c:hools without
foreign assistance.
Comment: Biologically, mackerel need
to be harvested I:> allow higher value
species to rebuild.
Rlnponse: To the best of out
knowledse, there have been no
published studie1 to defend !his
hypothesis. Alternatively. one could
argue that many apec:l.H of fish and
marine mammals that prey on Atlantic:
mackerel have benefttted from large
1tockt, I.e.• whales. striped bass. and
bluefish.
Comment: Foreign merkets need our
Atlantic mackerel and will buy it only if
our prices and queUty are competitive.
Response: NMFS r<!Cognlzes !hat
Atlantic mackerel may provide a
relatively inexpensive protein source for
many countries. However, while these
countrie.s may want or deslre U.S.harveated mac:lcereL there 11 no evidence
that a need exisla. especially given the
large amount of protein substitutes
available at lower prices. It la also noted
that there i1 c:unently a large turplua of
Atlantic mackerel on the market from
!he United Kingdom and other part• of
Europe.
Comment: Zero TAI.FF largely
underestimates current fishing
po11ibilltl.. which could be allocated by
applying the U.S. overfishing definition.
Civen the estimated large 1pawning
1tock biomas1 and associated large ABC
at 850.000 MT. it follows !hat !he initial
annual yield can riae to this amount.
Foreign fiohermen should be allocated

I

Tuesday. November 17. 1992

thia 1urplu1 since substantial argument.a
for Donallocation have not been
supplied.
&1pon1e: NMFS reoognii., !hat the
estimated stock could support a much
larger Atlantic mackerel fishery than
these 1pecificalion1 allow without a
detrimental biological or ecolasic.al
effect. However. the JOY represents a
modification of ABC based on economic
factors and is intended to provide the
greatest overall benefit to the nation.
The intent or the IOY is to foster the
development or the U.S. madterel
fishery.
Ccmmtnt: We are disappointed by the
statement that a continuation of TAI.FF
would impede the continued growth of
lhe U.S. fishery. The main effect or
economic and political restructuring 1n
Eaatem Europe in the fisheries sector
has been a reduction in the consumption
of fish such u herring and madterel.
Consequently, market prices have been
put under pre1sure. Over-th~1ide tales
carried out in connection with foreign
fishing would, lherefore. allow !he U.S.
to export additional quantities.
fl.ffpons~: The statement regardins
the effects of TALFF on !he growlh of
the U.S. Industry is taken dlr<!ctly from
!he testimony of memberw of the U.S.
indu1try befor<! lhe Council. It has been
considered in the analysis of the effects
or a iero TAI.FF. NMFS will be carefully
monitoring lhe progress of the industry
during lhe 1992 fi•hing year and will use
this lnlonnation in evaluatms
specifications proposed for lhe 1993
fishery and beyond.
Comment: The quantity of over-the..
side purch&5'!t by European Economic
Community (EC) fishermen is not
intended for the Japanese market but
rather for markets where the United
States ha1 no tradJtlonal exports.
&spons.1: NMFS recognlzes the
practical difference between intentions
and actions. It is not likely !hat the
member atatea of the EC would forego
competing in the lucrative Japanese
market if condltions were favorable.
Furthermore. If !he U.S. industry
develops to a point where ii becomes
coat-effective to compete in
nontraditional markets, it will take
advantage of thit position.
Comment: Umitin9 foreign access to
Atlantic mackerel would set a bad
precedent under intemational law.
Response: Tbe Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Management Act
(Magnuson Act) invests the 1pe<:lftcation
setting proces1 with a great deal of
dlser<!lion. NMFS beiievu that these
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final apecificationa are consistent with
lht Magnuoon Act and will produce the
greateat overall benefit to the Nation.
Comment: The real obstacle to market
development it potential foreign
competition from a TALFF allocation.
The Netherlands fishing Industry (lhe
Dutch) ar<! lhe most likely recipient• of a
mackerel TAI.FF. Such mackerel would
be offered by the Dutch In the foreign
markets that our industry la t.ryins to
develop-Jamaica. Japan. Eastern
EuropP. north and west Africa. and the
~1.iddlt! East. The commenter believes
that It is critical to elimlnate TALFF in
order to stimulate the markets for U.S.
harvested and processed product
abroad.
Response'. Comment noted.
Comment: NMFS bas a aubstantial
body or data !hat demonstrates the
nexus between the elimination of
TAI.FF and !he dramatic growth in JVPs
in oilier regions of the country. The
Council was comet in asswnlng that
further growth in joint ventures would
oc:cur even after the elimination of
TAI.f1'. The Council feels strongly !hat
bolh tM harvesting and processing
industry would benefit from !he
elimination of TAI.FF because it would
result in !he growlh of bolh the OAP and
the JVP over lime. TAI.FF no longer
provides benefits to the Nation because
It Is not nece:15ary to sustain the OAP
and JVP production. TAI.FF inslead acts
aa a severe damper on the ability or
domestic proeesaora and harvesters to
expand direct and joint venture market5.
Response: While NMFS realizes !hat
comparisons between diffettnt regions
and alternative specie' are difficult to
analyze. we believe that the concerns
regarding TAI.FF !hat are voit<!d by
members o( the industry are addressed
by this action.
Classification
This action Is authoriz.ed by 50 CFR
pa.rt &SS and complie1 with Executive
Order 12291 and lhe National
Environmental Policy Act.
18

u.s.c. 1801 tt uq.

Ust of Subjectt In SO CTR Part 65S
Fiaheriea, Reportin3 and
reeordkeeping requirements.
O.ted: November 10. 1992.
Samuel W. Md<Ma..
Acting A3sistont Admi11i1tro1or for Fisheries,
National MoriM Filheries Service.
JFR Doc. 02-27794 Filed ll•t&-e2: 8'45 omJ
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APPBNDIX F
Governing International Fishery Agreement (GIFA)

between the United States and the Ruropean Community
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TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ACTS SERIES 11033

FISHERIES OFF THE UNITED STATES COASTS

Agreement Between t he
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

and the EUROPEAN E CONOMIC
COMMUNITY

Signed at Washington October 1, 1984
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EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Fisheries Off the United States Coasts
Agreement signed at Washington October 1, 1984;
Entered into force November 14 , 1984.
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AGREEMENT
3E7WEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
CONCERNING FISHERIES OFF THE COASTS OF
THE UNITED STATES
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THE: GOVE:RNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ANC THE
i:UROPEAN ECONOMfC COMMUNITY (hereinafter referred to as
'

1

the Comrr.uni ty"),

COKSIOERINC their common concern (or the rational ffianagement ,
conservation and achievement of optimum yield of fish stocks
off the coasts of the United States~

RECOGNIZING that the Unitea States has es tabl ished by
Presidential Proclamation or 10 March 198}( ' ) an exclusive
eccnomic zone within 200 nautical miles of its coasts with in
~hich

the Uni ted States has sovereign rights to explore ,

exploit , oonserve and manage all fish and that the United States
also has such rights over the li v i ng resources of the
contin ental shelf appertaining to the United States and

anadromous species of fish of United States origin;

RECOGNIZING that the Community has been co-operating for the
rational management and cons erva tion of the living resources

off the coasts of the United States and that Community fishermen traditionally have been co-operating in the development of
these resources under the Agreement between the Government of

the United States and the European Economic Coll\lllunity concerning
fisheries off the coasts of the United States, signed
15 February 1977 ;['] and
DESIROUS of establishing reasonable terms and condi tions
perta ining to fisheries of mutual concern over which the

Uni ted States has sovereign rights to explore, exp loi t,
conserve and manage;

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

: Federal Register, Vol. 48, No. 50, Mar. 14, 1983.
TIAS8598; 28 UST 3787.

2
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ARTICLE I

purpose of this Agreement is to promote ef f ecti ve
conservation, rational management and the a c hievement o~
optimum yield in the fisheries of mutual interest o~f the
coasts of the United States. to facilitate the rapid and
full development of the United States fishing indu stry and
to establish a common understanding of the principles and

~he

procedures under wh ich fishing may be conducted by nationals

and vessels of the Member States of the Community for the
living reso urces over wh ich the United States has sovereign
rights to explore, exp loit , cons erve and manage .
ARTICLE II
~s .

used in

th~s

Agreement, the term:

l) "living resources over wh ich the United States has

sovereign rights to explore, exploit, conserve and
manage" means:
al l fish within the exclusive economic zone of the
United States (e xcept highly migratory species of tuna),
all anadromoua specie& of fish that spawn in the fresh or
estuarine waters ot the United States and migrate to
ocean wa ters while present in the United States exclusive
economic zone &nd in areae beyond national fisheries
jurisdictions recognized by the United States and all
living resources oC the continental shelf appertaining
to the United States;
2) "fish" meane:
all finfish, molluscs, crustaceans, and other forms
of marine animal and plant life, other than marine mammals,
birds and highly migratory species;
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''fishery'' means:
a) one or more stocks of fish that can be treated a s
a uni t fo r purposes of cons ervation anC manag ement
and tha t are identified on the basis of geographical,
scie ntif ic , technical . rec reat ional and economic
characteristi c s; and
b) any fi s hing fo r such stocks;

''exc !usive economic zone'' means:
a zone contiguous to the territoria l sea of ~he Uni ted
States , the seaward boundary of wh ich is a line d rawn
in such a manner that each po i nt o n i t is 200 nautical
miles from the baseline from which the breadth of the
territo rial sea of the United States is meas ured;

"fishing'' means :
a) the catching , taking or harvesting of fish;
b) the att e mpted catching , taking or har ve sting of fish;

cl any other activity that can reasonably be expected
to resu l t in the catching , taking or harvesting of
fish ;
d) a ny ope rations at sea , including proc essi ng 1 dire ctly
in suppor t of, or in p r epa r ation for , any act1v1ty
described i n subpa r agraphs a ) through c) above , pro vided
that such term do es not include other l e g itima t e
uses of the high seas . incl uding any s ci entifi c
research activity;
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6) "fishing vessel" means:
any vessel, boat, ship , or other craft that is u sed for,
equipped to be used ror, or or a ty pe that ;, no r mally
used for :

a ) fishing, or

b ) aiding o r assisting one or more vessels at sea in the
performance of any activity relating to fishing,
including preparation , supply , storage, refrigeration,
tran sportation or prec ess i ng ;
71 "highly migratory species" means:
species of tuna whi ch in the course of their

~ife

cycle,

spawn and mi grate ov er great distances in waters of the
ocean; and
8) "marine mammal" means:

any mammal that is morphologically adapted to the marine
environment , including aea otters and members of the or~ers
Sirenia, Pinnipedia, and Cetacea, or primarily inhabits
the marine environment such as polar bears.

ARTICLE III

I. The Government of the United States is willing to allow
access ror fishing vessels or the Member States or the Community
to harvest, in accordance with terms and conditions to be
established in permit• issued under Article VII, that portion
or the tota l allo wable catch ror a specific fishery that will
not be harvested by Un ited States f iohing vesoels and is determ ir.e d
to be avai l ab l e to fishing vessels of Member States of the
Community in acco ~danc e with United States law.
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7h e Oov ernment of t he Unit e d St ates shal l d eterm i ne each

2.

year, subjec t t o s uch ad ju stments as may b e n e ces s ita ted by

unforeseen c irc uns tances affecting the stoc ks and in accordance
~it h

Uni ted States law:

a ) the tota l allo wable catc h for each fishery ba sed on
optim ~m

yield, ta king into account the best available

scientific ev idence, and social, e conomi c and o ther

re levant factors;
C) the harves t ing capacity of United States fishing vessels

in respect of ea ch fish ery;
c) the portion of the total allowable catch fo r a specific
fishery to which access will b e provided, on a periodic

basis ea:h year, to foreign rishing vesselsi and
d ) the

a ~!o .:;!tion

of such portion that may be made avai labl e

to the Community.

J.

The United States shall determine each year the measures
necessary to prevent overfishing while achieving, on a
continuing basis, the optimum y ield from each fishery i n
accordance with United States law.
Such measu res may include, inter alia:
a ) designated area~ where, and periods when, f is hing shall
be permitted, limited, or conducted only by specified types
or fishing vessels or wi th specified types and quantities
of fishing gear;
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b ) limitations on the catch of fish based on area, spec i es, siz e,
number, weight, sex , incidental catch, total biomass or other
factors;
c ) limitations on th e number and types of fishir.g ve ssels tha t
may engage in f ishing and/or on the number of days each

vessel or the total fleet may e ngage in a desi gnated area
for a spe ci fied fishery;
d ) requirements as to the types of gear that may, or may not,
be employed ; and
e ) requireme nts d es ign ed to facili tate e nfor ceme nt of such
co nditions and restr ictio ns, including the maint e nance of
appropr iate position-f ix ing a nd identi ficat ion equipment .
Th e Government of the United States shall notify the
Community of the deter minations provided for by this Article
~.

on a timely basi s .
ARTICI.£ IV

In d etermining the portion o f the surplus that may be made
available to the Community, ahd to other countries, ihe
Government o f the Uni ted States will d e cid e on t he baai e of
the factors identifi ed in the Magnuson Fishery Conservation
and Management Act,( 1 ] aa am e nded . that i a :
i) whether, and to what extent, such nat io n imposes tar iff
barriers or non-tariff barriers on the importat i on, or
otherwise restricts the market a cc ess, of United State s
r ish or f ishery products;

I

IGU.S.C.§1801 tt stq.
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ii) whe ther, and t o what e xtent , such nation is co - ope r ating

wit h t~e -Cnite~ States in the advancement of exist ing anc
ne w opportunities fo r fisheries trace, particular !y through
the purchase of fish o r fishery products :~orr ~~~~ ec ~ta tes
processors o r fro~ Un i ted Sti tes ;isnerme~;
iii) whet her , and to what extent , such nation anC the fishing

fl eets of such nation have co-operated wit h the
Uni ~ ed

iv~

S tates fisning

re g~lations;

whether , and to what extent, such natior. requ i res the rist.
harvested f r om th e fishery conse r vation zor.e ~o~ its
Comestic

consump ti on~

v) whether , and t o
contrib utes t o ,
e conomic Un ited
minimizing gear

wha t extent, such na t ion othe rw ise
o r fosters the g rowth of , a so~nC anC
St ates fishing industry , including
conflicts with fishing op era t ions of

United S tates fishe rmen , and trans fe rr ing ha r vesting
or p roc essin& technology which will bene~it the
Un ited Stat es fishing indus try ;
vi)

~hether,

and to wha t extent. the fishing vessels of such
nation have traditionally engage d in fi shing in such
fishery;

vii)

~ he t her , and to what extent, such nation is co-ope rat i ng
with the United States in , and making substantia~
contribut ions to, fishery resear ch and the i den~i~ication
of fishe ry resources; and

viii) such o ther matters as the Se cretary of State , i~
co - operation wi th the Sec retary, deems ap~~op r~ate.
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ARTICLE V
The Community shall co- operate with and assist the Unit ed
Stat es in the d e velopment of the ~n ited States ~ishing
i ndu stry and the incr ease of United States fishery exports
by taking such measur e s as facilitating the importation
and sa l e of United Sta te s fish ery products, p r oviding

information concerning technical and administ ra tive
requ i rement s for access of UniteC States fishe r y products
in t o the Community , providing economic data , sharing expertise,
facilitating the transfer of harvesting or processing
technology to the Ur.ited States ~ishi ng industry, facilitating
appropriate joint venture and Other arrangements. informing
its industry or trade and joint venture oppor t unit ies
with the United States, and taking o t he r act ions as may be
appropriate .

ARTICLE VI
The Community shal l take all ne cessary
1)

m ea s~res

to ensure:

that nationals and vessels of the Member States of the
Community refrain from fishing for living reso urces over
which the United States has sovereign rights to exp l or·e,
exploit. conserve and manage except as authorized pursuant
to this Agreement;

2 ) that al l such vessels so a ut hori zed comply with the
provisione of permits issu ed pursuant to this Agreement
and applicab l e laws of t he Uni t~d States , and
3 ) that the total allocation re f erred to in Article III,
paragraph 2 d) of this Agreement is not exceeded for
any fishery .
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ARTICLE VI I

7he Community may submit an applicatio~ to the Government
cf the ~nited S tates ~or a permit for each fishing vessel
of a Member State o! the Community that wishes to engage
in fishing in the exclusive economic zone pursuant to this
Agreement. Such application shall be prepared and processed
in accorcance with the Annex , wh ich constitutes an integral
part of this Agreement. The Government.of the United States
may require the payment of fees for such permits and for
fishi ng in the ~ni ted States exclusive econo~ic zone . The
:omrr:~nity undertokes to keep the number of applications to
;he minimum required, in ord er to aid in the efficient
ad~inistration o : the permit program.

i.RTICLE VI! I

7h e Community shall ensure that nationals anc

ve~sels

of

'•1ember States o~ the Communi ty re f rain from t.arassing ,
~unting, capturing or killing, or ~ttempting to harass, hunt,

:apt ure or kill, any marine mamma: within the United States
~xclusive economic zone , except as may be otherwise provided
'Y an international agreement res~~cting marine mammals to
~hich the Unit ed States is a party , or in accordance with
;pecific authorization for and controls on incidental taking
>f marine mammals established by the Gov ernment of the
inited States.

ARTICLE IX
~he

Community shall ensure that in the conduct of the fisheries
Jnder this Agreement :
~)

the authorizing per~it for ~ach vessel of a Member State
of the Community is prominently displa yed in the wheel
ho~s e

of such

~esse!;
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2) appropriate position-fi xing and identif:cation equipment

as determ i ne..d by t he Government or the Llnited States , is
ins tal led and ~aintaineC in working order on each vessel;

}) designated United Stat es observers are

per~itted

to boarc .

upon requ est, a ny s uc h fishing vesse l , and shall be accorded
the courtesies and accommodat ions provided to ship's

ofricers while aboard such vessel, and o wners, operato~s
and c rews of such vessel shall co- operate with observe~s
in the conduc t of their official duti es, and , fu rther, the
Go vernment of the Un ited States shall be rei mbu rsed !or
the costs inc~rred in the ut iliza t ion or obs erve rs;
4)

agents are appointed and maintained ~ithin the United St ates
poss essing the authority to receive and respond t o any
legal proc ess issued in the Unite d States with respe c~ to
an owner or operator of a vesse l of a Member State of ~~e
Community for any cause arising out of the conduct or
fishing activities for the living resour~es over wh ich the
Un ited States has sovereign rights to explore, exp loit ,
cons erve and manage ; and

S>

a ll necessary measures are taken to minimize tishing
gear conf li cts and to ensure the prompt and adequate
comp enSation of United States citizens for any loss. or
damage to, their fishing vessels, fishing gear or catch ,
and resu l tant economic loss , that is caused by any fishing
vessel of a Member State of the Community as determined
by applicable United States procedures.
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ARTICLE X
The Community shall take all appropriate measures to assist
the United States in the enforcement of its laws pertaining
to fishing in the exclusive economic zone and to ensure that
each vessel of a Member State of the Community that enga ges
in fishing for living resources over which the United States
has sovereign rights to explore , exploit , conserve and

manage shall allow a nd assist the boarding and inspection
of such vessel by any duly authorized enforcement officer
of the United State s and shall co-operate in such enforcement action as may be undertaken pursuant to the laws of
the United States .

ARTICLE XI
1 . The Government of the United States will impose
appropriate penalties , in accordance with the laws of
the United States, on vessels of Member States of the
Community or their o wners , operators , or cre-...·s that

violate the requirement s of this Agreement or of any
permit issued her eunder.
2 . Arrested vessels and their crews shall be promptly
released , subject to such reasonable bond or other
security as may be dete r mined by the court.

} . In any case arising out of fishing activities under
this Agreement , the penalty for violation of fishery
regula t ions shal l not include imprisonment except in the
case of an enforcement related offense such as assault
on an enforcemen t officer or r efusal to permit boarding
and inspection.
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4 . In cases of seizure and arrest of a vessel of a Member
State of the Community by the authorities of the Government
of the Uni t ed States, notification s ha ll be given promptly
through diplomatic channe ls informing the Community and the
Member State concerned of the action taken and of any
penalties subsequently impos ed .

ARTICLE XII
1. The Governme nt of the United States and the competent
a gencie s of the Communi ty shall co - op erate in the conduct
of scientific research required for the pur pose of managing
and conserving living resources ov er whi ch the Uni ted States
has sovereign rights to explore, exploit, conserve and manage ,
including the compilation of the best availab le scientifi c
information for management and conservat ion of stocks of
mutual interest .
2 . The competent agencies of the two Part ies shall
co - operate in the deve l opment o f a periodic resea r ch plan
o n stocks of mutual concern through corres pondence or

meetings as appropriate, and may modify it from time to time
by agreemen t. The agreed research plans may i nc lude, but
are not limited to , the exchange of information and scientists ,
regularly scheduled me etings between scientists to prepare
research plans and review progress, and jointly conducted
research proj e cts.
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3. The conduct of agreed research during regular commercial
fishing oper ations on board of a fishing vessel of a Member State
of the Community in the United States exclusive economic zone
shall not be deemed to change the charact er of the vessel's
activities from fishing to scientific research. Therefor e ,
it will still be necessary to obtain a permit for the vessel
in accordance with Article VII .
The Community shall co-operate with the Government of the
United States in the implementatio n of procedures for collecting
and reporting biostatistical info rmation and fisheries data ,
~.

including catch and effort statistics . in accordance with

procedures which will be stipulated by the United States .

ARTICLE XIII
In the interest of conservation , restoration , enhancement and
rational management of salmon stocks of United States origin
as we ll as of Community origin , both Parties shall consult and
co-operate under the Conventio n for the Conservation of Salmon
in the North P.tlantic Ocean.[ ' )

Done at Reykjavik Mar. 2, 1982. TIAS 10789.
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ARTICLE XIV
1. The Government of the United States and the Community shall
carry out periodic bilateral consultations regarding the implementation of this Agreement and the development of further
co - operation in the field of fisheries of mutual concern,
including co - operation within the framework of appropriate
multilateral organizations for the collection and analysis
of scientific data respecting such fisheries.
2 . At the request of eithe r Party any dispute concerning the
interpretation or appl ic ation of this Agreement shall be the
subject of consultations between the Parties.

ARTICLE XV
The Government of the Uni ted States undertakes to authorize
fishing vessels of Member States of the Community allowed to
fish pursuant to this Agreement to enter ports in accordance
wit h United States la ws for the purpose of purchasing bait ,
supplies, or outfits, or effecting repairs , changing cre ws,
or fo~ such o;her purposes as may be authorized .
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ARTICLE XVI
Should the Government of the United States indicate to the
Community that nationals and vessels of the United States
wish to engage in fishing in the Community's fishing zone
the Community shall , in accordance with the provisions of
the Common Fisheries Policy, allow such fishing on terms
not more restrictive than those established in accordance
with this Agreement .
ARTICLE XVII
Nothing contai ned in the present Agre ement shall prejudice:
1) the views of either Party wi th respect to the e xisting
territorial or other jur isdic t ion of the coastal State
for all purposes other than the conservation and management of fisheries ; or
2) any other international rights and ob ligations of either
Party.
ARTICLE XVIII
The Agreement shall apply to the territories in which the
Treaty establishing the Community applies , under the
conditions of that Treaty , and to the Uni t ed States, its
territories and its possessions .
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ARTICLE XIX
1 . Th is Agreement, together with the Agreed Minutes whi ch
form an integral part thereof, shall enter into force on a
date to be agreed upon by exchange of notes, following the
completion of internal procedures of both Part ies, and
remain in force until 1 July 1989, unless extended by
exchange of notes between the Parties.(•) Notwithstandi ng
the foregoing, either Party may terminate this Agreement
after giving written notice of such termination to the
other Party six months in advance.
2 . At the request of either Party, this Agreement shall
be subject to review by the two Parties two years after
its entry into force.

l

Nov. 14,1984.
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APPENDIX G
Economic effects of trade barriers

G· l

To quantitatively evaluate the extent to which foreign tariffs or
nontariff barriers reduce U.S. mackerel exports, certain assumptions must be
made about the relevant price elasticities of import supply and export demand.
The Commission reviewed the econometric literature for estimates of
elasticities pertaining to mackerel. only limited research was uncovered, the
range of elasticities uncovered in this review was found to be very wide. 28
Econometric estimates of such elasticities in foreign markets wre found .
The following tabulation presents the range of assumed price
elasticities of import demand and export supply:
Price elasticity of--

Low . .

Medium
High

Import demand

Export supoly

·0 .5
·2 .5
·10 .0

0.5
2.5
10.0

The low, medium, and high elasticities are based on those found in the limited
studies that have estimated such elasticities for mackerel or other species of
fish. The elasticities are used here to illustrate the likely impacts of
eliminating foreign tariffs on U.S. exports to selected foreign markets.
The trade-distorting effects of import tariffs are shared by importers

(or consumers) and foreign exporters (or producers) .

That is to say, a tariff

puts upward pressure on internal (domestic) prices in the importing country
and downward pressure on foreign prices received by exporters. The relat i ve
burdens on importers and exporters depend on the relevant price elasticities.

It can be shown29 that the foreign (U.S.) exporter's burden (the decline in
export price) is given by the following formula:

28 M. P. Burton

( "The Demand for Wet Fish in Britain," Marine Resource

Economics, Vol. 2 (1992), pp. 57·66), who found a price elasticity of demand
for mackerel and other pelagic species in the United Kingdom of about ·2.5;
J.O.S . Kennedy ("The Determination of the Optimal Exploitation Pattern of
Western Mackerel Stocks," Seafish Report 3001 (1989), Seafish Industry
Authority, Edinburgh), who estimated a short-run (monthly) price elasticity of
demand for Scottish · harvested mackerel of · 10; and, in the U.S. market, demand
for various fish species (but not mackerel) was examined by Hsaing · tai Cheng
and Oral Capps, Jr. ("Demand Analysis of Fresh and Frozen Finfish and
Shellfish in the United States," American Journal of Agricultural Economics,

Vol. 70 (1988), pp. 533·42), who found price elasticities ranging from ·0.45
for flounder and sole to ·0.97 for snapper.
29 Mordechai E. Kreinin, International Economics: A Policy Approach, 5th
ed . (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich, 1987), app. VIII.
G·2

where t is the ad valorem tariff rate (or ad valorem tariff equivalent of a
nontariff barrier), sis the exporter's share of the price·distorting burden
of the tariff, Es is the price elasticity of export supply, and Ed is the
price elasticity of import demand. This formula, t·s, is the percentage
reduction in the exporter's price caused by the tariff; as shown below, when

multiplied by the price elasticity of export supply, it yields the percentage
reduction in the quantity of exports.
Tariff barriers
The following tabulation shows the estimated declines in the price
received by U.S. exporters when foreign tariffs are imposed, under a variety

of assumptions about price elasticities.

The countries and tariff rates are

drawn from the information contained in chapter 4: 30

Countrv

Tariff

LOW

Moderate

High

rate

estimate

estimate

estimate

--------------(percent)--------- - -Nigeria . . .

COte d'Ivoire
Ghana .
Egypt .
Russia

5.0
0.0
32.0
1.0
10 . 0

-0.2
0.0
-1.5
-0.1
-0.5

-2.5
0.0
-16.7
-0.5
-5.0

-4 . 8

0.0
-30.5
-1 . 0
-9. 5

For example, the 5-percent tariff on Nigeria's mackerel imports causes
the price received by U.S. exporters to decline by anywhere from 0.24 to
4.8 percent, depending on the assumed price elasticities of import demand and
export supply. In general, the price effects on U. S . exporters will be
relatively large when the U.S . share of the importing country's total imports

is relatively small (i.e . , the price elasticity of import demand is large)
and/or the importing country's share of total U.S . production is relatively
large (i . e., the price elasticity of export supply is small).
Multiplying these estimated price effects by different assumed price
elasticities of export supply yields the estimated percentage changes in U.S.
export volume: 31

°

3 For the low estimate, Es= 10.0 and Ed= 0.5; for the moderate estimate,
Es= Ed= 2.5; for the high estimate, Es = 0.5 and Ed= 10.0.
31

For the low estimate, E5 = Ed = 0.5; for the moderate estimate, E5

=

Ed =

2 . 5; for the high estimate, E8 =Ed= 10 . 0. Note that these assumed price
elasticities are not the same as in the previous tabulation. In both
tabulations, the elasticities are chosen to obtain the smallest, moderate, and

largest effects .
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Country

Tariff

Low

Moderate

High

rate

estimate

estimate

estimate

---- --·········(percent)·········-··· ·
Nigeria . .

.

COte d'Ivoire
Ghana .
Egypt .
Russia

5.0
0.0
32 . 0
1.0
10.0

·1.3
0.0
·8.0
·0.3
·2 .5

·6 .3
0.0
·40.0
· l. 3
·12.5

·25 . 0
0 .0
-100.0 1
·5.0
·50.0

1 Mathematically this number exceeds 100.0, but in reality
exports cannot decline by more than 100 percent.
Thus, for example , the Ghanaian tariff of 32 percent causes the volume of U.S.
exports to decline from anywhere between 8 and 100 percent, depending on the
assumed price elasticities of import demand and export supply.
Nontariff barriers

The economic effects of NTBs are similar to those created by tariffs:
prices paid by consumers in the importing country are higher, prices received
by foreign producers are lower, and the quantity traded per time period is
lower.
Evaluating the magnitude of these changes, however, is more
complicated with NTBs than with tariffs because, unlike tariffs, most NTBs

(other than quotas) may not be quantitatively measured .

In the case of quotas

the economic effects are straightforward; one works backward from the quantity
effect to evaluate the price effects, whereas with tariffs price is the
targeted economic variable. 32 Less transparent NTBs, however, are much harder
to quantify, although in principle their price and quantity effects are
similar to tariffs and quotas. 33 In all cases, trade barriers in foreign

importing countries serve to reduce both the price and the volume of U.S.
mackerel exports .

32 The relative burden of quotas is less easily determined than with
tariffs. The e x tent to which the price paid by the importer rises or that
received by the exporter falls depends on the relative bargaining power

wielded by each party.

The greater the power held by the importer the greater

will be the decline in price received by the foreign exporter, and v i ce versa.
J.3 For detailed discussion of the issues and problems invol ved with

quantifying NTBs, see U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC), Estimated
Tariff Bquivalents of U.S. Quotas on Agricultural Imports and Analysis of

Competitive Conditions in U.S. and Foreign Markets for Sugar. Meat. Peanuts.
Cotton and Dairy Products (investigation No. 332-281), USITC publication 2276,
Mar. 1990, and USITC, Estimated Tariff Equivalents of Nontariff Barriers on
Certain Agricultural Imports in the European Community. Japan. and Canada
(supplement to investigation No. 332-281), USITC publication 2280, Apr. 1990.
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Nontariff barriers tend to place a price wedge between the foreign
supply price and the wholesale price in the importing market. The following
tabulation compares wholesale prices in importing countries (see chapter 4)
and export prices from Norway (see chapter 3) for frozen mackerel in 1991: 34
Price

Market

f.a.s.

Wholesale

Norway

importer

--(cents/kilogram) -Japan .
Nigeria

0.92
0.41

Egypt

0.42

Ghana .

0.39

2.85
0.48-0.52
0.42
0.44

In each case, there is a wedge between the prices, which typically are
greater for countries with larger barriers (compare, for example, Japan, which
has an import quota on mackerel, with Ghana, Nigeria, and Egypt, which
maintain lower trade barriers. Because other explanations include product
quality and local market conditions, as well as transportation costs affect
this price wedge, it cannot be attributed completely to tariffs and N'I'Bs.
However, the comparison is still broadly consistent with the expected price
effects of nontariff trade barriers.

14 Norway is chosen because, unlike the United States,

frozen mackerel to each of the listed countries in 1991.
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APPENDIX H

Economic effects of EC fishery management

H-1

The details of the EC's Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) were described in
chapter 3.

The two significant elements of the CFP are a system of annual

harvest quotas and an ex vessel price-support regime.

EC mackerel harvests

are regulated at the national level by systems of vessel licenses and harvest
quotas.

This appendix describes the likely economic effect of the CFP on EC

harvesting effort.
The economic effects of EC restrictions on BC harvesting effort are
shown geometrically in figure H-1, in which the horizontal axis measures

harvesting effort (e.g., the number of vessels) and the vertical axis measures
both the volume and value (assuming, for now, a fixed price of $1.00 per unit)
of the harvest.

The i nverted o - shaped curve labeled TRL represents the long-

term total revenue (at the fixed price) received for various levels of fishing
effort (measured along the horizontal axis) .

The shape of the total revenue

curve illustrates the diminishing productivity of the fishery as effort
increases; at high -effort levels, the resource is so depleted that the longterm (sustainable) harvest actually declines.
In the short term, the resource does not have enough time to react to
changes in fishing effort, and so the harvest rises and falls as effort rises
and falls .

In figure H-1, this short-term total revenue is illustrated by the

concave, upward-sloping curve labeled TRs.

The total cost of "producing'' harvesting effort is shown by the total-

cost curve labelled TC in figure H-1.

For simplicity, total cost is assumed

to rise linearly with effort (e.g., the cost of operating a vessel does not

change with the number of vessels) . 1

1

Fixed costs are ignored for the time being because they do not affect the
results of the present discussion.
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Figure H-1: Economic effects of the
EC Common Fisheries Policy
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If the cost of harvesting is low enough, the fishery is likely to become
overexploited, as is the case both in the BC mackerel fisheries and in figure
H-1 .

The "equilibrium" effort level is Ee , where total revenue equals total

cost and no additional harvesting effort is attracted into or diverted from
the fishery.

However, this is an economically inefficient result, for the

same (or greater) amount of fish could be harvested in the long term with a
smaller amount of harvesting effort.

Therefore, the appropriate policy is to

reduce harvesting effort, as through the CFP quotas, which in figure H· l
reduces effort from 6 0 to B1 .
The short · term effect of the CFP quota restriction is shown by the
short-term total revenue curve, TRs.

With reduced effort the harvest quantity

and total revenue decline from He to H1.

In the long term, however, the

lighter fishing pressure on the resource enables its population to grow, so
that with the same (restricted) effort the long-term harvest rises to H2,
above the sustainable harvest that was possible with unrestricted effort. 2
As noted in chapter 5, the effects on the U. S. industry of the CFP depend on
the likely price changes that could result from changes in EC harvest i ng
effort.

2 Another possible short-term effect of vessel-specific harvest quotas is a
reduction in the vessel's annual harvest below the quota level . ftBecause
fishing is, to a certain degree, a random process, it follows that a quota
constraint on individual vessels will, by removing the chance of a large
catch, reduce the expected catch per vessel to a value l ess than the actual

quota. The greater the (random) variability in catches, the greater will be
the reduction. • Colin W. Clark, "The Effect of Fishermen's Quotas on Expected
Catch Rates,

11

Marine Resource Economics, vol. 1 (1985), pp. 426.

This effect

cannot be further examined here bec.a use of lack of vessel· level data; however,
to the extent t hat conunercial mackerel harvests are unpredictable, Clark's

results suggest that per vessel quotas in the BC industry (and, as seen below,
in Norway) further reduce harvests, which reduces production and puts upward

pressure on prices.
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APPENDIX I

Economic effects of financial assistance for fixed costs

I-1

As noted in chapter 5, mackerel harvesting vessels and processing p l ants
in the European Community, Norway, Eastern Europe, the United States, and
elsewhere often were constructed with government assistance, typically in the

forms of grants or low·interest loans. Even though most such sources of
fixed-cost assistance to the industry have been cut back or eliminated, the
past assistance r·e ceived by vessel and plant owners continues to benefit the
owners and operators of such vessels and plants.

Current mortgage and loan

payments, for example, are lower because grants and loan guarantees covered
part of the original cost of construction or acquisition.
The likely effects of these continuing benefits can be seen more clearly
in a representative, but hypothetical example. Consider a freezer trawler {an

onshore processing plant can also be considered, for the financial principles
are identical), built at a total cost of $10 million, excluding gear. 35 The
gover·runent assistance available to the intended owner of the vessel is assumed
to include a nonrepayable grant of 35 percent of the construction cost of the
vessel and a guaranteed loan at an interest rate of 8 percent. 36 The
prevailing market rate for an unguaranteed private loan to the same borrower
is assumed to be 10 percent. In addition to interest, fixed costs are assumed
to include depreciation of 6.67 percent of the total cost net of the
government grant, and a return on owner's equity of 10 percent. 37 Owner's

35 This figure,

according to European industry sources, would apply to a
moderately large factory-trawler or purse seiner. The cost of a very large
vessel can range between $15 and $20 million.
36 These terms are not inconsistent with terms of assistance programs
provided in recent years by the BC and various member states. According to
the OECD (Fisheries Issues; Trade and Access to Resources (Paris, 1989)), the
EC provides grants of 10 to 35 percent (plus a 10· to 30 -percent contribution
from the respective member state) for "moderni zation or conversion work on
fishing vessels in use (which) must be substantial, be undertaken to
rational ize fishing operations, improve conditions of storage of catches, or
save energy. Wi th respect to purchase or construction of new vessels priority
is given to vessels (that) replace vessels more than 15 years old as well as
vessels lost or permanently withdrawn." Grants from the EC for processing
plants consist of 25 to 50 percent of total investment (with at least
s percent from the member state) "to develop new products or to help already
existing products to conquer new markets (and) to improve the processing and
marketing structure." Member-state contributions are in addition to the EC
assistance; e xamples include Ireland , which provides 25-percent grants for
vessel construction or improvement and loan guarantees for 65 to 70 percent of
vessel cost; and the United Kingdom, which provides grants of 10 to 30 percent
of approved costs of vessel construction or modernization, to a maximum of
£250, 000 (about $360, 000) .
37 Al though it would be unrealistic to expect a vessel or plant owner to
always receive a given competitive return under all market conditions, a
rational investor would expect ex ante to receive a competitive return, at
least on average, over the economic life of the investment .
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equity is assumed to be 50 percent of the total cost for an unsubsidized
vessel and 33 percent for a subsidized vessel.
The following tabulation compares the financing elements of a subsidized
vessel with that of an (otherwise identical) unsubsidized vessel:
Vessel with subsidy :

Vessel with no subsidy:

_F inancing

Financing

Government grant
Guaranteed loan
Equity
Total

$3,500,000
3,166,667
3.333.333
$10,000,000

Commercial bank loan
Equity .
Total .

$5,000,000
5.000 . 000
$10,000,000

The subsidized vessel is financed with the 35-percent grant, owner's equity of
33 percent of the total cost of the vessel, and a loan for the remainder. The

unsubsidized vessel is financed by a conunercial loan at the market rate of
interest and the owner's equi ty of 50 percent of the total cost .

The next tabulation compares the itemized annual fixed costs of each
vessel : 33

Annual costs

vessel with
subsidy

vessel with
no subsidy

Interest
Depreciation
Return on equity

$253,333
433,333
333 . 333
$1,020,000

$500,000
666,667
500,000
$1,666,667

From this tabulation the estimated subsidy can be determined by subtracting
the total annual fixed cost of the subsidized vessel from that of the
unsubsidized vessel; this estimated subsidy is $646,667 ($1,666,667 $1,020,000) .
The potential effects of the subsidy on the operation of this vessel can
be seen by dividing the total subsidy by the quantity of the vessel's harvest.
Different levels of harvest are shown in the following tabulation because of
the wide range of possible harvest rates by the vessel, depending on the
number of days fished in a year and the average daily harvest: 39

38 Totals may not add due to rounding.
39 I t should be noted that the vessel would not fish mackerel year- round.
In the U.S. industry as elsewhere, mackerel-harvesting vessels typically fish
other species during the mackerel "off-season . ft Therefore, the assumption of
an annual harvest of, for example, 16,000 tons would normally include
mackerel, herring, and other species.
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Subsidy/ton

Annual harvest rate
200 days ® 80 tons/day •
200 days ® 100 tons/day =
200 days @ 120 tons/day
2QQ Q~§ i 14Q tQn§lQ~ =

16,000 tons
20,000 tons
24,000 tons
2S,QQQ ~Qn§

$40
$32
$27
~23

This calculation gives the subsidy per unit (ton) of output and can be
interpreted as the maximum downward effect on the selling price of the
vessel's harvest. Based on an average annual ex vessel price of mackerel of
$300 per ton, this hypothetical per-unit subsidy allows for a decline in price
ranging between 8 percent (for a per -unit subsidy of $23) to 13 percent (for a
per -unit subsidy of $40) .

It is important to note that this is the maximum likely effect on the
mackerel price. The actual effect could be smaller, depending on the number
of new mackerel-fishing vessels attracted by the potential profits created by
the vessel subsidy and, more important, on the increase in the harvest by the

fleet as a whole .
This latter factor depends in turn on the condition of the mackerel

r esource, i.e., whether the resource is under· or overutilized before the
construction subsidy is provided. It also depends on whether one views the
c hanges in a short · or long - term context. In the short term (before the
mackerel population adjusts to the increase in fishing effort) , the mackerel
harvest wil l increase as newly constructed vessels enter the fishery; the
i ncreased harvest, in turn, puts downward pressure on market prices until the
p r ofit created by the construction subsidy disappears .
In the long term, however, this increased harvest depletes the
resource, which - -if the resource is overutilized, as is the case in the

northeast Atlantic · ·reduces the long-term (sustainable) harvest to or below
the presubsidy level. Therefore, if the total harvest does not change (and
assuming nothing has caused market demand to change), then the construction

subsidy causes no net effect on market prices for mackerel in the long term.
Finally it should be emphasized that the above results depend on many
factors, most importantly the assumptions about the grant proportion, the
interest rates, the expected return on owner's equity, and other variables.
To see how sensitive the above results are to our assumptions, alter one or
more of the assumed variables. For e x ample, suppose that in the time since

the vessel was constructed the loan program has been eliminated and now the
owner must pay the market rate of interest .

In that case the interest cost

for the vessel with subsidy in the above tabulation rises from $253 , 333 to
$316,667, raising the total cost for the subsidized vessel from $1,020,000 to
$1,083,333. The net subsidy to the subsidized vessel falls from $646,667 to
$583,334 and the per-unit subsidy for each output also declines, to the levels
shown in the tabulation below:
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Subsidy/ton

Annual harvest rate

200
200
200
200

days
days
days

f;

days

e

f;
f;

80
100
120
140

tons/day • 16,000 tons
tons/day • 20,000 tons
tons/day = 24,000 tons

$36
$29
$24

ton§ Ls!~

~21

2S,QQQ tons
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